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1. THE PURPOSE OF THE ANALYTIC PROGRAM 
1.0. INTRODUCTION 
This publication is intended as a contribution to the construction of 
translation programs for computers. 
Dutch has a large capacity to form new words by combination of lan-
guage elements already existing. Some of these language elements are in-
dependent words; some are language elements not occurring as independent 
words, among which the most important are the affixes like ing (a suffix 
to derive nouns from verbs; its sphere of meaning is large; sometimes it 
corresponds to English ing (as gerund ending), sometimes to -ion). 
Because such compounds are continuously newly formed, not all com-
pounds can be adopted into a lexicon and so for mechanic translation one 
must be able to determine their structure mechanically. 
In linguistics there are several definitions of morphemes, but one 
which will be accepted by at least some linguists is: morphemes are the 
smallest elements which one must consider as a unity to be able to con-
struct the words from them and to be able to formulate the construction 
rules. We adopt a more opportunistic point of view and say: the morphemes 
are the word constituents whose adoption in the analytic lexicon (the lexi-
con in which all constituents are looked up) is necessary or useful for a 
translation program as simple as possible. So the morphemes are not only 
the constituents truly without constituents, but also the constituents 
whose meaning cannot be deduced from those of their constituents (e.g., 
German Hoahzeit from hoah (= high) and Zeit (= time), but meaning wedfoak) 
or whose compounding rules are too complicated, e.g. that of the compound 
affix erig with er and ig. 
In linguistics compounding (formation of a word from two or more in-
dependent words) is sometimes distinguished from derivation (formation of 
a word from one word with dependent morphemes). But since words are also 
often constructed from words and affixes, in the sequel I shall call all 
words consisting of more than one morpheme compounds (thus also grammati-
cally inflected forms, as far as obtained by the addition of grammatical 
affixes to the word stem. Inflectional forms obtained by change of the 
stem, e.g., the past tense vieZ of vaZZen (English faZZ - feZZ) are con-
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sidered as morphemes). 
The structure of a compound COMPRISES its dissection into morphemes, 
considered as mere strings of letters, but does not COINCIDE with it. Just 
as one has not described the structure of a sentence completely by its dis-
section into words, but has also to indicate all intermediate constituents 
with their grammatical functions, e.g., 
The 
article 
strong mason 
adjective noun 
The st:roong 
nominal part 
subject 
mason 
builds 
verb 
builds 
a 
article 
large 
adjective 
a large 
predicate nominal part 
object 
house 
noun 
house 
, so the structure of a compound word is not completely described by its 
dissection into morphemes, but their intermediate constituents and their 
grammatical functions must be indicated too (the part of speech of constit-
uents also occurring as words; which indications will be added to each con-
stituent, will be treated in more detail later on). E.g., the word 
onde:ro-dist:r>ict-s-hoofd has an entirely other meaning and is therefore 
otherwise translated into English, if onde:ro-dist:r>ict or dist:r>ict-s-hoofd 
is considered as a constituent (respectively sub-district chief and 
dist:r>ict vice-chief). 
The computer analyses the words occurring in the WORD-LIST with the 
aid of a LEXICON (the set of the words and morphemes with indications about 
the way they can occur in compounds) and the ANALYTIC PROGRAM. So the re-
port contains four sections besides this introducing section: 
2. The word-list 
3, The lexicon 
4. The analytic program 
5, Results: error-analysis. 
The word-list is treated before the lexicon, because the instructions 
for its punching are simpler. 
1.1. THE FORM OF THE OUTPUT AND THE TASKS OF THE ANALYTIC PROGRAM 
The analytic program is a program in ALGOL 60. 
The complete description of the structure of a compound word W, as 
given as the result of the analytic program, is a so-called structural 
tree, indicating the so-called constituents. These constituents have the 
following properties: 
1) W is the constituent of the 1-st order; 
2) A constituent of the n-th order (n > 0) contains at least 1, but at 
most 3 constituents of the n+1-th order, unless all morphemes are consti-
tuents of the n-th order (the limitation, that a constituent has no more 
than 3 immediate constituents, is not an aprioristic postulate, but is 
based on specific properties of Dutch; see 4.1.4.); 
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3) Each constituent of the n+1-th order is contained in one and only one 
constituent of the n-th order; 
4) All constituents of the order n+1 contained in one constituent of the 
order n follow each other immediately. 
The order of the constituents of the highest order (the morphemes) is 
called hoogte (the Dutch word for heighth). 
Every constituent is noted on at most 4 lines: on the first line stand 
its letters, on the second line its indexes, on the 'third "koppel", if it 
is united in a pseudo-concatenation with the leading constituent of the 
next-higher constituent (for the meaning of "pseudo-concatenations" see 
4.1.4.), on the line immediately under "koppel" (if present, otherwise 
under the indexes) "leider", if it is the leading constituent of the next-
higher constituent and does not coincide with it. 
The indexes of each constituent form a number of 4 or 5 digits. The 
precise information they convey and the code for its notation will be ex-
plained in 3.2. Provisorily I satisfy myself with saying, that these in-
dexes indicate the kind of constituent (word, affix, inflectional morpheme 
or link), the part of speech of words, and the possible position of the 
constituent in compounds (at the beginning, in the middle or at the end). 
Intuitively the leading constituent of a string of constituents of the 
same order forming together one next-higher constituent is the constituent 
of which the other constituents are determiners. So in huis-d.eUP (house-
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door) deU1' is the leading constituent. In cases in which this semantic 
criterion does not yield sufficiently clear results, the constituent de-
termining the part of speech of the compound is considered as the leading 
constituent, e.g. ing in wandel-ing (=walk (noun), wandel =walk (verb); 
all compounds formed by ing are nouns). In 4.1. it will be indicated pre-
cisely, which constituents are considered as the leading constituents of 
the next-higher constituents. 
The constituents of the same order stand on the same line and are se-
parated from each other by tabulation(s). 
Three or four such lines, together with the following void line, are 
called a constituent row. Then a structural tree looks as follows: 
1) On the upper constituent row stand the morphemes. 
2) I suppose the constituent rows hoogte, ••• , n+1 to be constructed. 
Then the constituents of the order n stand under them in a row in the order 
in which they occur in W. The first letter of each constituent stands per-
pendicularly under the first letter of the first morpheme belonging to it. 
An example of such a structural tree is (under each constituent its 
English translation or an indication of its function is put - in deviation 
of the true output of the analytic program-): 
reger 
govern 
3023 
regering 
government 
20 
leider 
ing 
""ion 
1060 
regerings 
gover>rUT1ental 
3020 
s 
meaningless 
22024 
leider 
s 
meaningless 
22024 
verantwoordelijk 
responsible 
21 
verantwoordelijk 
responsible 
21 
verantwoordelijkheid 
responsibi Zi ty 
20 
leider 
he id 
ness, ity 
1040 
he id 
ness, ity 
1040 
leider 
regeringsverantuJooPdelijklzeid 
gove:r>nmental responsibility 
20 
So for the calculation of the structural tree we must know: 
1) Which are the morphenes; 
2) Which constituents can be united to higher constituents; 
3) How the indexes of the higher constituents can be calculated from 
those of the lower ones; 
4) How pseudo-concatenations can be recognised; 
5) How the leading sub-constituent of a constituent is determined. 
1.2. THE DISSECTION INTO MORPHEMES: THE REIFLER CALCULUS 
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Though the dissection into morphemes is only part of the determination 
of the structure, it will be treated separately, because it has already 
been treated by Reifler ([10]). 
The word to be analysed is called W and its number of letters, letter. 
The longest initial segment of a string of letters S is the longest sub-
string of S beginning with the first letter of S which has an equivalent in 
the lexicon. 
Then a simplified version of the Reifler calculus for the dissection 
of words into morphemes proceeds as follows (actually this is the calculus 
given by Reifler himself for compounds with more than two constituents, 
p. 13): 
The 1-st, .•• , n-th morpheme are determined by complete induction as 
follows: 
1) If W has no longest initial segment the word is declared unanalysable; 
otherwise the longest initial segment of W is the first morpheme. 
2) I suppose the 1-st, ... , n-th morphemes to be determined. If the last 
letter of the n-th morpheme is the last letter of W, then the morpheme dis-
section has been completed. 
Otherwise, the longest initial segment of T, the segment of W acquired 
by the subtraction of the 1-st up to the n-th morpheme is the n+1-th mor-
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pheme. If T has no longest initial segment, the longest initial segment of 
the n-th morpheme after subtraction of the last letter becomes the new n-th 
morpheme (in ALGOL 60 value assignments to identifiers can be undone by 
later assignments). 
This simplified version of the Reifler calculus could be written as 
a program fragment in ALGOL 60 (if we neglect many declarations and input 
and output procedures, not relevant here). The following identifiers will 
be explained: 
The ordinal number of the first letter of the k-th morpheme as a let-
ter of W will be called unua [k], the ordinal number of the last letter 
of the k-th morpheme lasta [k]. 
lv(m,n) is the ordinal number of the last letter of the longest 
initial segment of the string from the m-th until the n-th letter. If that 
string of letters has no longest initial segment, lv(m,n) is put to O. 
The ordinal number of the morpheme being treated is called woord. 
SUBJAS is the label immediately after the program fragment for the 
dissection into morphemes; this label is preserved for the sake of com-
parison with a fragment of the true analytic program. 
unua [1] : = 1; r : = lv(1, letter); woord: = 1; 
L: if r = 0 then PUTEX'I' ( f unanalysable t) else lasta [ 1] = r; 
• 
M: 
F: 
if r = letter then goto SUBJAS else 
begin woord : = 2; 
q: = unua [woord] : = lasta [woord-1] + 1; 
lasta [woord] : = r : = lv(q, letter); 
if r = 0 then goto G else . 
if letter = r then goto SUBJAS else 
begin woord : = woord + 1 ; goto M end 
G: woord : = woord - 1; q : = unua [woord]; r 
goto (if woord = 1 then L else F); 
= lv(q, lasta [woord] - 1); 
SUBJAS: 
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The characteristic feature of this dissection calculus is, that it 
takes into account only-, WHETHER a certain string of letters can occur as 
constituent of a word, not IN WHICH POSITION IN THE WORD it can occur. E.g. 
the dissection ing/reep (ingreep =intervention, operation from in and 
greep =grasp; reep = roZZ (e.g. of chocolate); ing~ng, -ion) would be un-
reproachable according to this dissection calculus, though ing as a suffix 
can never occur at the beginning of a word. Reifler, indeed, has also gone 
beyond this primitive stage. For compounds of two constituents his dissec• 
tion calculus is more refined than the one applied here, since it takes in-
to account the possibility that a compound has the structure LT - X - RT, 
in which LT, LT - X, X - RT and RT are all possible constituents. He pro-
vided some nouns with indexes indicating, that they could not occur as 
first constituents and rejected the dissection Literat/UI'l.VeZt (Ziterary 
man's primevai worZd) instead of Literatur/weZt (Ziterary worZd), because 
Literat cannot occur as the first constituents of a compound. In cases in 
which this test did not apply, he gave two dissections, e.g. Wacht/ra:wn 
(guard room) against Wach/tra:wn (day-dream). In rrry dissection calculus this 
possibility is ignored, because according to Reifler himself "Such com-
posita, are, however, extremely rare coincidences" ([10] p. 13). 
Reifler's dissection method was usable for the limited purpose Reifler 
put to himself: the dissection of compounds of more nouns. This method is 
not usable for the far more comprehensive purpose of this study: the analy-
sis of compounds of all possible morphemes: words of all parts of speech, 
affixes and inflectional morphemes (and links, as we shall see). 
In some cases in the analytic program a completed dissection into 
morphemes is rejected for the impossibility to assign a structure to the 
word with this dissection into morphemes (see 4,3.), but even apart from 
that it is easy to see, that the program fragment above does not quite co-
incide with the fragment 1. 888 - 935 of the analytic program, most nearly 
analogous to it. Apart from some differences concerning the connection with 
the rest of the program, the most relevant differences are: 
1) The dropping of the hyphens, tremas and apostrophs behind morphemes 
(1. 902 - 903); 
2) The examination for each morpheme, whether it can occur at the given 
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position and the rejection of the dissection into morphemes, if the mor-
pheme cannot occur there (by the statements depending on conditional 
clauses containing ind1 and ind2: 1. 892 - 893, 898 - 899, 906 - 907 and 
911 - 912) and the statements positie, assigning values to ind1 and ind2. 
But the explanation of these statements will be postponed until 4.3., 
because the meaning of ind1, ind2 and positie cannot be explained without 
a previous treatment of other properties of the lexicon and the program. 
The statements depending on conditional clauses containing ind1 and ind2 
serve to exclude morpheme dissections such as ing/reep treated in this 
section. 
2. THE WORD-LIST 
The word-list is not allowed to contain a space or NLCR before the 
first letter. 
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The words may contain letters of the Latin alphabet, with diacritical 
signs or not, points, hyphens, apostrophs, but no digits. The letters with 
diacritical signs are typewritten according to an especial code. 
Both in the lexicon and in the word-list we put as many words as 
possible behind each other on one line, but each word entirely on one line. 
Two consecutive words in the word-list on the same line are separated by a 
space. The last word is followed by a space and a closing punching, for 
which --, is elected. 
The words in the word-list need not stand in a definite order. 
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3. THE LEXICON 
3.0. THE PURPOSE AND DIVISION OF SECTION 3 
The questions section 3 tries to answer are: 
1 ) Into which kinds of constituent are the morphemes and constituents 
divided; 
2) Which morphemes and other constituents have to be adopted into the 
lexicon; 
3) In which form(-s) words with more inflectional forms and other mor-
phemes, which occur in GRAPHEMICALLY different forms in compounds, though 
they must be considered as one morpheme LINGUISTICALLY, have to be adopted, 
e.g. the suffix eer at the end of a word against er before a suffix or in-
flectional morpheme beginning with a vowel (Dutch has added this morpheme 
to the stem of many verbs borrowed from Romance languages, e.g.copul-er-en 
= French copuler = to copulate); 
4) Which indications have to be added with each constituent. 
Question 1 is answered in section 3.1., question 2 in 3.4. - 3.8. for 
each kind of constituent, question 3 partially in 3,3, (with respect to 
modifications determined exclusively by preceding or following letters and 
sometimes by the kind of constituent of a COCONSTITUENT, but never by the 
kind of constituent of the constituent itself), partially in 3.4. - 3.8. 
for each kind of constituent separately, question 4 in 3.2. 
3.1. THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE MORPHEMES 
The following kinds of constituents are distinguished for the mor-
phemes: 
1) WORDS and VIRTUAL WORDS. In 3,4. I shall discuss, which form(s) of in-
flected words will be adopted. 
The so-called virtual words are put on a level with words. " "tuintje" 
(= Uttie garden, from tuin = garden), tuinier (gardener), beplanten (to 
plant, from planten = to plant), beplanting (=planting) are formed with 
elements not occurring as words: -tje, -ier, be-, -ing. They are called 
PREFIXES and SUFFIXES; the words formed by them are called derivatives." 
([11], p. 130). 
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Certainly all PRODUCTIVE morphemes must occur in the lexicon. Strict-
ly sticking to this definition would yield very strange analyses for many 
compounds. The strangest consequence is, that some compounds would consist 
of only affixes without stems. 
An example is the word kinder-aahtig (= ahild-ish). Its first constit-
uent kinder does not occur as an independent word. LINGUISTICALLY it must 
be considered as consisting of a word-morpheme kind (= child) and an in-
flectional morpheme er, but for our analytic program this dissection would 
only yield unnecessary complications, i.a. because then in compounds like 
kind-er-lijk (= ahild-ish) an inflectional morpheme would be followed by a 
suffix, what fairly rarely occurs in Dutch and which possibility we have 
therefore excluded systematically in the analytic program. But it is cer-
tainly productive ([5] mentions 280 compounds of kinder). From the defini-
tion above it would then follow, that kinder-aahtig would consist of two 
affixes. 
A morpheme like kinder is not called an affix, but a VIRTUAL WORD. I 
define a virtual word as a CONSTITUENT, NOT OCCURRING AS AN INDEPENDENT 
WORD, BUT ACTING IN THE FORMATION OF COMPOUNDS AS IF IT OCCURRED AS AN IN-
DEPENDENT WORD AND TO WHICH THE MEANING OF AN INDEPENDENT WORD (THE "TRANS-
LATION") CAN BE ASSIGNED IN SUCH A WAY, THAT THIS MEANING TOGETHER WITH THE 
MEANINGS OF THE OTHER CONSTITUENTS OCCURRING IN THE COMPOUND YIELDS THE 
CORRECT MEANING OF THE COMPOUND. 
The word with which kinder agrees in meaning is of course kind. 
2) AFFIXES are morphemes not occurring with the same meaning as words or 
virtual words, but yielding a word together with one word or virtual word. 
E.g. ig in blaw.v-ig (blu-ish). This does not exclude, that affixes can be 
HOMONYMOUS with independent words (e.g. in (=in) as a preposition and in 
as a suffix for female living beings: koning-in = queen from koning = king). 
In that case the meaning of a compound formed by that affix cannot be de-
rived from the meaning of a homonymous word as an independent word {of 
course with the aid of the other morphemes occurring in the word). 
The affixes are divided into two subspecies: DOMINANT and RECESSIVE 
ones. An affix A is called DOMINANT, if it imparts a fixed part of speech 
independent of the part of speech of W to every compound A-W (if A is a 
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prefix) or W-A (if A is a suffix). This part of speech is called the part 
of speech of the affix itself. 
A prefix P is called RECESSIVE (recessive suffixes do not exist), if 
every compound P-W has the same part of speech as W. 
These definitions leave us the choice to consider prefixes P connect-
ible only to words W of one part of speech w. for which P-W always has the 
part of speech w, as dominant or recessive. We consider them as recessive, 
because this simplifies the analysis and is semantically most acceptable 
(in other languages such prefixes are mostly translated by determiners to 
the second constituent, e.g. sahoon-moeder· = mother-in-taJ.JJ). 
3) INFLECTIONAL MORPHEMES. By this I understand morphemes, which can 
yield inflectional forms of a word together with words (or virtual words), 
e.g. t as the inflectional morpheme of the 3-rd person singular of the pre-
sent tense of the verb. They have to be distinguished from the INFLECTIONAL 
FORMS, which are words, e.g. ioop-t (run-a). 
The inflectional morphemes c.annot be dropped from the lexicon, because 
inflected compound words do not always occur in the text to be analysed in 
the form in which they would be mentioned in the lexicon (e.g. a compound 
noun may occur in the text in plural, while it would be mentioned in its 
singular form in the lexicon) and must also then be analysable. 
4) LINKS, not having a clear own syntactic or semantic function and al~ 
ways standing between two other constituents, e.g. thee in eik-e-btad 
(oak ieaf). 
3.2. THE FORMAL STRUCTURE OF THE LEXICON AND THE MEANING OF THE SETS OF 
INDEXES 
The lexicon is a series of morphemes (i.e. strings of letters or other 
writing signs, which can occur in words), each followed by one or more num-
bers of at most five digits, called SETS OF INDEXES (if the number of di-
gits n < 5, then the first 5-n digits are supposed to be 0). The 1-st di-
git, the 2-nd digit, the number formed by the 3-rd and 4-th digits and the 
5-th digit are called, respectively, the 1-st, 2-nd, 3-rd and 4-th index. 
These sets of indexes give roughly much information: how the morpheme con-
cerned can occur in compounds; its kind of constituent, its part of speech, 
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its possible position in compounds, etc. A mere string of letters in the 
lexicon is called a LEXICAL MORPHEME. A lexical morpheme together with one 
of its (perhaps more) sets of indexes is called a SYNTACTIC MORPHEME. Syn-
tactic morphemes with the same lexical morpheme, but different sets of in-
dexes, are called HOMONYMOUS morphemes (e.g. in as a preposition and in as 
a suffix for female living beings). A lexical morpheme together with all 
its sets of indexes is called a COMPLEl'E MORPHEME. 
The lexical morphemes are ordered in the lexicon according to in-
creasing length and alphabetically for equal length. The capitals are sup-
posed to follow the lower-case z in the alphabet. 
The point, hyphen, apostroph and the diacritic signs follow: 
cedille (with c) or ' 
Apostroph 
Hyphen 
Point 
For the determination of the position of a word in an alphabetised 
lexicon, the diacritic signs are supposed to stand before the letter over 
or under which they stand. 
The lexical morphemes are ordered according to increasing length in 
order to facilitate the comparison of segments of the words to be analysed 
with lexical morphemes. Segments are only compared with morphemes of the 
same length and this comparison is facilitated, if all morphemes of the 
same length stand together in the lexicon. The conventional position of 
the capitals behind the lower-case letters is chosen for the sake of adap-
tation to the representation of the letters in the X8-code (the X8 is the 
computer at the Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam, on which the analytic pro-
gram was first executed). 
Each set of indexes is written behind the lexical morpheme to which 
it belongs. Each set of indexes is preceded by a space and followed by a 
comma. The sets of indexes of one lexical morpheme are ordered according 
to decreasing frequency of the syntactic morphemes to which they belong. 
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As we shall see in 4.3., the computer executing the analytic program, 
having dissected the word into morphemes, first tries to construct a struc-
tural tree, in which each lexical morpheme has the first set of indexes 
standing behind it in the lexicon and only if this turns out to be impos-
sible, it explores consecutively the following sets of indexes (a certain 
choice among sets of indexes of a lexical morpheme on the base of proba-
bilistic considerations occurs in the analytic program 1. 443 - 444 and is 
explained in 4.2.). The ordering of the sets of indexes according to de-
creasing frequency promotes the choice of the most probable structural tree. 
In order to save paper we put as many complete morphemes as possible 
on one line, but each complete morpheme entirely on one line. The different 
complete morphemes are separated from each other by tabulation or transi-
tion to a new line. The first complete morpheme has to be preceded by a 
NLCR on the punch-tape. The lexicon is opened and closed by special punch-
ings; in the analytic program < is elected for the opening and .,....., for the 
closing. 
Homonymes in the usual sense, differing ONLY in their MEANING (e.g. 
kool. as coal. and kool. as cabbage, both nouns), are not distinguished in the 
analytic program, but morphemes differing in one of their indexes (e.g. 
acht as a numeral (eight) and as a noun (attention), Ver as an adjective 
(far) and ver as a prefix (a very wide sphere of meaning, sometimes it 
corresponds to the English suffix ify: eenvoudig = simpl.e; ver-eenvoudig = 
simpl.-ify)) are distinguished. 
The 1-st index indicates the possible position at the beginning of the 
word, the 2-nd index the possible position at the end of the word. 
The 3-rd index indicates the kind of constituent and for affixes more-
over the parts of speech with which they can be connected and the order of· 
the parts of speech of decreasing so-called affinity of the affix to the 
part of speech for affixes connectible with more parts of speech. There are 
also affinities among parts of speech for words; they will be treated in 
4.2.2. In the analytic program the affinities of parts of speech to af-
fixes are represented by array-elements with two indexes. But in their lin-
guistic meaning they are integer functions of two parameters: a part of 
speech and an affix. Two affixes B1 and B2 are called AFFINITY-EQUIVALENT, 
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if every part of speech has the same affinity to B1 as to B2 . The classes 
of affinity-equivalent affixes are called AFFINITY CLASSES. In the report 
(not in the analytic program!) if a word or affix A belongs to a part of 
speech a and an affix B to an affinity class b, the affinity of a to B 
will also be called the affinity of A to B, or that of a to b. Two other 
uses of the affinities in the analytic program, and the criteria for the 
determination of their values, will be treated in 4.2.3. But the affini-
ties serve mainly for the determination of the structure of tripartite 
compounds A-B-C. If A is a recessive prefix, B a word and C a word or a 
suffix, A and B together form a constituent, if the affinity of B to A~ 
the affinity of C to A and B and C, if the affinity of B to A < the af-
finity of C to A. If A is a dominant prefix, B a word and C is a suffix, 
A and B together form a constituent, if the affinity of B to A~ the af-
finity of B to C and B and C form a constituent, if the affinity of B to A 
< the affinity of B to C. E.g. the prefix on (= un) has a greater affini-
ty to adjectives than to nouns, and on the base of that on-gevoe"l-ig 
(gevoel, = sentiment, ig~ish, y, al,) is analysed as on-gevoe"lig (un-senti-
mental,) and not as ongevoe"l-ig. 
The 4-th index indicates the part of speech. By the part of speech 
of an inflectional morpheme I understand the part of speech of the words 
with which it can be connected. 
The part of speech of a dominant affix has been defined in 3.1. The 
recessive prefixes get a 4-th index 7. 
The links obtain an entirely arbitrary 4-th index, having nothing 
to do with any part of speech (see 3.8.). 
Now follows a table of the meanings of the indexes. 
Possible position at the beginning of the word 1-st index 
Can occur at the beginning of the word, but also in other positions 0 
Can only occur at the beginning of the word 
Cannot occur at the beginning of the word 2 
Possible position at the end of the word 2-nd index 
Can occur at the end of the word, but also in other positions 0 
Can only occur at the end of the word 
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Possible position at the end of the word 2-nd index 
Cannot occur at the end of the word, but does not impose phonetical 2 
restrictions on the following constituent 
Must be followed by a suffix, inflectional morpheme or link beginning 3 
with a vowel 
Kind of constituent 
Link 
Inflectional morpheme 
Word or virtual word 
Affix connectible with (ordered according to decreasing 
affinity) 
Noun 
Adjective 
Cardinal numeral 
Verb 
Preposition - adverb 
Adjective - adverb 
Noun - adjective 
Adjective - noun 
Verb - noun 
·Noun - adjective - adverb 
Noun - adjective - verb - other 
Noun - verb - adjective - other 
parts 
parts 
Adjective - noun - verb - other parts 
Verb - noun - adjective - other parts 
of speech 
of speech 
of speech 
of speech 
Verb - adjective - noun - other parts of speech 
Adjective - verb - noun - other parts of speech 
Noun = verb - adjective - other parts of speech 
(i.e. equal affinity to nouns and verbs) 
Part of speech (except for links) 
Noun or substantive pronoun 
'Adjective or adjunct pronoun 
3-rd index 
0 
2 
3-rd index 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
4-th index 
0 
Part of speech (except for links) 
Cardinal numeral 
Verb 
Adverb 
Preposition 
Conjunction 
Recessive prefix 
4-th 
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index 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
By a SUBSTANTIVE pronoun I understand for the determination of the 
4-th index a pronoun which can ONLY occur as a substantive pronoun, by an 
adjunct pronoun a pronoun which can occur both as an adjunct pronoun and as 
a substantive pronoun, because pronouns only occurring as adjunct pronouns 
do not exist in Dutch. Compare [1] pp. 87 - 93, the distinction of actual 
and potential function. 
The analytical program does not take account of the possibility of 
occurrence of articles and interjections in compounds. Pronouns rarely 
occur in compounds and completely behave like nouns and adjectives. There-
fore they are put on a level with them. 
Because the purpose of the analytic program is analysis, for each of 
these indexes it has to be proved, that it is necessary for the analysis at 
least in some c·ases. 
The 1-st and 2-nd indexes exclude analyses in which a morpheme occurs 
in a position in which it is not allowed to stand by its indexes. 
A 2-nd index 3 occurs with by-forms of morphemes before vowels (see 
3.3.2.; e.g. huia as a by-form of huis (=house) occurring in huia-en 
(= house-s)). It excludes analyses in which a morpheme with this index is 
followed by a consonant, e.g. nav-Zooi-en (= to nave-tan) instead of 
na-vZooi-en (= aatah-ing fleas afterwards). 
The 3-rd index can sometimes help to distinguish homonymous constitu-
ents .of different kinds of constituent. 
The 4-th index sometimes helps to distinguish homonymous constituents, 
especially affixes and inflectional morphemes, which can be connected only 
with certain parts of speech. E.g. d:r>inker = d:r>ink-er (English drinker), 
while there are eight homonymous constituents er: 
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1) The adverb er (=there), 
2) The prefix er, forming so-called pronominal adverbs: er-mee 
(=with it), er-tegen (=against it), etc., 
3) The suffix er, occurring i.a. in lop-er (= PUnn-er), 
4) The suffix er for the formation of the comparative of adjectives (as 
in English), 
5) The suffix er for the formation of the comparative of adverbs, 
6) er as an allomorph of the stem of the verb eren (=to honoUl'), 
7) er as an allomorph of the noun eer (= honoUl'), 
8) er as an allomorph of the suffix eer often added to verbs borrowed 
from French (adopt-er-en= to adopt). 
The syntactic morphemes 4 and 5 are excluded here, because d:Pink is a 
verbal stem and er as a comparative suffix can only be added to adjectives 
and adverbs (so because of the 3~rd index of er and the 4-th index of 
d:Pink). The syntactic morphemes 2, 6, 7 and 8 are excluded by their 2-nd 
index 2 or 3. This requires that er be followed by other constituents, 
while in d:Pinker er stands at the end of the word. 
Finally, the syntactic morpheme 1 is excluded by the 1-st index 1. 
3.3. ALLOMORPHS 
3.3.0. INTRODUCTION 
In linguistics the notion ALLOMORPH is often taken in a wider sense 
and all morphs (strings of letters in written language, strings of phonemes 
in spoken language) expressing the same syntactic or semantic function in 
connection with different coconstituents (e.g. en en s as plural morphemes 
in Dutch) are considered as allomorphs. I take the word ALLOMORPH in a more 
restricted sense and consider as allomorphs only morphemes B1, ..• , Bn 
alternating according to FIXED RULES on the base of the letters of the 
preceding constituent A and the following constituent C and sometimes on 
the base of the kinds of constituent of A and C, but never on the base of 
the kind of constituent of B1, ••• , Bn themselves (so what Nida calls 
PHONOLOGICALLY DEFINABLE ALLOMORPHS, [9] p. 14). We ought to speak of 
GRAPHEMICALLY definable allomorphs, since we analyse WRITTEN language. The 
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allomorphs are treated in a separate section, because for morphemes of 
different kinds of constituent the choice among allomorphs is often deter-
mined by the same rules. 
3.3.1. ALLOMORPHS CONDITIONED BY PRECEDING CONSTITUENTS 
In general the superlative is formed by addition of st to the posi-
tive. But if the positive ends by s, only t is added. Therefore we also 
adopt t as a superlative ending into the analytic lexicon. 
Though there are two homonymous morphemes t, namely the ending t of 
the 2-nd and 3-rd person singular of the present tense of the verb and the 
affix t of the passive participle (for reasons we shall see we do not con-
sider the participles as inflectional forms, but as derivatives of the 
verb, see 3.5.), this solution does not yield ambiguities where they would 
not also rise with separate adoption of these.superlatives in the analytic 
lexicon. If the constituent A preceding t is an adjective, t is a superla-
tive ending; if A is a verbal stem, t is one of the two other morphemes. A 
homonymy, because a word may be both a verbal· stem and an adjective, is not 
eliminated by separate adoption of the superlative (wijs-t is the superla-
tive of the adjective wijs (= wise) or the 2-nd or 3-rd person singular of 
the present tense of the verb' wijzen (=to shOl.t))). 
Yet the adoption of the superlative ending t in the lexicon necessi-
tates a procedure mistest (1. 426 - 430) in the procedure declaration comp! 
to eliminate analyses, in which the superlative ending t would follow an 
adjective not ending bys. 
The apostroph as a genitive ending is adopted into the lexicon (the 
apostroph is considered as a letter in the lexicon). 
[14] mentions the following cases of insertion of an apostroph (the 
first constituent is called A, the second one B): 
1) If A is a noun ending with a, i, o or u and Bis the inflectional 
morpheme s, or A is a noun ending with y, having the phonetic value i and B 
is the inflectional morpheme s or the diminutive suffix tje (auto -
auto'tje =auto - Zittie auto), 
2) If A ends with an open e written with one e and B is the plural ending 
s (aZoe - aZoe's), 
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3) If A ends with a vowel + h and B is the genitive or plural ending s 
(feZZah - feZZah's). 
In these cases it is convenient to consider 's and 'tje as allomorphs 
of s and tje. 
3.3.2. ALLOMORPHS CONDITIONED BY FOLLOWING CONSTITUENTS 
The treated constituent is called B; its by-form is D. The basic form 
of the morpheme B is the one, in which it occurs at the end of the word. 
All other forms are called by-forms. 
For the determination of the by-form, B must be dissected into B1, B2 
and B3, if it ends by a consonant and is no bastard word ending by ief or 
ies (e.g. actief =active, precies =precise), in which the for sis false 
(i.e. is changed to V or z before a vowel). B3 is the final consonant block 
of B, i.e. the longest continuous string of only consonants containing the 
final consonant of B. j is not considered as a consonant here, because a j 
followed only by consonants in the same syllable can only be the second 
part of the digraph ij (pronounced approximately as the ei in French 
abeiUe). 
B2 is the last vowel ~lock in B. A RAW VOWEL BLOCK is a string of 
writing signs maximal with respect to the properties that 
1 ) Every writing sign is a vowel or j; 
2) Every j follows an i· 
' 
3) Either only the first writing sign or no writing signs at all has a 
trema. 
The second condition is theoretically not entirely correct, because 
there are also cases, in which i and j occur together and do not form to-
gether the digraph ij (ski-jumper= ski jacket). But since this case is 
difficult to recognise for a computer and has no importance for the deter-
mination of the by-form, I do not take account of it. 
The VOWEL BLOCK is obtained from it by dropping the trema on the first 
letter, if a:ny. 
B1 is everything in B preceding B2• The form obtained by juxtaposition 
of X and Y is noted as X+Y. Then D = B1+D2+D3, in which D3 is the final 
consonant block and D2 is the last vowel block in D. 
The construction of D proceeds in five stages: 
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1) The determination of B3, 
2) The determination of B2 , 
3) The construction of D3, 
4) The construction of D2 , 
5) The construction of D = B1+D2+n3• 
I suppose the constructions 1) and 2) to have been completed. 
3) There are three cases,: in which n3 differs from B3: 
31) By the transition of a false f into v (aotief - aotiv-iteit) 
32) By the transition of a false 8 into s (buia - buia-en = tube - tube-a). 
33) By the duplication of the final consonant (bZok - bZokk-en = bZook -
bZook-a). 
4) In two cases n2 can differ from B2 , namely: 
41) By the transition of aa, ee, oo, uu respectively into a, e, o, u, if B 
ends with xy+xy+yz, where xy represents a, e, o or u and yz is one conso-
nant (haa:r - haz-en =hail' - hai'Z'-8), 
42) By the transition of iee into ia, if B ends with iee+xy, where xy is a 
consonant (definiee1.' - definial'-en =define - to define). 
A completely mechanical determination of the by-forms is impossible 
by the completely irregularly inflected words. 
But if one has a lexicon indicating 
1) The part of speech of each word, 
2) The plural of each noun, 
3) The 2-nd inflectional form (with added e: (J1.'0en - g1.'oene = g1.'een) of 
each adjective, if it is irregular, 
4) The past of each verb, 
(the last three requirements are fulfilled e.g. by [13]), it is easy to 
write a program for the determination of the by-forms of the overwhelming 
majority of the words. 
The by-form of the noun is found by subtraction of en, 'a or a from 
the plural; the by-form of the adjective is found by subtraction of e from 
the 2-nd inflectional form, if it differs from the 1-st inflectional form. 
The basic form of the verb is found by subtraction of de or te from 
the past. The by-form is formed starting from the infinitive I according 
to the following instructions (the string of letters formed by subtracting 
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the final string of letters B from the string of letters A is called 
A - B): 
1) I - n is called J. If the last letter of J is not an e, J is the 
by-form. 
2) If the last letter of J is e, J - e is the by-form. 
3) In the sequel the last letter of J is e. J - e is called K. If the 
last letter of K is a consonant, u or y, K is the by-form. 
4) If the last letter of K is a, e or o, J is the by-form. 
5) In the sequel the last letter of K is i. The penultimate letter of K 
is called vl. If vl is a consonant, the by-form is J. If vl is a vowel, the 
by-form is K. 
Then we explore,whether the relation between basic form and by-form 
belongs to one of the cases just mentioned. In the cases in which this 
relation does not belong to them, the by-form so found is rejected and 
afterwards the by-form is determined "by hand", because the mechanical 
determination of the by-form fails in the case of completely irregular 
inflection, e.g. komen - kwam (come - came). 
It is true, that the by-forms of constituents ending with consonants 
are often followed in compounds by the link e or by affixes or inflectional 
morphemes beginning with e. Yet it is not a good solution to adopt D+e and 
all compounds formed by suffixes beginning with another vowel than e in-
stead of D in the lexicon. For the number of affixes beginning with another 
vowel than e is very great and even if the number of suffixes with which 
each stem can be connected would be small, the total number of suffixes 
involved in compounding is far too large to enable a simple procedure to 
decide, with which suffixes a certain word-stem can be connected. Moreover 
there are many compounds not sufficiently usual to be adopted into the 
lexicon themselves and yet sufficiently conformous to the structure of 
Dutch to be formed, e.g. viaa-ig (= fiah-y?). 
Six classes of bastard words have besides (or instead of it) another 
by-form exclusively on the base of their ending (and in one case on the 
base of their form in the original language), which can be obtained by 
substitution of the ending. A translation is superfluous, since these 
words differ very little ~rom the same words in English. 
Bastard word X 
(basic form) 
Example of X 
X = A+eeP (X is a verb) adoP-eeP 
X = A+ie, derived from natie 
a French word on ion 
or a Latin word on io 
By-form Y 
Y=A 
Y = A+ion 
Example of 
comt>ound of Y 
adoP-atie 
nation-aai 
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X = A+teit 
X = A+aiP 
X = A+eei 
X = A+ie+B3 
quaUteit 
vu'lg-aiP 
uniVePs-eei 
roef'lex-ie-f 
Y = A+tat 
y = A+aP 
y = A+a'l 
Y = A+i+n3 
quaUtat-ief 
vu'lg-ar-iteit 
univeps-a'l-iteit 
roef'lex-iv-iteit 
(n3 differs from B3 in the same way as on p. 31). 
[13]treats only ORTHOGRAPHICAL modifications, i.e. different ORTHO-
GRAPHY of morphemes with unchanged PRONUNCIATION (except the alternation 
off with V and B with z). But for us this limitation is useless, because 
the computer program treats only WRITTEN words. 
Further [14] mentions the following morphographemic modifications in 
compounding: 
1) The transition of ine into ien before the diminutive suffix tJe 
(machine - machientje, machine - 'litt'le machine), 
2) The transition of e and ee into ee before the diminutive suffix tJe 
(7,ogee - 'logeetje, guest - 'litt'le guest), 
3) The duplication of the final vowel of A, if 
31) A is a noun ending with a, o or u, Bis the diminutive suffix tje 
or the suffix (not the inflectional morpheme!) s (Wo'lvega - Wo'lvegaas; 
Wolvega is a Dutch village), 
32) A is an adjective ending with a, o or u, B is the superlative ending 
at or the endings of the 3-rd inflectional form (cPU - cPUus; CPU= cl'Ud.e; 
about the 3-rd inflectional form see 3.5.), 
33) A is a verbal stem ending with a, o or u, B is the ending t of the 
2-nd and 3-rd person singular of the present tense or the ending n of the 
plural, the affix n of the infinitive, nd of the active participle or d of 
the passive participle (in the lexicon the verbs are not adopted with 
their infinitive, but with their stem. In deviation of traditional grammar 
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the infinitive and the participles are not considered as inflectional· 
forms, but as derivatives : gaa. - gaa.-nd = go - go-ing) , 
4) That the diminutive of parachute is parachuutje, 
5) The transition of ng into nk before elijk and the diminutive suffix 
je (afhang-en - afhank-elijk, to depend - depend-ent), 
6) The irregular diminutives 
d.ejeuner - d.ejeuneetje, 
diner - dineetje, 
souper - soupeetje, 
7) ,([ 1~], pp. LXVIII - LXIX) The compound has a capital, while the first 
constituent does not have it, or inversely: 
a) Some proper nouns, etymologically compounds, have a capital, while 
their constituents do not have it (Kalverstraat lit. Calf Street, Konings-
plein lit. King's Place), 
b) Compounds with a proper noun as first member which can be considered 
as common nouns are written with a small lett~r (aagt-appel lit.Aagt's apple, 
adams-appe i = Adam 's apple, ••• ) 
c) "But one should write with a minuscle all compounds with as first 
member a person's name indicating the inventor, discoverer etc. of the 
thing indicated by the whole (dieselmotor = Diesel motor, erlenmeierkolf = 
Erlenmeier recipient, newtonringen = Newton rings, priesnitzverband = 
Priesnitz bandage, schakellijm = Schakel glue, vandeI'l.i)aa.lskrachten = Van 
d.er Waais forces)and their shortened forms ( a diesel, an erlenmeier etc.). 
d) In derivatives like dahlia, daI'l.i)inisme, flamingant, fuchsia, guilloti-. 
ne, jeremiad.e the thought of the proper noun notion is so weakened, that 
the capital is no longer required." 
e) Some titles, which are compounds etymologically, like Hoogheid 
(=Highness), are written with a capital, while their constituents are not. 
8) "Spellings like rij-dier (from rijd-en =to ride and dier =animal), 
lei-draa.d (= introduction, from Leid-en = to lead and draad = file) must be 
compared with rij-broek (=riding trousers), lei-boom (= tree trained on 
tre Uis-work) etc. (without d between diphthong and consonant) • " ( [ 14 J, 
pp. XLIII and XLIV). 
In the cases 1-6 the morphographemic alternation of a constituent on-
ly occurs in compounding with one or two other constituents (the verbs 
mentioned in 33 are also irregular f'or other reasons). But adoption of' a 
by-f'orm f'or only one or two compounds does not save memory space in the 
computer. So in all these cases the compounds mentioned are adopted into 
the lexicon themselves. 
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In all sub-cases of' case 7 the connection in meaning between the com-
pound and its constituents is so obscure, that adoption of' the compound 
into the lexicon is anyhow inevitable. So we shall not pay further atten-
tion to them. 
In case 8 the compounds !'ij-dieP and tei-<12oaad are considered as com-
pounds of' the virtual words !'ij and tei tor the large number of' compounds 
of' !'ijd and teid without d. 
3.4. WORDS 
This section will answer the following questions: 
1) Which words has the analytic lexicon to mention? 
2) Which inflectional f'orm(s) of' inflected words has it to mention? 
1) The answer to this question has been given by [10] p. 6. 
The words to be adopted are: 
a) Non-compound words, 
b) Established compounds (i.e. rather usual ones f'ound in ~ lexica) 
whose meaning cannot be derived f'rom those of' the constituents. 
The words not to be adopted are: 
a) Improvised compounds (i.e. compounds made by the author of' the text 
to be analysed, which cannot be adopted into a lexicon in principle), 
b) Established compounds whose meaning can be derived f'rom those of' the 
constituents. 
There are ~ so-called equiradical words which are homonymous, be-
long to dif'f'erent parts of' speech, but whose meanings are very similar, 
may sometimes even almost be called synonymous. The clearest example is 
the stems of ~ verbs used as nouns indicating the action of' that verb. 
But such words have to be mentioned separately in the lexicon, because in 
some compounds the word can only be assigned one of the two parts of 
speech. E.g. in meeeter-set (maeteP'e move) set~ and consequently also 
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meestez>aet~ can only be considered as a noun and not as a verb. But this 
distinction produces linguistic pseudo-problems in many cases. E.g. it is 
not possible to decide, whether aet in aet-diuang is a verbal stem or a 
verbal noun. The meaning can be paraphrased both as "compulsion to move" 
and as "compulsion to a move". We shall see (4.3.), that on the basis of 
the order of the sets of indexes in the lexicon one analysis is chosen (in 
some cases arbitrarily from a linguistic point of view) • 
In order to make the Reifler calculus applicable (which instructs 
first to look up the longest constituent at the beginning of each compound, 
[10] p. 11) I adopt inflectional forms homonymous to the stem of another 
word themselves into the lexicon (e.g. IAJagen is a singular noun (=car)~ 
the plural of waag (= weighing-house) or the plural form of the verb wagen 
(= 'to risk)). 
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For inflected words for ea.eh part of speech it is determined, which 
is the most frequent ("regular") system of inflectional morphemes, by 
which the inflectional forms are formed from the stem. Different inflec-
tional morphemes, frequently used for the same function, a.re ea.eh adopted 
into the lexicon, e.g. en and B as plural morphemes for nouns. But if an 
inflectional morpheme only occurs with few words, e.g. eren as plural 
morpheme for nouns, it is not adopted into the lexicon, but the inflection-
al forms formed by them are adopted into the lexicon themselves. In 3,5, 
it will be indicated exactly, which inflectional morphemes are adopted in-
to the lexicon. 
For words, all whose inflectional forms are obtained by compounding 
these inflectional morphemes with the stem or one of its a.llomorphs, only 
the stem and its by-forms are adopted. 
For the choice of the form(s) (basic form) in which a regularly in-
flected word is adopted into the lexicon, the principle is adopted, that 
the basic form must as much as possible enable one to obtain all inflec-
tional forms, derivatives and compounds by adding morphemes and as little 
as possible by first subtracting letters and only a.~erwa.rds adding mor-
phemes. 
This principle does not entail changes for most nouns and adjectives 
(nouns are adopted with their singular form , adjectives with their 1-st 
declension form (without added final e) ) , but entails for verbs, that they 
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are not adopted with their infinitive, as usual in lexica, but with their 
1-st person singular present tense form. For separable compound verbs 
(compounds of a verb with a preposition or adverb, in which the preposition 
or adverb can come behind the root-verb in the case of inversion of the 
sentence, e.g. op-zoek-en - ik zoek een boek op = to iook up - I iook up a 
book) the form, in which the 1-st person singular present tense form occurs 
at the end of a subordinate clause, is adopted. See [2], especially pp. 
34-36. An equally detailed description of the syntax of Dutch does not 
exist as far as I know, but the word order in Dutch is very similar to that 
in German. Bierwisch takes the subordinate clause order (with the finite 
verb at the end of the sentence) as the basic order. For this he gives 
many arguments, but the argument most relevant here, valid also for Dutch, 
is that subordinate clauses do not separate the parts of a separable com-
pound verb. 
Nouns usually have only two inflectional forms: singular and plural. 
The regular plurals of nouns are formed by addition of en to the stem. 
Among the four traditional cases of Dutch the aaausative does not 
differ morphologically from the nominative for any noun. 
The genitive, if differing morphologically from the nominative, is 
adopted into the lexicon with a 3-rd index 8. 
The dative (by a dative I understand only a dative differing morpho-
logically from the nominative) practically only occurs in fixed expressions. 
For adjeatives and verbs things are slightly more intricate. As we 
shall see in 3.5., in the analytic program the comparative and superlative 
are not considered as inflectional forms, but as derivatives of the 
positive. The positive and the comparative have each three inflectional 
forms, the superlative two. The 2-nd inflectional form of regularly inflec-
ted adjectives is formed by suffixing e, the 3-rd inflectional form (not 
occurring with superlatives) by suffixing s. 
The genitives and datives (op heter daad, lit. on hot deed, in fla-
grant detiat, in. koeien bioede = in aooi btood), only occurring in fixed 
expressions, are considered as irregularities. Their adoption is still 
more necessary, because many of these genitives and datives could be con-
fused morphologically with comparatives. 
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The Dutch verb has two stem forms: the stem and the preteritum 
stem, because the passive participle is not considered as an inflectional 
form (see 3,5,). 
The preteritum has two inflectional forms, the singular form and the 
plural form. The preteritum stem is the singular form. The plural is 
usually formed by adding en or n to the singular. If the plural form of 
the preteritum is irregular with regard to the singular form, that does 
not influence the 2-nd index of the stem, but the preteritum stem gets a 
2-nd index 1, so e.g. 
was 
wazoen 
21023 
21023 
All other inflectional forms (PRESENT STEM FORMS) are formed from 
the main stem (in theory an exception would perhaps have to be made for 
the singular form of the conjunctive of the preteritum, but because it 
coincides with the indicative of the preteritum in most cases and in the 
other cases it has a by-form coinciding with the indicative of the 
preteritum, I shall not pay further attention to it). 
By the conjunctive of present I understand the form of the 3-rd per-
son singular of the conjunctive of present, because the other forms 
coincide with those of the indicative. The inflectional forms for gij 
(a rather archaic 2-nd person personal pronoun, used both for one person 
and for more) and the plural form of the imperative (Dutch has an es-
special plural form of the imperative, but the imperative coinciding with 
the stem is now most usual also in addressing more persons) are neglected. 
The stem of the verb is indicated by st. Then the inflectional forms 
of the regular verbs have the following forms: 
Indicative present singular 1-st person = st 
Indicative present singular 2-nd person = st+t 
Indicative present singular 3-rd person = st+t 
Indicative present plural = st+en 
Indicative preteritum singular = st+de or st+te 
Indicative preteritum plural = st+den or st+ten 
Conjunctive present = st+e 
Imperative = st 
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The following cardinal numerals are adopted into the lexicon: the 
numerals from 1 until 20 successively: een, twee, <Irie, vie'l', vijf, sea, 
seven, acht, negen, tien, etf, twaatf, dePtien, veePtien, vijftien, ses-
tien, seventien, aohttien, negentien, twintig; dePtig (= thi'l'ty), vee'l'tig 
(= fo'l'ty), vijftig (=fifty), sestig (= si:cty), seventig (=seventy), 
tachtig (=eighty), negentig (=ninety), honde'l'd (= hund'l'ed), duisend 
(= thousand), miijoen (= miUion), mitja'l'd (= thousand miUion), biijoen 
(= miUion times miUion) (higher numerals like t'l'itjoen (= 1018), 
quad'l'itjoen (= 1024 ), do occur, but do not belong to common speech, and 
are mostly replaced by indications by digits in publications, mainly 
scientific ones, where they would be necessary). 
In theory the by-forms of vijf, sea, etf and tuJaatf are, respective-
ly, vijv, seas, eiv and ti.uaaiv, but they are not adopted into the lexicon, 
because their only compounds are vijv-en, sessen, etven and tuJaatven 
(we sijn met ons vijven =we a'l'e five). 
Only the irregularly formed ordinal numerals are adopted: ee'l'ste 
(= fiPst), de'l'de (= thiPd). 
In theory the numerals have genitives (ene'l'sijds =on one hand, 
enePtei = of one kind, tuJeeePtei = of tuJo kinds, drieePtei = of th'l'ee 
kinds), but they are not used productively in compounds. So these geni-
tives are not mentioned and the compounds formed by them are separately 
adopted into the lexicon. 
beide (=both) is not considered as a numeral in deviation from [11] 
(p. 122), because it lacks the only compounding potentiality characteris-
tic for numerals, that of the formation of ordinal numerals. 
Only the following pronouns are productive in compounds: 
1) The nominatives of the personal pronouns (iktaai (= I-tanguage) and 
hij~taai (= he-7,anguage), [8] p. 31), 
2) setf (= se7,f), 
3) ai, aiies, aiie (= a7,7,), 
4) aUeP, 
5) niets (=nothing), niemand (=nobody). 
So the compounds of all other pronouns are adopted into the lexicon 
and the words themselves get 1-st and 2-nd indexes 1. 
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aiier, though an independent word in origin (genitive plural of aiie), 
is especially frequent in compounds of superlatives and so it must rather 
be considered as a prefix than as an independent word, moreover because it 
o~en changes the meaning of the superlative from a relative superlative 
into an absolute one (de erbarmeiijk-ste toestand = the most miserabie 
situation; een aiier-erbarmeiijk-ste toestand =a most miserabie situation). 
So I adopt aiier into the lexicon as aiier 2087. 
This entails, that all compounds of aiier with other adjectives and 
adverbs, e.g. aiier-heiiig-en (=Ail Saints' Day; this must be rather con-
sidered as a compound of aiier with the noun heiiige-n, but heilig 
(= saint) is an adjective) must be adopted into the lexicon separately. 
3.5. INFLECTIONAL MORPHEMES 
The inflectional morphemes are treated before the virtual words and 
affixes, because they are relatively few and their previous treatment 
makes that of the virtual words and affixes much clearer. 
This section starts with a discussion of the definition of inflec-
tional morphemes, then decides, which forms are considered as inflectional 
forms of one word in virtue of this definition, and ends by an enumeration 
of the inflectional morphemes. 
With regard to the criteria for the distinction of inflection and 
derivation, and in connection with that the distinction between affixes 
and inflectional morphemes, the authoritative linguists do not quite agree. 
[9] gives on p. 99 as a criterion for inflectional forms, that they 
do not have the same external distribution as the simplest members of 
their class (EXTERNAL DISTRIBUTION CRITERION; from the opposition een 
groe~ huis = (a green house) against de groene boom (= the green tree) it 
appears clearly, that groene must be considered as an inflectional form 
of groen in virtue of this criterion) and gives moreover as a criterion, 
that inflection cannot transform a word into a word of another part of 
speech (CRITERION OF PART OF SPEECH). 
[3] gives as a criterion on pp. 222-224, that inflection leads to 
CLOSURE; a~er addition of inflectional morphemes either-no bound mor-
phemes at all can be added, or only some from a well-defined set of bound 
morphemes (morphemes not occurring as independent words) and then the 
word-form so formed is closed (CLOSURE CRITERION). 
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The part of speech criterion and the closure criterion are most re-
levant for our morphological analysis, because the part of speech and the 
closedness are relevant for the possibility of combination of a constitu-
ent with other constituents to still longer compounds. Therefore they are 
given priority above the external distribution criterion. This has the 
following consequences: 
1) The grades are considered as derivatives of the positive in virtue 
of the closure criterion (vex-sieaht-ex-ing = deter-ior-is-ation; 
sieaht = bad; e:r = comparative suffix, ve:r = prefix denoting here to be-
aome, ing = nominalisation suffix for verbs (~ing or ation)), though they 
would be inflectional forms in virtue of the external distribution cri-
terion (a comparative followed by a than-clause cannot be replaced by a 
positive). 
2) The ordinal numeral is considered as a derivative of the cardinal 
numeral in virtue of the part of speech criterion, because the ordinal 
numeral quite behaves as an adjective, while the cardinal numeral can act 
both as a substance word (with the grammatical function of a noun, e.g. 
D1'ie passee:rden de st:raat = th:ree passed the st:reet) and as a determiner 
of a noun. 
3) The INFINITIVE and PARTICIPLES are considered as derivatives of the 
verb in virtue of both the part of speech and the closure criterion, the 
infinitive as a noun, the participles as adjectives. 
All passive participles beginning with ge are adopted into the 
lexicon, because the Reifler calculus would otherwise produce wrong ana-
lyses far too easily, even in the case of adoption of the prefix ge into 
the lexicon. In.a test it appeared, that 14 among 45 passive participles 
found in two fragments, one newspaper article (Nieuwe Rotterdamse Courant, 
21 September 1963) and one fragment from [12], III p. 306, are analysed 
erroneously by the Reifler calculus, i.a. 
gebJei-gex-d (correct analysis: ge-weigex-d = :refuse-d; gebJei = antie:rs; 
ge:r = go:re; d =passive participle suffix); over-gei-evex-d (ove:r = ove:r; 
gei = yeLLOIJJ; eve:r = wiid boa:r; d = passive participle suffix; correct 
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analysis: ovez-ge-Zevez-d = BUITeruier-ed); ger>-e-d-ig-eez-d (ger = 
gore; e has many different functions; d = passive participle suffix; ig 
("'Y) = suffix forming adjectives with a wide sphere of meaning; eel' = suf-
fix added to verbal stems of Romance origin; d = passive participle suffix; 
correct analysis: ge-redigeez-d = redaat-ed). This is caused by the fact, 
that because ge is such a short morpheme, very many words among those be-
ginning with ge have a longer initial segment also occurring in the lexi-
con. 
In virtue of these criteria the following forms are considered as in-
flectional forms of one word: 
1) All forms of indicative, conjunctive and imperative of the verb, 
2) Singular and plural of the noun, 
3) The cases of the nouns, adjectives, articles and pronouns, 
4) The 1-st inflectional form {without e), the 2-nd inflectional form 
(with e) and the 3-rd inflectional forms (with s) of the adjectives and the 
analogous inflectional forms of some adjunct pronouns. 
The endingsel' for genitive or dative and en for dative or accusative 
are not adopted into the lexicon, because they are used far too sporadical-
ly. 
From a linguistic point of view it is preferable to consider the final 
n in plural past forms after a past morpheme de or te as a morpheme: zij 
k"laag-de-n =they aompZain-ed (against hij k"laag-de =he aompZain-ed). Yet 
den and ten are considered as morphemes, because this simplifies the analy-
sis (the rule, that in Dutch two inflectional morphemes never follow each 
other, then is without exception). 
Then the list of inflectional morphemes is as follows: 
de 21013 e 21013 n 20010 8 20011 ten 21013 
den 21013 en 21010 n 21013 t 21013 20010 
e 20011 en 21013 8 20010 te 21013 's 20010 
's 21011 
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3.6. VIRTUAL WORDS 
Among the virtual words there are many "international" ones, like 
theo-, bio-, -Zoog (= -Zogist) with an origin in Latin, Greek or the Ro-
mance languages. Especially for them one should realise, that they serve 
for the analysis of Dutah words and are no fragments of e.g. a Greek, Latin 
or French lexicon. This is relevant for both the form in which they are 
adopted into the lexicon and their indexes. 
As to the fo1'TTI an appeal to the language of origin is already impossi-
ble merely because one would not know for a word of Latin or Greek origin, 
which of the inflectional forms of the word in the language of origin one 
should take. 
Some international words are adopted twice, once as a noun and once as 
an adjective, e.g. morf (noun) = fo1'TTI and morf (adjective) = with a fo2'm, 
since the most frequent type of compound in Dutch is that, in which the 
preceding constituents are determiners of the last one and so the compound 
has also the part of speech of the last constituent. 
But there are many virtual words of Greek origin, which were nouns in 
Greek and act as nouns in many compounds, but also occur as last constitu-
ents of adjectives. In order to create as few exceptions as possible to the 
main rule, that the compound has the part of speech of the last constitu-
ent, we adopt them into the lexicon not only as virtual nouns, but also as 
virtual adjectives. 
The 1-st, 2-nd and 3-rd indexes do not need further explanation. The 
4-th index is determined by the part of speech of the "translation". E.g. 
the translation of mono- is one, because this gives the correct meaning to 
the compounds formed by it (mono-the-ism= worship of one god). Therefore 
the 2-nd index of mono is 2. 
Virtual words with any connection in form with their "translation" are 
in one of the 4 following cases: 
1) Formally the translation is a regular inflectional form (finanai -
finanailJn = finanaes, hersen - hersenen =brains), derivative (bruik -
gebruik = use, wedUUJ - weduwe = liJidoliJ) or compound (kerst - kerstmis = 
ahl'istmas, "lief - Uefheb = Zove.) of the virtual word; 
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2) Formally irregular inflectional forms (beender - beender-en = bones, 
schep - schepen = ships with schip = ship) or compounds (glij = slide 
(verb) - glij-baan =slide (noun), with glidd-en =slide) can be considered 
as inflectional forms (respectively compounds) of the virtual word; 
3) Formally the virtual word is a compound which does not occur alone but 
does occur as a constituent of still longer compounds: 'sterkstroom -
sterke stroom =strong current); 
4) Formally the virtual word can be considered as a derivative by inter-
nal change, analogous to derivatives truly occurring: braak - breek-ing = 
break-ing, name - neem-ing = tak-ing (compare wraak (= revenge as a noun) 
as a derivative of wreek (=revenge as a verb)). 
On the basis of [13] I made a slip system of virtual words. The only 
virtual words not adopted were: 
kolder V [13], VII p. 5114, since it has only four compounds: 
kolder-gat =oblong aperture in the ship's deck in which the 
kolder-stok can be moved going and retu:r>ning 
kolder-stok = kolder-stang = stick moved in the kolder-gat 
kolder-schijf =wheel fixed excentrically on.an ax converting the rotating 
movement of an ax into a going and retu:r>ning one 
kolder VI ([13], VII p. 5114), since it has only four compounds: 
kolder-gang = kolder-molen = kolder-werk = mill in which the place of the 
upper grind-stone is occupied by two rollers whose axes, which are the con-
tinuation of each other are fixed in the mid to a vertical ax 
koZder-steen = ayUnd:l'ical stone serving as a rzmner in a kolder-miU 
3,7, AFFIXES 
By a nominal, adjectival or adverbial affix I mean an affix forming, 
respectively, nouns, adjectives or adverbs. 
The compounds formed by a nominal suffix are nouns and so most of them 
have plurals. If we call the stem A and the suffix B, the plural of A+B can 
usually be written A+C, in which C only depends on B and not on A (an ex-
ception is e.g. kind-er-tje-s = little children; kind= child, kind-er-en = 
child:raen, kind-je = child, tje is a diminutive suffix and s a plural end-
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ing). C can then very conveniently be called the p7,:ural of B. If C is "ir-
regular" with respect to B (i.e. is not obtained from B by addition of en 
ors), it must be adopted into the lexicon separately (e.g. hedBn besides 
heid; heid is a nominalising suffix added to adjectives, roughly correspon-
ding with English ness). 
While some virtual words, like bx>uik (= use) can occur both at the 
beginning and the end of a word (bx>uik-baar =us-able; rrris-bx>uik = ab-use), 
all affixes are either prefixes or suffixes. It is true, there are HOMONY-
MOUS affixes, one of which is a prefix and one a suffix, e.g. in as a 
negative prefix (as in English: in-congx>uent) and in as a suffix indicating 
a female being (koning =king, koning-in =queen). But they have so entire-
ly different meanings, that it is clear, that one should speak of homony-
mous affixes and not of one and the same affix. 
Prefixes and suffixes are distinguished by the 1-st index. For pre-
fixes the 1-st indes is O, for suffixes 2. Because it does not occur, that 
a prefix has an allomorph, whose occurrence depends on preceding constitu-
ents. But there are a few suffixes like abil and ation only occurring be-
fore following constituents (since they are allomorphs of respectively abel 
(=able) and a.tie (= ation)). For such suffixes the 2-nd index is 3, 
For affixes the usefulness of the indexes has to be proved separately. 
The indexes 3 and 4 help to distinguish homonymous constituents, if 
two affixes, the latter of which can only be connected to words of a cer-
tain part of speech, follow each other. E.g. rek-baar-heid = di"lat-abi"l-ity. 
In general baar can be a noun (with several meanings), an adjective 
(=bare), a verbal stem(= bear in the sence of bear children) and an ad-
jectival suffix behind verbs corresponding to able, but in this compound it 
can only be an adjective or an adjectival suffix behind verbs, because the 
suffix heid can only be connected with adjectives. 
The 1-st and 2-nd indexes serve to distinguish homonymous affixes, one 
of which is a prefix and the other a suffix. So in koning-in (= queen; 
koning = king) in can only be the suffix in and not the prefix. 
Only productive affixes are adopted. Therefore the following affixes 
are omitted: 
dB, occurring in lief-dB (=love (noun); the virtual noun lief occurs in 
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ge-Zief-d (= 1-ove-d) and Uef-heb (Zove as verb)) and VI'eug-ik (=joy}; 
egge, occurring almost only in diev-egge (= fema"le thief; dief = thief); 
the prefix e'I' before verbs. 
All the same the diminutive suffix "lijn is not adopted for. its small 
productivity and in order to prevent confusion with the other meaning of 
"lijn ("line or "linen). 
The dominant prefixes have the following sub-types (this sub-division 
is given, because it will play a role in some later considerations, see 
4.2.3.): 
1) Preverbal prefixes, prefixes connectible with verbs. They are: 
be 2163 
ge 2060 
ont 2143 
Ve'I' 2183 
(ge as a formator of nouns from verbs (ge-bouw = bui"ld-ing) from bouw = 
bui"ld), not as morpheme for the formation of passive participles (see 
3,5.)). 
2) Formators of pronominal adverbs. They are connected with prepositions 
and adverbial by-forms of prepositions, moreover with he·en ( daa:r-heen = 
thithe'I'), and form so-called pronominal adverbs, e.g. hieP-VOOI' = befo'I'e 
this. They are 
daa;ro 2074 
ep 2074 
hie'I' 2074 
Waal' 2074 
The pronominal adverbs are translated according to the scheme (the 
translation of X is indicated as Trad(X)): 
Trad(A+B) = Trad(B) Subs(A), 
in which 
Subs ( daaI') = that 
Subs (e'I') = it 
Subs (hie'I') = this 
Subs (Waal') = what 
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3) Pref'ixoids. 
If' both A and B are true words, their compound C = A+B usually bas the 
part of' speech of' B. But if' A is a dominant prefix, A determines the part 
of' speech of' C. 
Now, there are some adverbs and prepositions forming verbal compounds 
together with following nouns or adjectives. So in these compounds the ad-
verb or the preposition determines the part of' speech of' the compound as a 
whole and so behaves as a prefix. Hence the name PREFIXOID. I call the com-
pounds formed by them PREFIXOIDAL VERBAL COMPOUNDS. 
The pref'ixoids ere noted with 4-th index 3 and 2-nd index 2. The 1-st 
index indicates, whether they can be connected with nouns or with adjec~ 
tives. 
The pref'ixoids have to be adopted into the lexicon, since pref'ixoidal 
verbal composition is productive. In [4] p. 24 I found om-stam-den = 
sUZ'l'OUnded bYlth stems, the passive participle of' a verb om-starn = SUZ'l"Ound 
bYlth stems. 
Before I shall treat the pref'ixoids further I have first to define, 
when a morpheme functions as a word and when as a pref'ixoid in the case, 
that B can be both a verb and a noun or adjective. For this I must first 
know, whether C is a compound of B as a verb or of B as a noun or adjective. 
I take as a general criterion, that C is considered as a compound of B in 
that meaning, by which its meaning can be paraphrased. in the simplest way. 
In a non-formalised language this criterion is not entirely exact, but 
in the case, that the different B's are pure bomonymes, it is yet sU:ffi-
cient for a decision. 
ft'ls (verb) = meit cast i?'On in an open fumace and change into matteabte 
il'On by 1'811rJVat of ca:Pbon 
op-ft'ls (transitive) = make fzoesh (jW,s = fzoesh) 
op-friis (intransitive) = become fztesh 
The given definition of op-fr'is with the aid of the ADJECTIVE fzois is 
simple, while a definition of op-fris with the aid of the VERB jW,s would 
be very intricate, even if it were possible. 
In many cases this criterion is also sufficient for the distinction of 
equiradical words. There are also cases, in which a compound bas two mean-
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ings and is a compound of two words in one case and a prefixoidal compound 
in the other case, e.g. 
om +hoepeZ + om-hoepeZ 
prefixoid noun 
hoop 
om +hoepeZ 
transitive verb 
surround with a hoop 
prefixoidal compound 
+ om-hoepeZ 
preposition intra.nsitiv~ verb intransitive verb 
around t~Ze a haop t'PUYldZe a hoop around something 
From these definitions it appears immediately, that om-hoepeZ is a 
compound of the noun hoepeZ in the first meaning and a compound of the verb 
hoepeZ in the second meaning. 
The prefixoidal compounds of all but eight prepositions and adverbial 
by-forms of prepositions are few and unproductive. So these compounds are 
adopted into the lexicon themselves and the prepositions and adverbs only 
as words, not as prefixoids. 
Only eight prepositions and adverbial by-forms of prepositions have a 
relatively great number of prefixoidal compounds (behind each stands the 
number of compounds found in [5]), namely af (~from, 31), door(= thX'ough, 
6), in (=in, 10), om (=around, 13), op (=on, 26), over (=over, 18), 
toe (=to, 5), uit (=out, 24). Only toe is not adopted into the lexicon as 
a prefixoid, because the relation in meaning between stem and compound is 
too different for different prefixoidal compounds. 
erken-teZijk (= gratefuZ) and erken-tenis (= acknowZedge), both de~ 
rived from the verb erken = acknowZedge, are irregularly formed and so they 
are a~opted into the lexicon separately. 
The 3-rd index contains information about two different things, namely 
the POSSIBILITIES OF COMBINATION of the affix with different parts of 
speech and the affinity of the affix to these parts of speech. The 4-th in-
dex and the possibilities of combination are determined on the base of rel-
atively frequent and productive derivation types. It may happen, that a few 
compounds, in which either the part of speech of the coconstituent or the 
part of speech of the compound does not agree with the requirements of the 
3-rd and 4-th indexes, are formed with the affix. These compounds have to 
be adopted into the lexicon separately. 
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E.g. the main function of heid is the formation of abst~act nouns from 
adjectives. So heid gets a 3-r.d index 4 and a 4-th index O. Then e.g. mens-
heid (= man-kind; mens = man) and aZ-heid (= unive?'Be) have to be adopted 
into the lexicon separately, also for the semantic irregularity of the 
first one (mensheid has not an abstract meaning, ''being a man", but a 
collective one "the coZZectivity of aZZ men"). 
For ge the 3-rd index is 6 and the 4-th index is O. So all verbs 
formed by ge have to be adopted into the lexicon separately, also because 
no fixed rules for the relation in meaning between the original and the 
derived verb can be given. 
Still more deviating are: apart-je, lit. ZittZe apart = entre-nous; 
tegen-heid, lit. against-ness = contI'a8t, ztesistance, repugnanay, 
antipathy, disaster; uit-je, lit. ZittZe out = trip. 
3.8. LINKS 
The meaning of the 1-st, 2-nd and 3-rd indexes has been explained in 
3.2. 
The 1-st and 2-nd indexes are of course 2 for all links in the meaning 
in which they have been defined in 3.2. 
For analysis of the compound words it is relevant to know, to which 
.kind of constituent and part of speech the constituents, which precede and 
follow the links, can belong. Unlike for affixes and inflectional morphemes 
for links the usefulness of the 4-th index for this could be doubted, be-
cause the links are so few, that except en and n, which are allomorphs of 
each other, there would only be one link for each value of the 4-th index 
and so the condition "if the 4-th index is O" could be replaced by "if 
A= e". Yet the 4-th index for links is conserved for three reasons: 
1) Because after the dissection into morphemes the structure of the words 
is constructed exclusively by their indexes (ape.rt from the local procedure 
"mistest" in the procedure compl in the analytic program l. 426 - 430 and 
the test, whether a morpheme with a 2-nd index 3 is followed by a vowel, 
1. 952 - 953) and so the program would become more complicated if one would 
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deviate from this in this case; 
2) Because two sets of indexes are stored in one machine' word, so that 
the omission of the 4-th index would not save memory space; 
3) Because in the lexicon punching-tape each index has its arr&¥-index by 
its position in the set of indexes and so the omission of the 4-th index 
would entail, that the 3-rd index would be considered as the 4-th index. 
There ·are five links (the indexes of each, inclusively the 4-th index-
es formally assigned, are indicated) 
e 22000 
en 22003 
n 22003 
0 22001 
8 22002 
8 between two nouns or behind a noun and before an adjective (e.g. 
aanbeve Z-ing-s-uJaardig = 'l'eaommend-ab "le; aanbeve i-en = to 'l'eaormiend; 
aanbeve"l-ing = 'l'eaorrunend-ation; waa'l'dig = WO'l't'hy) is alw&¥s consid~d as a 
link, because it cannot be considered as a genitive ending after histori-
cally feminine words (modern colloquial Dutch shows a strong tendency to 
treat almost all non-neuter inanimate nouns as masculine, but formerly and 
still in most written language the nouns formed by the suffix ing are femi-
nine; a genitive of de aanbeveUng, if any, would have to be dero aanbeve-
7,ing and never des aanbeve"ling-s) and it is then simplest never to consider 
it as a genitive ending in the middle of a word. 
[14] p. LIX: "The intermediate sound e(n) in compounds with as first 
member a person name not indicating a determined female person, is written 
en. 
Examples : he Zden-d.aad ( = heroia deed, he Zd = hero, d.aad = deed) , 
hero-en-hoed (= gent"lernan's hat, hee'l' = gent"lernan, hoed= 'hat), 
vorost-en-kroon (= pl"inae"ly arown; VO'l'Bt = pl"inae, kroon = al'O!Jn), 
1"edwe-n-kap (= 1"idow 's oap, weduz.>e = widow, kap = aap), 
sieke-n-troost (= aonso"lation of UZ peop"le; siek = UZ, troost = aonsoi~ 
tion), etc." 
Ad.option of en as a link is necessary, because it could otherwise only 
be analysed. as a plural ending in such compounds, what would not yield the 
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correct meaning of the compound. 
Behind the lexical morpheme en in the lexicon 22003 is put before 
20010; so between two nouns en is always considered as a link, never as an 
inflectional morpheme. 
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4. THE ANALYTIC PROGRAM 
4.0. INTRODUCTION 
In order to be able to construct a program for the determination of 
the syntactic structure of the compounds, we must know: 
1) Which results will be noted and how; 
2) Which compounds are POSSIBLE; 
3) Which among more structural descriptions of a compound is MOST PROBA-
BLE (in order to choose the most probable structural description of a 
compound, for which more structural descriptions are possible). 
The first question has been answered in 1.1. So section 4 consists of 
3 subsections: 
4.1. The possible compounds. 
4.2. "The relative probabilities of alternative structural description of 
compounds. 
4. 3, The arrangement of the analytic program. 
4.1. THE POSSIBLE COMPOUNDS 
4.1.0. INTRODUCTION 
In section 4.1. I need only treat the relation between the constitu-
ents and their immediate sub-constituents, i.e. the constituents standing 
in the structural tree in the constituent row immediately above them and 
which are parts of them. The relation between a constituent and its medi-
ate sub-constituents need not be treated separately, because all rules for 
the construction of compound words can be reduced to rules for the con~ 
struction of constituents from their immediate sub-constituents. 
The sub-sections of 4.1 •. are ordered according to increasing number of 
constituents. I make an exception only for the links, because it depends on 
an especial convention, whether the next-higher constituent of a link is 
considered as a compound of two or three constituents. 
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4.1.1. COMPOUNDS OF ONE CONSTITUENT OR IMMEDIATE DERIVATIVES 
A complete description of the structure of compound words must also 
treat immediate derivation, i.e. the formation from a word of an equiradi-
cal word (e.g. the verb and the noun vaZ (= faZZ)). This way of word-for-
mation is productive too: as it appears from the fact, that the last edi-
tion of [5] does mention the noun bZunder, but not the verb bZunder (as in 
English), the latter one must have entered Dutch not long ago. So there is 
also a fair chance of new immediate derivations in the future. But the 
semantic relation between equiradical words is very irregular. Even apart 
from some entirely singular cases there are e.g. at least 16 types of 
semantic relation between equiradical nouns and verbs. So it :i.s practically 
impossible to establish a mechanical procedure for the determination of the 
meaning of a new-formed immediate derivative, if that of the basic word is 
known. Therefore we adopt all sets of indexes assigning different parts of 
speech to a word separately into the lexicon as much as possible and do not 
take account of the possibility of the formation of new words equiradical 
with already existing ones in the analytic program. 
4.1.2. COMPOUNDS OF LINKS 
By definition a link B follows a constituent A and precedes a constit-
uent C. In order to know the compounding potentialities of B we must know, 
to which kinds of constituent and parts of speech A and C can belong. 
For the synthesis of the meaning it does not matter much, whether we 
consider A+B, A+B+C or B+C as the next-higher constituent B belongs to. Be-
cause it slightly simplifies the analytic program, I consider formally A+B 
as the next-higher constituent B belongs to. A is the leading constituent 
of A+B. 
A and C cannot be links, since two links following each other do not 
occur. 
C cannot be an inflectional morpheme either, because a word-stem is 
never connected with an inflectional morpheme with insertion of a link. 
A cannot be a.p inflectional morpheme either. This requires an especial 
explanation only for the inflectional morpheme e of the 2-nd inflectional 
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form of the adjective. 
One might be inclined to analyse ziekentroost as ziek-e-n-troost, in 
which 
ziek (= ill) adjective 
e inflectional morpheme of the 2-nd inflectional form 
n link 
troost (= consolation) : noun. 
But the incorrectness of this analysis appears immediately at a peri-
phrasis of the meaning of the compound: consolation to an iU man. So if we 
should stick to the morpheme dissection ziek-e-n-troost, we should have to 
consider e not as an inflectional morpheme, but as an affix. Moreover it 
would only yield unnecessary complications for the analytic program, if we 
took account of a morpheme string e-n homonymous with the morpheme en, in 
which n is a link (unnecessary, because links can be neglected for the syn-
thesis of the meaning). 
So eventually we obtain the analysis (according to the instructions of 
1.1., but with omission of "leider"; for the sake of readability the sets 
of indexes are replaced by kinds of constituents and parts of speech): 
ziek 
adjective 
zieken 
noun 
ziekentroost 
noun 
en 
affix 
tr>oost 
noun 
tr>oost 
noun 
So,only words, virtual words and affixes remain for further examina-
tion. 
A cannot be a prefix, because a prefix is never connected with a word-
stem with insertion of a link. 
The last morpheme before B can be a suffix, e.g. veilig-heid-s-gordel 
= secur-ity girdle, but in such cases the highest preceding constituent, 
with which the link can be connected to the next-higher constituent, is not 
the suffix, but the word formed by the suffix. The structure is 
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veiUg heid s gordeZ 
seauzo ity girdZe 
veiUgheid s gordeZ 
security girdZe 
veiUghei<k gordeZ 
veiZighei<kgordeZ 
secu:ri ty girdZe 
So in the description of A we proceed, as if A were always a word. 
If two words A and C are composed with insertion of a link, of course 
C can begin with a prefix, e.g. aanvaZ-s-ge-vecht = agressive fight-ing 
(aanvaZ =attack), but because the part of speech of C is decisive for the 
possibility of such compounds and not the character of the prefix with 
which it begins, we need not take that into accoilnt for the requirements to 
c. 
It occurs, however, that B is a suffix, e.g. aanschoUJJ)-e-Zijk (= pZas-
tic from aanschoUJiJ, a more sublime word for see). 
Now follows the table of the constituents, with which the links can be 
connected. 
A 
noun, adjective, adverb 
noun 
noun 
noun, adjective, numeral, 
verb 
noun· 
B• 
e 
en 
n 
0 
8 
c 
noun, adjective, verb, nominal suffix, 
adjectival suffix, adverbial suffix 
noun, adjective 
noun, adjective 
noun, adjective, verb 
noun, adjective, nominal suffix, adjecti-
val suffix• adverbial suffix 
The few compounds, in which e follows an adjunct pronoun (aZZ-e-daag-s 
= dai-Zy) do not influence the analytic program, because adjunct pronouns 
have the same 2-nd index as adjectives. 
Besides in the constructions permitted by this table s occurs: 
behind an adjective: bZoot-s-hoofd-s (= bare-head-ed); 
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behind an adjunct pronoun: geen-s-zin-s (= by no means; geen = no, zin = 
sense); 
behind a verb: betaal-s-heer (=pay-master); 
behind a preposition: aohtep-s-kind (= gPand-nephew, grand-nieoe; aohter = 
behind, kind= ohild), vooP-s-hand-s (= provisoPily; voor =before, hand= 
hand), but they do not represent productive compounding types. 
4.1.3. COMPOUNDS OF TWO CONSTITUENTS 
I call the first constituent A, the second one B. These compounds are 
first classified according to the kinds of constituent of A and B. The vir-
tual words are once again comprised among the words {compare 3.1.). 
The compounds of links have been treated in 4.1 .2. The only case is: A 
is a word, B is a link. 
A cannot be an inflectional morpheme, because an inflectional morpheme 
forms a higher constituent only with an immediately preceding constituent 
and with the list of inflectional morphemes given in 3,5. no Dutch word has 
two inflectional morphemes following each other. 
So only seven cas.es remain for closer examination: 
1 ) A is a wor.d, B is a word 
2) A is a word, B is an affix 
3) A is a word, B is an inflectional morpheme 
4) A is a word, B is a lirik. 
5) A is an affix, B is a word 
6) A is an affix, B is an affix 
7) A is an affix, B is an inflectional morpheme 
Case 7 is eliminated, because though an inflectional morpheme can im-
mediately follow an affix, the highest constituent, with which an inflec-
tional morpheme can be connected to a next-higher constituent is always a 
word and never an affix. 
Case 6 is eliminated. There are a few so-called "compound affixes", 
like ePig~ E.g. brandePig (= bUPnt) can only be analysed as brand-ePig. The 
analysis 
b'l'O:nd 
bum 
brandsr 
(= bumer) 
branderig 
er 
( = bumerish?) 
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ig 
is false. But these compound affixes are adopted into the lexicon separate-
ly. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
So only 5 cases remain and they really occur: 
word-word: 
word-af'fix: 
huis-deuzo = house-door 
drink-baa;ro = drink-able 
word-inflectional morpheme: drink-t = drink-a 
word-link: e1;k-e (in eik-e-b lad = oak's leaf) 
affix-word: on-ge Zuk = mis-fortune 
A+B is called C. The 5 questions of 1.1. (except the 1-st, see 1.2.) 
are first treated for the most frequent (so-called normal) types of com-
pounds. For them question 3 can be answered very generally: they ere not 
pseudo-concatenations. 
Now I shall give the instructions for the calculation of the indexes 
of C, if the set of indexes of A and the set of indexes of B have been 
determined. The choice among the perhaps more sets of indexes of one lexi-
cal morpheme will be treated in 4.2. and 4.3. 
A[ 1 ], 
B[1], 
C[ 1]') 
So 
The indexes of A, B and C ere called respectively: 
... ' 
... ' 
... , 
A[4J, 
B[4], 
C[4]. 
All constituents of more than 1 morpheme ere words or virtual words. 
C[1] = A[1]; C[2] = B[2]; C[3] = 2. 
For the calculation of C[4J we have only to compute the leading con~ 
stituent, because according to 1.2. C[4J alw~s coincides with the 4-th in-
dex of the leading constituent. The most frequent cases ere (the 5 cases 
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isolated above with a subdivision of case 5): 
1) A is a word, B is a word, A is a determiner of B. B is the leading 
constituent. From a merely semantic point of view the COORDINATIVE co111:- ., 
pounds could be removed from this category, e.g. geneesheex-dil'eateuz> 
(physiaian-direator), but Chas the part of speech of B in them too. 
2) A is a word, B is an affix. B is the leading constituent. 
3) A is a word, B is an inflectional morpheme. A is the leading constitu-
ent. 
4) A is a word, B is a link. A is the leading constituent. 
5) A is a dominant prefix, B is a word. A is the leading constituent. 
6) A is a recessive prefix, B is a word. B is the leading constituent. 
An immediate compound belonging to one of these six categories, in 
which every affix, inflectional morpheme or link follows or precedes a word 
it may follow or precede according to its indexes is called a NORMAL COM-
POUND. 
The indexes and the leading constituent of a normal compound can be 
computed on the base of these instructions. 
A virtual word-formation (see the types 4 and 6 of abnormal compounds) 
is a word-formation F not occurring as such, but which could be used as an 
intermediate stage in the derivation of a word G from a word E in such a 
way, that both the derivation of F from E and that of G from F occur ac~ 
cording to general derivation patterns in Dutch. The virtual word-forma~ 
tions should not be confused with the virtual words: they are not adopted 
into the lexicon. 
Every compound which is not normal is called abnormal. There are a 
good deal of abnormal compounds. After subtraction of some entirely iso~ 
lated word-formations and a far from complete scanning of [5] 9 types of 
abnormal compounds remained: 
1) Pseudo-concatenations, i.e. compounds having at least the part of 
speech with the grammatical function which the phrase consisting of the 
constituents would have, if they were written as separate words and whose 
meaning is sometimes almost the same, as when the constituents would be 
written as separate words (hand-voZ = hand-fuZ, ovex-zee =over (the) sea). 
2) Adjectival compounds with a nominal last constituent and meaning: 
"Having the thing called by the last constituent with its preceding deter-
miners" ( acht-kant = eight-sid.e-d, vo Z-b Zoed = puzte-b Zood-ed, lit. fu7,1,-
b Zood); 
3) Nominal compounds with nominal last constituent and meaning: "Thing 
with the thing called by the last constituent with its preceding determin-
ers" (bZaU1JJ-bo1'8tje = bZue· t'h.:roah, bZeek-gezioht = paZe-faced pe?'son); 
4) Derivatives of virtual direct derivatives (beeZd-end; beeZd-end-e 
kunaten = pZastio a?'ts; Dutch has a noun beeZd = image, statue, but no verb 
beeZd); 
5) Compounds of verbal stems with agent-meaning, while the verbal stem 
itself does not have this meaning (bediZ-aZ = oaviZZe?', bediZ = oaveZ, sta-
in-d.e-IJ)eg lit • stand-in-the-IJ)ay = sturri:J Ung-b Zook) ; 
6) Direct derivatives of virtual compounds (af-sohUhJ = aversion, sohUhJ 
(verb) = shun); 
7) Compounds, in which the second member determines the first one (seore-
taris-generaaZ = seoretary-generaZ); 
8) Compounds indicating a thing with the property indicated by the com-
pound, if the compound would be understood as a concatenation (over-al, = 
ove:r-aii) ; 
9) Compounds with abnormal insertion of affixes or links (binnen-s-huis 
=in-door, lit. insid.e (the) house, voorzie-n-ing = provis-ion); 
The treatment of sta-in-d.e-IJ)eg, binnen-s-huis and voorzie-n-ing in 
4.1.3. ~seem strange from a compository point of view, because the words 
are considered in their relation to more than two constituents. Yet they 
are treated here, because sta-in-d.e-IJ)eg has a great structural similarity 
to bediZ-aZ and the two other ones, if the program would take account of 
them, would have to be considered as mediate formations 
s binnen 
binnens 
binnenshuis 
huis 
huis 
n ing voorzie 
voorzien 
voorziening 
ing 
The types 4, 5, 6 and 8 are far too infrequent to be treated. AJ.l com-
pounds belonging to these types are adopted into the lexicon separately. 
The analytic.program does not take account of the possibility that new com-
pounds of these types would be formed. 
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For type 3 only the relation in meaning between the compound and its 
constituents is abnormal, not the part of speech of the compound. 
So only the types 1, 2, 7 and 9 remain for further examination. They 
are called respectively: pseudo-coneatenations, abnormal, adjectival, com-
pounds, inverse compounds and compounds with abnozrrnai insex>tions. 
I have only found one kind of compounds with abnormal insertions in 
[5], namely that with the scheme verb-n-postverbal suffix (begaa-n-baar = 
paas-abl,e, voorzie-n-ing = provis-ion). These compounds are ad.opted into 
the lexicon separately. 
One type of the abnormal adjectival compounds has the most representa-
tives, namely the words drie-kant (= tI'i-angul,-ar). viex-kant (lit. fouz-
sidB-d, quad.rate), vij f-kant (pentcr-gon-ai), zes-kant ( sexcr-gon':'"ai) and 
acht-kant (octo-gon-al,). 
As appears from the fact, that the analogous word-formations zeven-
kant (zeven = seven), negen-kant (negen = nine) and tien-kant (ti~ = ten) 
are not used, this type is not productive. So the compounds mentioned are 
ad.opted into the lexicon separately and the analytic program does not take 
account of the possibility of the formation of analogous compounds. 
Inverse compounds and pseudo-concatenations are always compounds of 
only words. So in the case, that at least one of A and B is not a word, the 
compound is always normal. 
In inverse compounds the constituents are always separated by a hyphen 
([14], p. LXIV). But inversely not all compounds, whose constituents are 
separated by a hyphen, are inverse. 
The inverse compounds, in which neither constituent is a proper noun, 
e.g. secre.taris-generaai (= secretary-general,), proces-vel'baai (= offi-
cial, l'epox>t), are adopted into the lexicon themselves. This is possible, 
because such words are mostly imitations of French words and are not formed 
new. The few inverse compounds without an analogon in French, such as 
kiuax>tiel'meestex-genel'aai (qua'X'tel'mastex-genel'al,), are also adopted in the 
lexicon. 
The only productive type of inverse compounds is that, in which the 
first constituent is a noun and the second one a proper noun (recognisable 
by its capital). But [14] also gives a number of types of compounds with 
hyphens between the constituents, in which the second constituent has a 
capital and which a.re not inverse compol.lllds, namely (p. LXIV): 
"2) Compol.lllds with Sint (St. = Saint) as first member: Sint-Nioo'taas, 
St.-Niko'taas, Sint-Be'I'nhar'd, etc. 
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4) Some geographical names like NieUhlpoort-Bad ([14] also treats this 
under the head "inverse compounds", but because it is treated otherwise in 
a translation, if any, than the "true" inverse compounds (as a proper noun 
it is left unchanged), here we subtract it from the rubric "inverse com-
pounds". 
5) In names of married women: MeVroUhJ (= MPs.) A. Jansen-Smit. 
6) In geographical and other names, consisting of a proper noun with an 
uninflected word added before or behind. Antiuerpen-Oost, NieUhJ-Zee'tand, 
Oost-IndonesUJ (= East Indonesia), Vooz-Indie (= Hindostan), Frans-Guyana 
(= French Guyana), etc. 
7) The compound relies on a coordination still felt as such: Belgisoh-
Ned.e1''tandJJ (= Be'tgian-Dutoh), Be'tgisah-Ned.e!''tandJJ-Lu:x:erribU!'gs (Be'tgian-
Dutoh-Lu:x:erribU!'gian), ••• , station Naaiod.en-Bussem, Moed.ez-Maagd (= Mothez-
Vi1'gin), ••• 
8) In a bit unusual compounds, looking constructed, and other format~ons; 
further in general to explain the structure of the word or to prevent dis-
guising or strange orthographical images: •.• , niet-Ned.e1''tand.e1' (= non-
Dutohman), ••• ;also in compol.lllds whose first member consists of two parts 
written separate~ outside the compound, if one wants to stress, that these 
two parts belong together: ••• , TbJeed.e-Karnerozitting (=House of Repioesenta-
tives Session), .••• ; further in some words with proo and anti: p1'o-F1'an8 
(= pro-F!'enah), anti-Duits (= anti-German); ••• 
Remark 3: The orthography official~ fixed of town names such as 
's-Giaavenhage, 's-G1'a1Jenvoeroen, 's-He!'eneld.eioen can also be counted to this 
group". 
The part of C before the first hyphen (this for compounds with more 
hyphens!) is called A, the pa.rt behind the first hyphen B. Then I give the 
rule: 
C can only be an inverse compound, if A does not begin with a capital 
and B does, if A is a noun and B occurs in the lexicon either with indexes 
B[4] = 0 or not at all. 
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The condition, that A is not allowed to begin with a capital, excludes 
the cases 2), 4) and 5), The case 6) is excluded too, because every proper 
noun begins with a capital. 
The town names 's-Gravenhage, 's-Gravenvoeren and 's-Herene"ld.eren of 
remark 3 aree~cluded by the condition, that A must be a noun. 
The coordinative compounds of case 7 are excluded, if A is not a noun. 
A noun can only be composed coordinatively with another noun. So our in-
struction would only wrongly classify a coordinative compound as inverse, 
if both A and B are nouns and A is written without a capital and B with 
one, e.g. ingenieur-Ned.er"la:nd.er (= engineer-Dutahma:n). But in this case 
C[4J is also computed correctly. Only the leading constituent is determined 
wrongly. 
Among the words of case 8 the words with pro and anti are eliminated 
by the condition, that A must be a noun. The "compounds whose first member 
consists of two parts written separately outside the compound, if one wants 
to stress, that these two parts belong together" are noted as A-B+D, in 
which A is the constituent before the hyphen. So this case would only 
wrongly classify a word as an inverse compound, if A were a noun and B 
would begin with a capital. That A and B form one phrase together, is only 
possible, if B is an apposition of A and so also a noun, more precisely a 
proper noun (because it is written with a capital), because determining 
words such as adjectives, articles, pronouns and numerals stand before the 
noun in Dutch. E.g. koning-Davidster (King David's star ) is imaginable. 
But because such appositions are mostly written with a capital themselves 
(most people will write e.g. Koning David and not koning David), we need 
not take account of this either. 
Only the use of the hyphen according to the rather vague rule "further 
in general to explain the structure of the word or to prevent disguising or 
strange orthographical images" can yield compounds which meet the formal 
requirements above and are not inverse compounds, e.g. ras-Leemans (pure-
b"lood.ed Leemans; ras = raae). But in that case C[4J is also determined un-
ambiguously. 
In an examination of 186 compounds (Nieuwe Rotterda.mse Courant, 5 July 
1963, 16 October 1963 and 17 October 1963; [7]) this procedure appeared to 
recognise 7 words correctly as inverse compounds, not to recognise 3 in-
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verse compounds as such and to classify 3 compounds wrongly as inverse. 
This number of errors is too great to justify the complications in the 
analytic program by the incorporation of routines for the recognition of 
inverse compounds. So the inverse compounds are neglected in the analytic 
program. 
Among the pseudo-concatenations of two constituents there is only one 
type with a great number of representatives, namely the type prepositioQ 
+ noun + adverb. There are moreover 9 pseudo-concatenations preposition 
+ een + adverb. But for the small number of prepositions all these com-
pounds can be adopted into the lexicon. 
Even for bij (=at), which has very many pseudo-concatenations of the 
main form, in [5] I found 14 pseudo-concatenations of the form preposition 
+ noun+ adverb against 124 normal compounds with nouns. So I adopt all 
established pseudo-concatenations into the lexicon. The analytic program 
does not take into account the possibility of the formation of new pseudo-
concatenations of two elements. 
4.1.4. COMPOUNDS OF MORE THAN TWO IMMEDIATE CONSTITUENTS 
I call the first constituent of the compounds with three immediate 
constituents A, the second one B and'the third one C. A type of compound is 
noted as a number of three digits, in which the first digit is A[3], the 
second one B[3] and the third one C[3]. If A (respectively B, C) is an af-
fix, the 1-st (respectively 2-nd, 3-rd) digit is always posed 3. 
None of A, B and C can be a link on the basis of the convention of 
. 4.1.2. 
None of A, B and C can be an inflectional morpheme either • 
. A cannot, because all inflectional morphemes are suffixes. 
B cannot be an inflectional morpheme either. The verbal inflectional 
morphemes never occur in the middle of the word and the morphemes e, en and 
n behind nouns and adjectives and before other constituents are always con-
sidered as links, affixes or words, never as inflectional morphemes (com-
pare 3.8.). 
C cannot be an inflectional morpheme either. There are of course 
plenty of inflectional forms of compounds, but they are so analysed, that 
either A and B, or B and C form a lower constituent together. 
So the compound types possible a priori are: 333, 332, 323, 233, 223, 
232, 322, 222. 
The compound type 333 does not exist, since if two affixes cannot form 
a higher constituent together, of course three affixes can do so far less. 
But a few representatives of the compound type 332 can be indicated, 
namely 
on-ge-b"loem-d (= unveiled; geb"loemd is little usual) 
on-ge-ku:rk-t (= un-ao:r>k-ed; ge-ku:r>k-t is not mentioned) 
on-ge-sahoon-d (= un-puI'ifie-d; a verb sahoon does exist) 
ve:r-on-zaad (= exhaust tland) by aavays sowing the same seed; 
ve:r-on-zaad (adjective) = ao:r>:t'Upted by inahastity; a verb onzaad does not 
exist) 
ve:r-ont-heiZig (= p:r>ofane (verb); ont-heiZig also exists) 
ve:r-ont-:r>einig (= dirty (verb); ont-reinig is obsolete) 
ve:r-ont-rust (= disquiet; ont-rust is literary) 
ve:r-ont-sahuZdig (= exause; ont-sahuZdig is obsolete) 
ve:r-ont-uJa.a:r>dig (= make indignant; ontuJa.a:r>dig does not exist) 
The meaning of each of these compounds except veronttua.a:r>dig can also 
be found by assigning them the following structural tree 
A B c 
A B+C 
A+B+C 
The connection in meaning between ve:r>ontwa.a:r>dig and wa.a:r>dig (=worthy) 
is so opaque, that it has anyhow to be adopted into the lexicon separate]¥. 
So we do not take account of the possibility of the formation of new imme-
diate compounds of the type 332 and give every compound of the type 332 a 
structural tree 
A B c 
A B+C 
A+B+C 
Compounds of the type 233 do not exist either. The only compounds 
which could be considered as such are the compounds with compound affixes, 
e.g. bzvznd-ez-ig (4.1.3.). But in them Band C together a.re considered as 
one constituent and then they a.re compounds of two constituents. 
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The most numerous among the compounds of the type 323 a.re those, in 
which A is the prefix ge. They have to be adopted into the lexicon sepa-
rately, since otherwise they would be analysed wrongly in far too many 
cases (3,5,), The other ones (on-go<i:-ist = a-the-ist, ont-ain-d = fuztious, 
veJO-duiveZ-d = dizmn.ed, ver-en-ig = unite, ver-eenaeZv-ig = identify) a.re 
so few and moreover partly so idiomatic in meaning, that they a.re adopted 
into the lexicon separately. 
The same holds for the compounds of the type 322 
(ver-donke?'B-rrr.zan = annihiiate, lit. mtike a dazok moon, 
ver-haZve-sooi = haZf-soZe, lit. mtike a haZf so7,e). 
The compounds of the type 232 have only one productive sub-type. In 
order to understand this sub-type we must anticipate the results of the 
fol.loving. 
A productive type of compound with 4 immediate constituents is that of 
the structure A+B+C+D 1 in which A is a noun or adjective, B is be or ge, C 
is a noun and D is d or t, e.g. swazrt-ge-Zaa:l's-d = bZack-boot-ed. If C ends 
with d or t, D is dropped and so a cc:>mpound of the type A+be+C or A+ge+_C is 
obtained. Then the entire word is an adjective. But these compounds a.re too 
complicated, so that the analytic program does not take account of them. 
The number of types of compounds with three immediate constituents of 
the type 222 and 223 and compounds with more than three immediate constitu-
ents is very great, but the analytic program takes account of only one type 
of pseudo-concatenations, namely the compounds of the form A+en+C, in which 
A and C have the same part of speech. In that case C is appointed as the 
leading constituent (e.g. dztie-en-denig = thipty-thNe). The other types 
have·few representatives and a.re not productive. So the compounds of these 
types a.re adopted into the lexicon and the analytic program does not take 
account of the formation of new compounds of these types. For the reason 
just explained I do the same for compounds with more than three immediate 
constituents. 
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4.2. THE RELATIVE PROBABILITIES OF ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTIONS OF 
COMPOUNDS 
4.2.1. THE SCOPE OF PROBABILISTIC CONSIDERATIONS 
As we have seen in 1.1., the structural. tree contains the following 
information: 
1) The morphemes; 
2) The intermediate constituents; 
3) For each constituent: 
3a) The set of indixes; 
3b) (except for the morphemes), whether it is a pseudo-concatenation; 
3c) (except for the morphemes) the leading sub-constituent. 
So the analytic program has to accomplish the following tasks: 
1) To dissect the words into morphemes; 
2) To determine the sets of indexes of the morphemes; 
3) To determine the intermediate constituents; 
4) To compute the sets of indexes of the higher constituents from those 
of the lower ones; 
5) To determine the leading sub-constituent of al.l constituents except 
the morphemes; 
6) To determine, which constituents are pseudo-concatenations of their 
immediate sub-constituents. 
The methods for 4, 5 and 6 have been described in 4.1.3. and 4.1.4. 
As we have seen in 1.1., probabilistic considerations do not play a 
part in the dissection into morphemes. After a first dissection into mor-
phem~s (analytic program l. 881 - 934) the computer tries to construct a 
structural. tree and only if this construction appears to be IMPOSSIBLE, it 
tries another dissection into morphemes. 
So probabilistic considerations pl~ a part only in the execution of 
the tasks 2 and 3, 
The first application of probabilistic considerations is the ordering 
of the sets of indexes of one morpheme in the lexicon according to decreas-
ing frequency (see 3.2.). This amounts to the calculation of the relative 
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probabilities of different sets of indexes of one lexical morpheme. 
All other probabilistic considerations concern the relative probabi~ 
lity of the CONNECTION of two constituents with given sets of indexes. The 
only type of compounds with three immediate constituents the analytic pro-
gram takes account of is the pseudo-concatenation (4.1.4.) and this is re-
cognised without probabilistic considerations. So the relative probability 
of combinations of three or more constituents is not incorporated into the 
analytic program. 
Problems concerning inflectional morphemes and links are always treat-
ed without probabilistic considerations. So the only necessary probability 
arr~'s are affin[0:6, 0:6] and affix[0:6, 3:19] • affin[a,b] is the proba-
bility of a constituent A+B, in which both A and B are words, a the 4-th 
index of A and b the 4-th index of B. affin[a,b] is called the AFFINITY of 
the part of speech belonging to the index a to that belonging to the index 
b. affix[a,b] is the probability of a compound of a word A with a 4-th in-
dex a with an affix B with 3-rd index b (B ~ be both a prefix preceding A 
and a suffix following A). If Fis an affix with 3-rd index b, affix[a,b] 
is called the affinity of F to the part of speech with 4-th index a. 
These "probabilities" do not have exactly the formal properties of the 
probabilities treated in statistics. Because in the analytic program only 
the relations <,> and = among them and their being 0 are used, it appeared 
to be convenient to give them integers as values. 
A, B, C and the numerical indications of the types of tripartite com-
pounds have the same meaning as in 4.1.4. If in the tripartite compound 
' A+B+C A+B is an intermediate constituent, we speak of preconnection, if B+C 
is an intermediate constituent, of postconnection. 
The a priori possible types of tripartite compounds of word.Ii and af-
fixes are: 222, 223, 232, 322, 233, 323, 332, 333. The type 333 does not 
occur. For the determination of the intermediate constituent for the types 
233 and 332 the array's affin and affix are superfluous, because all com-
pounds of the type 233 have preeonnection and all COJ!l.pounds of type 332 
postconnection. Compounds of type 232 have preconnection if B is a suffix 
and postconnection, if B is a prefix. 
So the only compound types, for which affin and affix can be used to 
determine the intermediate constituent,are 222, 223, 322 and 323. 
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Therefore section 4.2. has two sub-sections besides 4.2.1.: 
4.2.2. The use of aff in and the determination of its elements 
4.2.3. The use of affix and the determination of its elements and the third 
indexes of the affixes. 
4.2.2. THE USE OF AFFIN AND THE DETERMINATION OF ITS ELEMENTS 
The arr~ affin is used to determine the intermediate constituent in 
compounds of the types 222 and 223. I call the fourth indexes of A, B and C 
a, b and c. The subtype of the types 222 and 223, in which the 4-th indexes 
of A, B and C are respectively a, b and c is noted as' a+b+c (for greater 
readabil~ty sometimes as K+L+M, in which K, L and M are the parts of speech 
indicated by a, band c, e.g. adjective+ numeral+ numeral). Analogously a 
type of compound of two words A and B, in which A has the 4-th index a and 
B the 4-th index b, is noted as a+b. 
The rule is, that if affin[a,b] ~ affin[a,c], the word has preconnec-
tion and if affin[a,b] < affin[a,c], postconnection. 
For the type 223 the array affix is irrelevant for the choice between 
preconnection and postconnection, because the 4-th index of the constituent 
with which C is connected (in that case A+B) is also b in the case of pre-
connection. 
This rule entails, that if b=c, we always have preconnection. Indeed, 
all types of compound a+b+b have preconnection in the majority of the cases 
in the corpus scanned by me (1024 words from different sources) or at most 
as many cases of preconnection as of postconnection. 
There are only two types with a majority of postconnections, namely 
adjective + numeral + numeral and adverb + adjective + adjective. I have 
only.found one example of the type adjective + numeral +numeral in the 
corpus explored, namely Zatex-negentiende-eeUJ.i)s (= in trze tater nineteenth 
centure). The best solution seemed to me an especial rule, that a numeral 
is alw~s connected with a numeral to the next-higher constituent, if it 
stands immediately besides it (the analytic program 1. 372 - 373), 
I found only one representative of the type adverb + adjective + 
adjective, occurring twice, namely aZZeen-zaZig-makend (= onZy making 
beate). I thought I need not attribute value to such a small number. 
For the determination of the affinities themselves I took as first 
criterion, that if the majority of the compounds of the type a+b+c have 
preconnection, then arrin[a,b] ~ affin[a,c] (b~c) and ir the majority or 
the compounds or the type a+b+c have postconnection, then 
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affin[a,b] < affin[a,c]. It has to be examined, whether this criterion does 
not produce contradictions. 
The application of this criterion only determines. the order among 
elements of affin sharing the first index. So in order to judge, whether 
this criterion produces contradictions, I have only to compare the state~ 
ments about different elements of affin with the same first index. This 
criterion turns out not to produce contradictions. There are only two 
cases, in which both arrin[a,b] ~ arrin[a,c] and arrin[a,c] ~ arrin[a,b] 
hold. In these cases of course affin[a,b] = affin[a,c]. For this reason 
affin[4,oJ = arrin[4,3J and arrin[5,0J = affin[5,3J, 
If there is not even one compound of the type a+b in the list of com-
pounds of two constituents, I put affin[a,b] = O. affin[O,O] and affin[4,4J 
get the value 5 for the great number of compounds of these types. 
Further I assign values to affin[a,b] for each fixed a according to 
the following criteria: 
1) If there is no c such that affin[a,c] < affin[a,b], then 
affin[a,b] = 1. 
2) If affin[a,b] ~ affin[a,c] and affin[a,b] ~ affin[a,c], then 
affin[a,c] = affin[a,b]. 
3) If affin[a,b] ~ affin[a,c] and on the other hand the tripartite com-
pounds do not give reason to put affin[a,b] ~ affin[a,c] and there is no d 
such that affin[a,b] ~ affin[a,d] ~ affin[a,c], then 
arrin[a,c] = affin[a,b] + 1. 
Here follows a table of the types of tripartite compounds, of which I 
found at least one representative in the corpus scanned, with their numbers 
of pre- and postconnections, the inequalities among the elements or arrin 
and eventually the values of the elements of affin on their base. First I 
scanned 1024 words, which were pure word-compounds. For the types, for 
which I did not find pure word-compounds, I scanned the compounds, whose 
third constituents are suffixes, in the Nieuwe Rotterdamse Courant of 23 
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September 1967 (they were the types 0+3+1, 1+3+1, 4+3+1 and 5+3+1). 
Subtype Number Number Inequalities among Subtype Num- Elements 
of tri- of pre- of post- the elements of of bi- ber of 
partite connec- connec- affin partite of affin 
compound tions tions compound words 
O+O+O 223 83 No O+O 889 affin[0,0]=5 
0+0+1 0 affin[O,O]~affin[0,1] 0+1 9 affin[ 0, 1 ]=2 
0+1+0 0 7 affin[O,O]>affin[0,1] 
0+1+1 1 No 0+2 0 affin[0,2]=0 
0+3+0 3 23 8.ffin[ 0, 3] <.affin[ 0, 0 J 0+3 50 affin[0,3]=1 
0+3+1 0 33 affin[0,3]<affin[0,1] 
0+4+0 0 15 affin[0,4J<affin[O,O] 0+4 0 affin[0,4]=0 
0+5+0 0 46 affin[0,5]<affin[O,O] 0+5 0 affin[ 0, 5 ]=O 
o+6 0 affin[0,6]=0 
1+0+0 48 19 No 1+0 71 affin[ 1 , 0 ]=2 
1+0+1 No 1+1 33 affin[l,1]=2 
1+2 0 affin[ 1 ,2]=0 
1+3+1 21 26 affin[1,1]>affin[1,3] 1+3 33 affin[ 1 ;3]=1 
1+4 5 affin[ 1,4]=1 
1+5+0 0 affin[1,5]<affin[1,0] 1+5 0 affin[ 1 , 5 J=O 
1+6+1 8 compounds with No 1+6 0 affin[l,6]=0 
3 immediate con-
stituents 
2+0+0 17 0 No 2+0 8 affin[2,0]=1 
2+1 0 affin[2,1]=0 
2+2 0 affin[2,2]=0 
2+3 0 affin[2,3]=0 
2+4 0 affin[2,4]=0 
2+5 0 affin[2,5]=0 
2+6 0 affin[2,6J=O 
3+0+0 55 3 No 3+0 87 affin[3,0]=2 
3+0+1 4 0 affin[3,0]~affin[3,1] 3+1 0 affin[ 3, 1 ]=O 
3+2 0 affin[3,2]=0 
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Subtype Number Number Inequalities among Subtype Num- Elements 
of tri- of pre- of post- the elements of of bi- ber of 
partite connec- connec- af fin partite of affin 
compound tions tions compound words 
3+3+0 0 14 affin[3,3]<affin[3,0] 3+3 2 affin[3,3]=1 
3+4 0 affin[3,4J=O 
3+5 0 affin[3,5]=0 
3+6 0 affin[3,6]=0 
4+0+0 16 0 No 4+0 52 affin[4,0J=2 
4+0+1 4 affin[4,oJ~affin[4,1J 4+1 78 affin[ 4, 1J=1 
4+2 0 affin[4,2J=o 
4+0+3 0 affin[4,oJ~affin[4,3J 4+3 190 affin[4,3J=2 
4+1+0 No 
4+1+1 0 2 No 
4+1+3 0 affin[4,1J<affin[4,3J 
4+3+0 3 0 affin[4,3J~affin[4,oJ 
4+3+1 45 5 affin[4,3J~affin[4,1J 
4+4+0 0 affin[4,4J~affin[4,0] 4+4 79 affin[4,4J=5 
4+4+3 0 affin[4,4J~affin[4,3J 
4+5+1 0 3 affin[4,5J<affin[4,1J 4+5 0 affin[4,5J=O 
4+6+4 2 compounds with affin[4,6J<affin[4,4J 4+6 17 affin[4,6J=1 
3 immediate con-
stituents 
5+o+O 101 10 No 5+0 236 affin[5,0]=3 
5+0+1 6 0 affin[5,0]~affin[5,1] 5+1 84 affin[5,1]=2 
5+2 0 affin[5,2]=0 
5+0+3 11 0 affin[5,0]~affin[5,3] 5+3 492 affin[5,3]=3 
5+1+0 0 4 affin[5,1]<affin[5,0] 
5+3+0 63 0 affin[5,3]~affin[5,0] 
5+3+1 109 2 affin[5,3]~affin[5,1] 
5+4+1 2 0 affin[5,4J~affin[5,1] 5+4 12 affin[5,4J=4 
5+4+3 5 0 affin[5,4J~affin[5,3] 
5+5+0 11 2 affin[5,5]~affin[5,0] 5+5 16 affin[5,5J=4 
5+5+1 17 affin[5,5]~affin[5,1] 
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Subtype Number Number Inequalities among Subtype Num- Elements 
of tri- of pre- of post- the elements of of bi- ber of 
partite connec- connec- affin partite of affin 
compound tions tions compound words 
5+5+3 16 0 affin[5,5J~affin[5,3] 
5+6 25 affin[5,6J=_1 
6+0 0 affin[6,0]=0 
6+1 0 affin[6,1J=O 
6+2 0 affin[6,2]=0 
6+3 o affin[6,3J=o 
6+4 o affin[6,4J=o 
6+5 o affin[6,5J=o 
6+6 5 affin[6,6J=1 
130 of 1024 words are analysed incorrectly on the basis of these cri-
teria, so 13%. 
But if one assumes, that the lexicon contains all words of [5] and all 
proper nouns occurring in the text, only 691 words remain to be treated 
(the other ones cease to be compounds with more constituents, because their 
higher constituents stand in the lexicon), among which 37 are analysed in-
correctly, so 5,3%. 
4.2.3. THE USE OF AFFIX AND THE DETERMINATION OF ITS ELEMENTS AND THE 3-rd 
INDEXES OF THE AFFIXES 
The determination of the third indexes of the affixes has to be 
adopted into the topic of this section, because affix[e,f] is defined as 
the probability of a compound of a word E with 4-th index e and an affix F 
with 3-rd index f, and f itself indicates the order of decreasing affinity 
of F to the different parts of speech. 
affix is used: 
1) To test the POSSIBILITY (not merely the probability) of the connection 
of E with F. The impossibility of the connection of E with F is indicated 
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by affix[e,f] = O. In order to test the possibility of the connection of E 
with F the computer just tests, whether affix[e,f] = O. 
2) To determine the set of indexes of a word-morpheme connected with an 
affix, if the word-morpheme has more sets of indexes. So werk-er (= work-
er) is analysed as a compound of the VERB Werk and not of the NOUN Werk, 
because affix[3,11] > affix[0,11] (the considered set of indexes of er is 
20110'; analytic program 1. 443 - 444). So for this task elements of affix 
with the same SECOND index are compared. The inventory of all values of the 
3-rd index of the affixes is made up on the basis of the compounds of ALL 
affixes. 
3) To choose between preconnection and postconnection for the compound 
type 322 or 323, in which A is a recessive prefix (analytic program 
1. 470 - 471). The rule is: if affix[C[4J,A[3]] > affix[B[4J,A[3]], then 
postconnection, else preconnection. 
4) To choose between preconnection and postconnection for the compound 
type 323, in which A is a dominant prefix. The rule is: 
if affix[B[4],C[3]] > affix[B[4],A[3]], then postconnection, else precon~ 
nection (analytic program 1. 540 - 541). An exception has to be made for 
the case, that B[4J = 3, because the elements of affix cannot be assigned 
such values, that the correct analysis would then be given in the majority 
of the cases and no wrong analyses in other cases. 
So the elements of affix occur in three kinds of operations except 
their value-assignments (1. 815 ~ 830): 
1) Examination, whether an element of affix is O; 
2) Determination of the sequential order of two elements of affix with 
the same second index; 
3) .Determination of the sequential order of two elements of affix with 
the same first index. 
To fit the elements of affix for the first task is simple: for this we 
have only to put affix[k,m] = O for all values of k and m, for which co~ 
pounds of words with fourth index k and affixes with third index m are im-
possible. 
Because the third index of F itself is defined by the order of de-
creasing probability of connection of F with words of different parts of 
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speech, only a few extra conventions would be necessary to assign 
the ele-
ments of affix values, by which they could accomplish their second
 task. 
The execution of the third task consists of application of the rul
e: 
if affix[B[4J,C[3]] > a.f'fix[B[4J,A[3]], then postconnection, else precon• 
nection. 
The optimisation of the results of this rule requires statistic e
xplo-
rations of compounds of the type 323, in which A is a dominant pre
fix. Be-
cause C[3] and A[3] occur in this rule, these explorations require the pre-
vious determination of the 3-rd indexes of the a.f'fixes. 
The determination of the first indexes of the a.f'fixes and the elem
ents 
of a.f'fix is executed in four phases: 
1) The determination of the 3-rd indexes of the recessive prefixes; 
2) The ordering of the parts of speech according to decreasing affinity 
to F for' each dominant a.f'fix F. According to the conventions of 3
.2. this 
ordering immediately yields the values of the third indexes for th
e domi-
nant affixes; 
3) The determination of the sequential order of a.f'fix[b,a] and a.f'fix[b,c] 
for each triple (a,b,c), in which b is the fourth index of a word, a the 
third index of a·dominant prefix and c the third index of a suffix
; 
4) The computation of the elements of a.f'fix on the basis of these facts. 
1) For the determination of the third indexes of the recessive prefixes I 
first determined the number of compounds of each of them with word
s of dif-
ferent parts of speech (on the basis of an unpublished alphabetic frequency 
lexicon composed on the base of the corpus of [6]) and determined the se-
quential order of their affinities to the parts of speech by givin
g them 
the greatest a.f'finity to the parts of speech with which most com
pounds 
occurred. If possible I tested the results by examining in tripar
tite com-
pounds, with which parts of speech they are connected. The recessi
ve pre-
fixes connectible to more parts of speech are (their 3-rd index is provi-
sori1y set to x): 
a 2x7 ea: 2x7 11Tis 2x7 oor 2x7 wan 2x7 
a.arts 2x7 her 2x7 oer 2x7 opper 2x7 
az.ter 2x7 in 2x7 on 2x7 re 2x7 
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Under the headings "noun - adjective", "noun - verb" and "adjective -
verb" the number pairs x-y mean: in the cases, in which the prefix is fol-
lowed by a noun and adjective (nominal and adjectival suffixes are brack-
eted with them), the prefix is connected with the noun (or a constituent 
with the noun as second member) in x cases and with the adjective (or a 
constituent with the adjective as second member) in y cases (and analo-
gously for the two other beadings). 
Pre- Trans- Number of Noun - Noun - Adjec- Order of affinity 3-rd 
fix lation compounds with adjec- verb tive -
Nouns Adjec- Verbs tive verb 
a a 
aazrts a:ttche 3 
attezt absolute 
superlative 
e:r: e:r: 0 
hezt N 
in in 
mis ims 7 
oezt ol"lginat 1 
on un 14 
OOZ' ol"lginat 16 
oppeZ' supzteme 3 
N N 5 
1.t1an bad 5 
tives 
13 
0 
61 11-52 
2 o-
0 7 1- 0 1- 3 0-3 
125 2-46 
4- 0 
1- 0 
13 5-10 
0 5- 1 
in-
dex 
Adjective-noun 
Noun-adjective 
Adjective-adverb 
Verb-noun 
Adjective-noun 
Verb-noun-adjective 
Noun-adjective 
Adjectiv~-noun 
Noun-adjective 
Noun-adjective 
Verb-noun 
Noun-verb-adjective 
10 
9 
8 
9 
11 
10 
16 
9 
10 
9 
9 
11 
14 
2) I ordered the parts of speech according to decreasing affinity to 
given dominant affixes by counting the compounds of words of given part of 
speech and the cases of preference of an affix F for a part of speech a 
above the part of speech b. If a word E has at least two sets of indexes, 
one assigning it the part of speech a and one assigning it the part of 
speech b, and the affix F is connected with E with the part of speech b in 
a certain compound, it is said, that F prefers b above a in that compound. 
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For the determination of the part of speech of E itself the criterion 
of 3,7., that the compound is considered as a compound of E in that meaning, 
by which its meaning can be paraphrased in the simplest w~, is used. For 
equiradical words, for which the decision ~be most difficult, this cri-
terion is specified by the usage of so-called periphrastic schemes. Each 
affix F connectible to words E of part of speech e has one or more so-cal-
led periphrastic schemes, according to which the meaning of the compound 
can be paraphrased with the aid of the meaning of E. Such a periphrastic 
scheme must be based on unambiguous cases, e.g. 
vei:-A = become A ( ver-geeZ = become ye7,7,01J), ver-groen = become green). 
If then there is a periphrastic scheme assigning the compound the correct 
meaning, if E has the part of speech a, but no such scheme, if E has the 
part of speech b, E is assigned the part of speech a. 
E.g. the prefix ver has for the case, that A is a verb, i.a. the peri-
phrastic scheme vex-A ~change by A-ing, e.g. ver-boUb) (boUb) = buiZd), ver-
buig (buig = bend). 
For the case, that E is a noun, ver has four periphrastic schemes: 
1) A ver-B-t = A becomes B: ver-arribtenaar (arribtena.ar = offiaer), ver-kooZ 
(kooZ = coaZ); 
2) A ver-B-t = A gets into B: ver-a:l'1110ed (a:l'1110ed = poverty); 
3) A vei-B-t C = A makes C B: vei-afgood (afgood = idol), ver-aZsem 
( aZsem = worrnuood) ~ ver-s Zaaf ( s Zaaf = s "lave); 
4) A ver-B-t C = A provides C with B: ver-koper (koper = copper), vei-
ziZver (ziZver = siZver). 
To the case ver-'IJ)erk (werk = work, both as a noun and as a verb) the 
periphrastic scheme ver-A =change by'A-ing applied, but none of the four 
peri~hrastic schemes with A as a noun. So VeX'-'IJ)erk is a compound of werk as 
a verb. 
For this purpose I scanned the Nieuwe Rotterdamse Courant of 24 Novem-
ber 1967. Only for the affixes be 2x3, ig 20x1, Zijk 20x1 and ver 2x3 did I 
stop counting on p. 4, because I had then already counted enough compounds 
to be able to draw conclusions. 
For two parts of speech a and b I assigned an affix F a greater affin-
ity to a than to b, if there were more compounds, in which F prefered a 
above b than inversely. If that criterion failed, I gave F the greatest 
affinity to the part of speech, with which it has most compounds. These 
criteria turned out not to produce contradictions. 
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3} In the weekly supplement of the Nieuwe Rotterdamse Courant of 27 April 
1968 I counted the compounds of words of given parts of speech with given 
dominant prefixes, the compounds of words of given parts of speech with 
suffixes of given 3-rd indexes and the tripartite compounds of type a-b-c, 
in which A is a dominant prefix with 3-rd index a (if A is a preverbal pre-
fix, a is put equal to A}, Ba word with 4-th index b and Ca suffix with 
3-rd index c. For the tripartite compounds of each type I counted moreover 
the cases of preconnection and postconnection. 
If a type of tripartite compounds a-b-c has more cases of preconnec-
tion, I put affix[b,a] > affix[b,c], else affix[b,a] < affix[b,c], This is 
in theory the most reliable method. Another method is that, in which each 
part of speech gets the greatest affinity to the affixes, with which it has 
the most compounds. But this method yields gross errors. E.g. the corpus 
contains 3192 compounds of verbs with suffixes with 3-rd index 6 against 
478 compounds of verbs with the prefix be 2163, while all compounds of the 
type be-3-6 have preconnection. So this criterion is only used to determine 
the order among elements of affix with the same 3-rd index, if that order 
cannot be determined with tripartite compounds. 
If the choice between preconnection and postconnection in the type 323 
has to be made only with affix, the inequalities given by the tripartite 
compounds (the 3-rd indexes of be, ge a.nd ont are provisorily called be, ge 
and ont; the 3-rd index of Ve?' is immediately called 18, because there is 
no other affix with 3-rd index 18): 
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affix[O, 14] > affix[O, be] affix[3, 6J < affix[3, ge] 
affix[O, 11] < affix[O, 18] affix[3, 14] < affix[3, ge] 
affix[O, 14] > affix[O, 18] affi:x:[3, 16] < affix[3, ge] 
affix[O, 16] > affix[O, 18] affix[3, 19] < affiX[3, ge] 
affix[O, 19] > affix[O, 18] affix[3, 6] < affix[3,ont] 
affix[ 1, 4] > affix[1, 18] affix[3, 11 ] < affix[3,ont] 
affix[ 1, 14] > affix[ 1, 18] affix[3, 16] < affix[3,ont] 
affix[2, 5] > affix[2, 18] affix[3, 19] < affix[3,ont] 
affix[2, 14] > affix[2, 18] affix[3, 6] < affix[3, 18] 
affix[3, 6] < affix[3, be] affix[3, 11] < affix[3, 18] 
affix[3, 11 ] < affix[3, be] affix[3, 16] < affix[3, 18] 
affix[3, 16] < affix[3, be] affix[3, 19] < affix[3, 18] 
affix[3, 19] < affix[3, be] 
All these inequalities concern the order of the affinities of the pre-
verbal prefixes and the suffixes. They leave the following gaps: 
1) A flat contradiction: the inequalities affix[1,18] > affix[3,18], 
affix[3,18] > affix[3,14], affix[3,14] > affix[1,14] and 
affix[1,14] > affix[1,18] would hold at the same time; 
2) The indeterminedness of the order between the affinities of the pre-
verbal prefixes and the affinities of many suffixes; 
3) The indeterminedness of the order of the affinities of the prefixoids 
and pronominal adverb-formators relative to the affinities of the suffixes. 
1 and 2) For the triples (a,b,c), in which a is the 1-st index of a pre-
verbal prefix and b ~ 3, there are no strong independent reasons to fix the 
order between affix[b,a] and affix[b,c] (of course the integers affioc[b,a] 
and ~fix[b,c] alw~s have a sequential order, but this order has little 
influence on the result of the program). E.g. affix[0,9] and affix[0,10] 
would have to be smaller than affix[O,be] according to the numbers of the 
words of the compound types corresponding to them, but exactly for the 
types be-0-9 and be-0-10 preconnection is impossible, because suffixes with 
third index 9 or 10 cannot be connected with verbs. Therefore I do not re-
quire an especial order among these pairs of elements in the construction 
of the elements of affix, because a non-optimal analysis in very rare cases 
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(and the subtypes of tripartite compounds concerned are very rare - that is 
guaranteed by their absence in the corpus) is not a more serious defect 
than the assignment of an order to these elements on entirely insufficient 
grounds. 
1) This contradiction is eliminated by dropping all inequalities of the 
form affix[3,c] > affix[3,d]. Then the instruction of preconnection in all 
tripartite compounds of the type 323, in which the second constituent is a 
verb and preconnection is not strictly impossible, is immediately given 
(analytic program 1. 541: v (aff > 0 A !eider 2=3)) and not deduced from 
inequalities among elements of affix. So unique third indexes for be, ge 
and ont become superfluous. 
3) As appears from their low frequency in the corpus (1 compound with om 
2033, 2 with oveP 2033, none with the other ones) the prefixoids are not 
very productive. So I assign the lowest possible values to affix[0,3], 
affix[0,9] and affix[1,9]. 
Pronominal adverbs are very frequent and suffixes forming prepositions 
or adverbial by-forms of prepositions do not exist (the few derived preposi-
tions, such as niet-tegen-staande (=in spite of, lit. not-against-stand:-
ing) are adopted into the lexicon). So I assign higher values to affix[4,7J 
and affix[5,7] than to affix[4,cJ and affix[5,c] for any value of c with 
3 ~ c ~ 19 and c ~ 7, This condition can be reduced to: 
c = 8 or 12 ~ c < 19 for adverbs 
and 
13 ~ c ~ 19 for prepositions, 
because adverbs and prepositions can only be connected with affixes with 
these third indexes. 
4) The set SI of inequalities which the elements of affix must fulfil is 
the following one: 
1 ) (in virtue of the definitions of 3.2.; cet = 2, 4 or 5) 
affix[O, 3] > 0 affix[5, 7] > affix[4, 7] > 0 
affix[1, 4] > 0 affix[1, 8] > affix[4, 8] > 0 
affix[2, 5] > 0 affix[O, 9] > affix[1, 9] > 0 
affix[3, 6J > 0 affix[1,10] > affix[0,10] > 0 
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affix[3,11] > affix[0,11] > 0 
affix[0,12] > affix[1,12] > affix[4,12] > 0 
affix[0,13] > affix[1,13] > affix[3,13] > affix[cet,13] > 0 
affix[0,14] > affix[3,14J > affix[1,14J > affix[cet,14] > 0 
affix[1,15] > affix[0,15] > affix[3,15] > affix[cet,15] > 0 
affix[3,16] > affix[0,16] > affix[1,16J > affix[cet,16] > 0 
affix[3,17] > affix[1,17] > affix[0,17] > affix[cet,17] > 0 
affix[1,18] > affix[3,18] > affix[0,18] > affix[cet,18] > 0 
affix[3,19] = affix[0,19] > affix[1,19] > affix[cet,19] > 0 
affix[m, n] = 0 for all combinations of m and n not mentioned in 
this list. 
2) The inequalities given in this section 4.2.3.: 
affix[0,18] > affix[0,11] affix[1,14] > affix[1,18] 
affix[0,14] > affix[0,18] affix[1, 4] > affix[1,18] 
affix[0,14] > affix[0,16] affix[2, 5] > affix[2,18] 
affix[0,16] > affix[0,18] affix[2,14J > affix[2,18] 
affix[0,19] > affix[0,18] affix[4, 7] > affix[4, 8] 
affix[4, 7] > affix[4, c] for 12 ~ c ~ 19 
affix[5, 7] > affix[5, c] for 13 ~ c ~ 19 
I determine the elements of affix with value n by complete induction 
to n as follows. 
1) It has been determined, which elements of affix are O. 
2) I suppose all elements of affix < n determined. Then every affix[a,b] 
which has not yet been assigned a value and for which in every inequality 
affix[a,b] > K in SI K has been assigned a value < n, gets the value n. 
This gives the following values for the elements of affix. 
2-nd index 3 4, 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
1-st- index 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 7 3 3 2 2 3 
0 5 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 3 5 4 2 3 4 2 
2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 6 2 4 4 3 3 
4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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This table must be read as follows: for each m and n the number in the 
row with pre-index m and the column with superindex ri is affix[m,n]. 
4.3. THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE ANALYTIC PROGRAM 
The analytic program consists of three parts: the first reading of the 
lexicon (1. 1 - 50), the second reading of the lexicon (1. 51 - 169) ,and·· 
the reading and elaboration of the word-list (1. 170 - 1330). 
The information of the lexicon is stored in four integer arra,y's: 
DIC[1:dicJ, wodic[1:dicn+1], PAKET[1:paket] and SYNTAX[1:dicn+1] 
( l. 52 - 53). 
DIC contains all lexical morphemes of the lexicon, wodic[n] is the 
ordinal number in DIC of the element of DIC, in which the first letters of 
the n-th word are stored. The elements of PAKET except the last one, if the 
lexicon contains an odd number of sets of indexes, each contain two sets of 
indexes following each other. SYNTAX[n] is the ordinal number in the series 
of sets of indexes in the lexicon of the 1-st set of indexes of the n-th 
complete morpheme. 
dicn is the number of complete morphemes in the lexicon. 4 letters 
following each other of one lexical morpheme (or less at the end of a word, 
whose number of letters is not a multiple of 4) are stored together in one 
element of DIC. dicn is the number of elements DIC must have in virtue of 
this. paket is the number of elements of PAKET. 
From this it follows, that the lexicon must be read twice: once to 
determine die, dicn and paket ( l. 1 - 50) and once to determine the values 
of the elements of DIC, wodic, PAKET and SYNTAX (1. 51 - 169). 
The integer array's alv[120:127] and revers[66:70] (1. 20) are used 
resp~ctively for the compression of the letters in the array DIC and the 
reduction of the modified encodation into the original one. 
The array alv maps the integers representing ', - and I according to 
the X8-code to the numbers 70, 67 and 66 {so all signs occurring in words 
are mapped to numbers < 90, so that more letters can be stored in one 
machine word), revers reduces these number representations to the original 
representations according to the X8-code. 
In the analytic program in the second reading of the lexicon two sets 
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of indexes are stored together in one element of PAKET. This necessitates 
the statement-part 
REMAINDER(p,1000)+200xind2+8ooxind1 (1. 156) 
in order to "compress" the sets of indexes and a procedure VALIND(k} 
(1. 119 - 138) to reobtain the indexes from an element of PAKET for the 
analysis of the word to be elaborated (see 4.1.3.). The parameter k is here 
the ordinal number of the morpheme being treated in the word to be analysed. 
The procedure VALIND uses the auxiliary procedure pakt in its turn, which 
makes available the correct set of indexes from two sets stored in one 
element of PAKET. 
All words of the word-list are read and treated successively and inde-
pendently of each other. The information about each word is stored in the 
integer array LETTER[1:45J (1. 24). The representation of the k-th letter 
is LETTER[k]. 
The word being analysed is called W. The number of morphemes of W is 
called woord. The number of letters of W is called letter. 
The analysis of W is executed in four stages: the dissection into mor-
phemes (1. 881 - 934), the determination of the so-called dominator of each 
morpheme and the determination of the pseudo-concatenations (1. 935 - 1094), 
the determination of the intermediate constituents (1. 1095 - 1202) and the 
printing or punching of the results (1. 1203 - 1300). The program has two 
versions: one in which the output is printed and one in which it is punched. 
The second one (with added line numbers) is printed in 6.1. 
The ordinal number of the first letter of the k-thmorpheme as a letter 
of W is called unua[k]; the ordinal number of the last letter of the k-th 
morpheme lasta[k] (1. 23). 
The dissection into morphemes uses two procedures: Meq(m,n) 
(1. 200 - 243) and lv(m,n) (1. 246 - 293). 
The ordinal number of the equivalent of the k-th morpheme of W in the 
lexicon is called WOORD[k] (1. 20; if the k-th morpheme has no equivalent 
in the lexicon, WOORD[k] is put O). The procedure for the determination of 
the e.quivalent of the string from the m-th to the n-th letter is called 
Meq(m,n) (Meq does not need a parameter k, because the index of the element 
of WOORD being determined is always woord). 
lv(m,n) is the ordinal number of the last letter of the longest ini-
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tial segment of the string from the m-th to the n-th letter with an equiva-
lent in the lexicon. If that string of letters does not have such an ini-
tial segment, lv(m,n) is put to O. 
The Reifler calculus and the deviation from that in the analytic pro-
gram has largely been treated in 1.2. Only two deviations of this fragment 
from the Reifler calculus could not be explained there: the statements 
depending on conditional clauses containing ind1 and ind2 and the state-
ments positie. ind1 and ind2 are parameters of each lexical morpheme provi-
sorily found in W (the program is such, that ind1's and ind2's of different 
lexical morphemes need never to be considered at the same time; ind1 and 
ind2 themselves do not occur in the sets of indexes of the lexical mor-
phemes, but can be calculated from them by the procedure positie, 
1. 296 - 308). The meaning of ind1 and ind2 is as follows (they occur in 
quite another sense on 1. 154 - 157): 
Occurrence of the morpheme as first morpheme 
Can occur as the first morpheme of a word, but also in other 
positions 
Can only occur as the first morpheme of a word 
Cannot occur as the first morpheme of a word 
Occurrence of the morpheme as last morpheme 
Can occur as the last morpheme of a word, but also in other 
positions 
Can only occur as the last morpheme of a word 
Cannot occur as the last morpheme of a word, but may be fol-
lowe~ both by vowels and consonants 
Can only occur followed by a vowel 
ind1 
0 
2 
ind2 
0 
2 
3 
A morpheme is rejected as first morpheme, if its ind1=2; as last mor-
pheme, if its ind2 > 1; in all other positions, if its ind1=1 or ind2=1. 
At first view the definitions of ind1 and ind2 are very similar to 
those of INDEX[k,1] and INDEX[k,2] in 3.2. The difference between 
INDEX[k,1] and INDEX[k,2] on one hand, ind1 and ind2 on the other hand is, 
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that INDEX[k,1] and INDEX[k,2] are properties of SYNTACTIC morphemes, but 
ind1 and ind2 properties of COMPLETE morphemes. E.g. that INDEX[k,2] = 2, 
means, that the lexical morpheme A cannot occur as the last morpheme of W 
WITH THE SET OF INDEXES BEING CONSIDERED AT THAT MOMENT; that ind2 = 2 
means, that A cannot occur as the last morpheme of W WITH ANY OF ITS (PER-
HAPS MORE) SETS OF INDEXES. E.g. for in 2107 INDEX[k,2] = 2; but for in 
ind2 = O, because the lexical morpheme in can occur as the last morpheme of 
W with another set of indexes (e.g. in 20030). 
Because the word-list is read only once, unua, lasta, WOORD, MORFEEM, 
LETTER and INDEX must have fixed upper bounds. They are chosen such, that 
for the overwhelming majority of the words occurring in practice the index-
es of their elements fall inside the array-bounds. 
In the determination of the dominator the array subj[1:12] (l. 23) is 
used. subj[k] = m means: the dominator of the k-th morpheme is the m-th 
morpheme. subj[k] = 0 means: the k-th morpheme has no dominator. 
The determination of subj uses six auxiliary procedures: structur(k,m) 
(l. 356 - 416), compl(n,k,m) (l. 419 - 703), maxaffin(p,r) (l. 706 - 732), 
macrostructur(k,m) (l. 735 - 806), close (l. 311 - 317) and transform 
(change) (l. 331 - 353). 
Formally the dominators fulfil the following conditions: 
1) The word has exactly one morpheme without a dominator; each other mor-
pheme has exactly one dominator. 
2) There is no series of morphemes a 1, ... , an such that for 2 ~ k ~ n, 
~ is always the dominator of ~- 1 and a 1 = an. 
3) Every set of morphemes which always contains b, if it contains a mor-
pheme a and a is the dominator of b, is a continuous series of morphemes. 
_Starting from the complete structural tree one finds the LEADING MOR-
PHEME of a constituent C = c0: .as. follows: 
We construct the series of constituents c0, ... ,en by complete induc-
tion as follows: 
If Cn is a morpheme, it is the leading morpheme of C and the construc-
tion is completed; if C is not a morpheme, the leading immediate sub-con-
n 
stituent of Cn is Cn+ 1 (this construction serves to explain the linguistic 
meaning of the term LEADING MORPHEME; since it presupposes the construction 
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of the structural tree, it is nowhere executed in the analytic program). 
If A is the largest constituent whose leading morpheme is a, B is the 
next-higher constituent of A and b the leading morpheme of B, then b is 
called the DOMINATOR of a. 
structur(k,m) determines the structure of the series of the k-th up to 
the m-th morpheme, if they are all words (according to 3.2. this means: if 
INDEX[p,3] = 2 fork,:;. p ,:;.m). The m-th morpheme is the leading morpheme of 
this series. So for the othermorphemes the dominator is determined and 
whether the next-higher constituent, whose leading morpheme it is, is a 
normal compound or a pseudo-concatenation. 
According to 4.1.3. and 4.1.4. the program takes only account of two 
possible relations between mere word-compounds and their immediate constit-
uents: 
1) Normal compounds of the form A+B, in which Bis the leading constitu-
ent; 
2) Pseudo-concatenations of the form A+en+C, in which C is the leading 
constituent (at least, in the analytic program it is considered as such; 
from a mere linguistic point of view A and C are equivalent members of a 
coordination). 
en is recognised by its INDEX[k,3] = 6 (except in one place of the 
procedure compl (the local procedure mistest, 1. 426 - 430) and the test, 
whether a morpheme with a 2-nd index 3 is followed by a vowel, the struc-
ture is only determined with the aid of the indexes of the morphemes, not 
their letters; only in the punching of the results (1. 1203 - 1330) are the 
letters used again). 
In compounds without en the dominator of each morpheme is determined 
with-the aid of the affinities of INDEX[p,4] (the values of the elements of 
affin are assigned on 1. 831 - 839). If W does not contain en's, in the 
execution of structur(k,m) initially the k+1-th morpheme is indicated as 
the dominator of the k-th morpheme and then all morphemes are scanned and 
each time, when 
affin[INDEX[k,4],INDEX[r,4]] > affin[INDEX[k,4],INDEX[s,4]] 
(s is the ordinal number of the morpheme last indicated as the dominator of 
the k-th morpheme), then the r-th morpheme is indicated as the dominator of 
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the k-th morpheme. Then the following morphemes are treated in the same wa;y 
as the k-th one. 
If the r-th morpheme is en, all morphemes from the r+1-th one up to 
the m-th one are scanned and the first one with the same part of speech as 
the r-1-th morpheme, the s-th morpheme of W, is indicated as the dominator 
of both the r-1-st and the r-th morpheme. Then the compound of the constit-
uents with as leading morphemes, respectively, the r-1-th, the r-th and the 
s-th morpheme is a pseudo-concatenation. If such a morpheme is not found, 
the analysis is continued for other values of the sets of indexes or if all 
sets of indexes of all morphemes have been tried, another dissection into 
morphemes is tried and if that turns out to be impossible, the word is 
declared unanalysable. 
normaal[k] (normaal[1:12] (1. 25) is a boolean array) means: the next-
higher constituent of the constituent whose leading morpheme is the k-th 
morpheme, is a normal compound. Normal compounds are far more frequent than 
pseudo-concatenations. So for each combination of sets of indexes all ele-
ments normaal[1], ••• , normaal[woord] are put true (1. 959) and in other 
places in the procedures structur, compl and macrostructur an element of 
normaal is put false, if the constituent with the morpheme concerned as 
leading morpheme appears to be connected with its co-constituents to the 
next-higher constituent in a pseudo-concatenation, but nowhere explicitly 
true. 
compl(n,k,m) analyses the structure of the k-th up to the m-th mor-
pheme. n is the ordinal number of the BLOCK to which the k-th up to the 
m-th morpheme belong (the meaning of the blocks will be explained on 
p. 78)~. compl(n,k,m) also .determines lblok[n], the leading morpheme of the 
series. 
·compl is only applied to morpheme sequences consisting of at most 
three sub-sequences following each other: an initial segment, consisting 
only of prefixes, a central segment, consisting only of words and a final 
segment, consisting only of suffixes and links. The initial segment and the 
final segment may also miss. 
The procedure compl has the local switch Ikim (1. 424) and four local 
procedures: P27op (1. 464 - 477), terugschuif (1. 480 - 487), mistest 
(1. 426 - 430) and optimum (1. 433 - 450). 
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The morpheme sequence to which compl is applied can be in four cases: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
It 
It 
It 
It 
has 
has 
has 
has 
an initial segment and a final segment; 
an initial segment, but no final segment; 
a final segment, but no initial segment; 
neither an initial segment, nor a final segment. 
The elements of Ikim are successively followed by the instructions for 
these four cases. 
The ordinal number of the last morpheme of the initial segment is cal-
led lpref, the ordinal number of the first morpheme of the final segment is 
called bsuff. 
In the case Ik2Im2 two subcases are distinguished. In the first sub-
case 
INDEX[bsuff,3] > 2Aaffix[INDEX[bsuff-1,4J, INDEX[lpref,3]] ;t 0. 
In that case first the structure of the central segment is determined by 
the procedure structur (so every element of the central segment, except the 
last one, is assigned a morpheme of the central segment as dominator) . 
Then the structure of the series is further constructed concentrically 
with the aid of the labels open, openeind, openbegin and gesloten. At each 
moment I call the maximal sequence of morphemes in the sequence, all of 
which, except the leading morpheme and recessive prefixes, have been as-
signed a dominator, the EXPLORED FIELD. I call the ordinal number of the 
first morpheme of the explored field begin, that of the last morpheme of 
the explored field eind and that of the leading morpheme of the explored 
field !eider. The explored field is continuously extended so, that either 
the longest preceding continuous sequence of recessive prefixes is added 
(by the procedure terugschuif), or the last morpheme before the explored 
field or the first morpheme behind it is assigned as the dominator of the 
leading morpheme, or the leading morpheme is assigned as the dominator of 
the first morpheme behind the explored field. At each moment of the elabo-
ration four cases are possible: 
1 ) k = begin, eind = m ("gesloten"); 
2) k = begin, eind < m ("openeind"); 
3) k < begin, eind = m ( "open begin") ; 
4) k < begin, eind < m ("open"). 
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The four labels mentioned are followed by the instructions for these 
four cases. 
The execution of the program fragments Ik2Im2 and Ik2Im3 is completed 
by the execution of the procedures optimum and P27op; the execution of 
Ik3Im2 by the execution of optimum. 
The procedure optimum changes the set of indexes of the last morpheme 
of the central segment, if in this way that gets a greater affinity to its 
dominator. The procedure P27op assigns dominators to the recessive pre-
fixes. 
A more detailed description of procedure compl would only be a useless 
paraphrase of the concerned program fragment. 
A block is a continuous sequence of morphemes maximal with respect to 
the property to contain no more than one continuous sequence of prefixes at 
the beginning and one continuous sequence of suffixes, inflectional mor-
phemes and links at the end. macrostructur assigns the dominators to the 
leading morphemes of the block (except the last one, which has no domina• 
tor). If the dominator of the leading morpheme of the p-th block is a mor-
pheme of the r-th block and the r-th block begins with a prefix, then this 
dominator is ALWAYS the leading morpheme of the r-th block. If the domina-
tor of the leading morpheme of the p-th block is a morpheme of the r-th 
block and the r-th block does not begin with a prefix, then this possible 
dominator is determined with the procedure maxaffin(p,r). The procedure 
macrostructur for the determination of the relation among the leaders of 
the blocks is very analogous to the procedure structur for the determination 
of the relation among a sequence of word-morphemes following each other. 
By the ordinal number of a set of indexes I mean its ordinal number in 
the series of all sets of indexes in the lexicon. Then inf[p] (1. 22) is 
the ordinal number of the first set of indexes of the p-th morpheme of the 
word being analysed. sup[p] (1. 22) is the ordinal number of the last set 
of indexes of the p-th morpheme of the word being analysed. tract[p] is the 
ordinal number of the set of indexes assigned to the p-th morpheme at that 
moment. finit is the ordinal number of the last morpheme, for which 
tract[p] has not yet become equal to sup[p]. 
close modifies finit, if that has become necessary by modifications in 
tract. transform modifies the elements of tract, when the case, that tract 
has a certain value, has been elaborated completely. 
Four non-local switches are used: SIND, INDAF, SCHAK and Prenpo 
(1. 171 - 174). SIND is used on 1. 968, SCHAK on 1. 1003, INDAF on 
1. 970 - 974 and Prenpo on 1. 1144 - 1168. 
The elements of SIND are followed by the instructions for the cases, 
in which the morpheme being treated is, respectively, a link, an inflec-
tional morpheme or a word. 
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The elements of SCHAK are followed by the instructions for the cases 
in which a link is followed, respectively, by a link, an inflectional mor-
pheme or a word. 
The elements of INDAF are followed by the instructions for the cases, 
in which the morpheme behind a certain prefix is, respectively, a link, an 
inflectional morpheme or a word. 
The middle part of the program for the analysis of words consists it-
self of two parts: the division of the morpheme sequence into blocks 
(1. 935 - 1059) and the definitive determination of the elements of subj 
(1. 1060 - 1094). 
The fragment of 1. 935 - 1059 determines the elements of the integer 
array's eblok[0:12], thblok and lblok[1:12] (1. 22 - 23). The number of 
blocks in the word is called blokn. blokn is only determined in this pro-
gram fragment. Therefore eblok and lblok have to be declared with a fixed 
upper bound. But values are only assigned to the elements of eblok and 
lblok with index ~ blokn. 
bblok(p) (1. 141) is the ordinal number of the first morpheme of the 
p-th block as a morpheme of W. 
eblok[p] is the ordinal number of the last morpheme of the p-th block 
as a morpheme of W (eblok[O], which would be undefined according to this 
definition, is formally assigned the value O (1. 876); note, that this 
statement is executed before the analysis of the words). This serves to 
simplify some calculations. 
lblok[p] is the ordinal number of the leading morpheme of the p-th 
block. Note, that the value assignment to lblok is provisory. It can be un-
done on 1. 1063 - 1094. 
blok[p] is the ordinal number of the block to which the p-th morpheme 
belongs. 
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thblok[p] is eblok[p], if the last morpheme of the p-th block is a 
word or an affix and eblok[p] - 1, if the last morpheme of the p-th block 
is an inflectional morpheme or a link. 
The program 1. 935 - 1094 determines the dominators of all morphemes, 
those of the morphemes of each block (except the leading morpheme) with the 
procedure compl (n is the ordinal number of the block), those of the lead-
ing morphemes of the blocks with the procedure macrostructur. 
The program fragment 1. 1095 - 1262 computes the constituents of W. 
FIN gets the value 2, if the word is unanalysable, 3, if the word is 
analysable. 
The program fragment 1. 1095 - 1202 uses the procedure dom(A,B,m) 
(1. 92 - 99) and eind(n,k) (1. 76 - 77) and computes the elements of the 
arrey's lengte, begin, leider, diepte and naasthoger and the integer hoog-
te. As for the arrey's LETTER, W00RD, etc., values are often not assigned 
to all their elements, lengte[n] is the number of constituents of the n-th 
order. begin[m,n] is the ordinal number of the 1-st morpheme of the n-th 
constituent of the m-th order (formally begin[hoogte, lengte[m]+l] is put 
to woord + 1 for the determination of eind(m,lengte[m]). leider[m,n] is the 
ordinal number of the leading morpheme of the n-th constituent of the m-th 
order. naasthoger[n,m] is the ordinal number of the 1-st morpheme of the 
constituent of the n-th order, which is the leading constituent of the m-th 
constituent of the n+l-th order. Formally naasthoger[n, lengte[n+l]+l] is 
put to woord + 1. hoogte is the maximum of the orders of the morphemes as 
constituents. diepte[k] is the order as constituent of the greatest con-
stituent, whose leading morpheme is the k-th morpheme. 
In the determination of diepte a.rid leider the switch Prenpo is used. 
The leading morphemes of the immediate subconstituents of a constituent 
with"the OMK-th morpheme as leading morpheme alweys have the OMK-th mor-
pheme as dominator and stand in the range between the leading morphemes of 
the two adjacent constituents of the same constituent as the constituent 
dominated by the OMK-th morpheme. The candidates for the function of lead-
ing morpheme of an immediate subconstituent are predom, the 1-st morpheme 
in the range before OMK immediately dominated by OMK, postdom , the last 
morpheme in the range behind OMK immediately dominated by OMK and endom, 
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the conjunction immediately dominated by OMK (each of these three is put O, 
if the morpheme concerned is absent). The elements of Prenpo have the form 
Pkmn, in which k, m and n are each 0 if and only if predom, endom and post-
dom are, respectively, O. 
eind(m,n) is the ordinal number of the last morpheme of the n-th con-
stituent of the m-th order. 
In the punching of the results the procedures PUCAS(m) (1. 66 - 73) 
and notind(n,k) (1. 80 - 89) are used. 
PUCAS serves to punch the elements of LETTER in the form of the let-
ters, from which they have originally been obtained. Its parameter m is the 
ordinal number of the morpheme being treated (each time an entire morpheme 
is punched at the same time). 
notind(n,k) computes (and punches!) the set of indexes of the k-th 
constituent of the n-th order. 
dom(A,B,m) (1. 92 - 99) means: diepte[B] ~m and there is a chain 
c0 , ••• , en such that A= c0 , B =en and for every k with 1 ~ k ~ n 
ck+l = subj[Ck]. 
The program fragment from 1. 1203 - 1330 becomes very complicated by 
the necessity to put the first letter of each constituent perpendicularly 
under the first letter of its leading morpheme. This makes an integer array 
kolon (1. 23) necessary. kolon[k] - 1 is the distance in tabulations be-
tween the first letter of the k-th morpheme and the beginning of the line. 
mod8 is the distance in carriage places between the letter just printed and 
the last tabulation. In this program fragment the sets of indexes of the 
constituents are also computed and punched (by the execution of notind). 
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5. RESULTS: ERROR ANALYSIS 
I executed this program with as word-list the first 197 compounds with 
more than 2 morphemes in "De Groene Amsterdammer" of 12 November 1966. 
The lexicon contained all lexical morphemes which should occur in a 
complete lexicon of Dutch according to the instructions of 3. and which, 
considered as mere strings of letters, occurred in at least one of the 
words in the word-list. Each was followed by all the sets of indexes which 
should follow it in the complete lexicon. So the lexicon had e.g. to con-
tain the word mees (= tit) because of stadsbouwmeester (= urban architect) 
in the word list, though it is not a morpheme of stad.sbouwmeester. This 
composition of the lexicon was necessary to control, in how far the analyt-
ic program itself could find the correct morpheme analysis instead of being 
forced to it by a restricted lexicon. 
The lexicon, the word-list, the analytic program and the results are 
given in appendix 6. 
Only 4 errors occurred, namely: 
post/academi/aaZ (= post-academi-aZ), in which post was considered as a 
noun; 
af/beeZd/en (=map (verb)), in which be~ia was considered as a noun; 
winkeZ/bed:Pijv/ig/heid = shap-busy-ness, in which winkeibed:Pijv C= shop 
enterprise) was considered as a constituent; 
tussen/verkiez/ing (= by-eZection), in which tussenverkiez was considered 
as a constituent. 
The first two errors are a consequence of the fact, that the noun post 
is more frequent than the virtual preposition, respectively the noun beeZd 
more frequent than the verb. 
-The erroneous analysis of winkeZ/bed:Pijv/ig/heid is caused by the 
general instruction of preconnection of tripartite compounds, whose last 
two constituents have the same part of speech, what is justified by statis-
tical considerations (see 4.2.2.), that of tussen/verkiez/ing by the equal 
affinity of prepositions to verbs and to nouns. 
So all errors could only be avoided by modifications in the analytic 
program, which would either be completely AD HOC, or cause far more errors 
in other cases. An error procentage of 2% seems reasonable to me. 
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6. APPENDICES 
6. 1. THE ANALYTIC PROGRAM 
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1 begin comment : Integrated program for the dissection into 
2 morphemes end the construction of structural trees by Dr. W.A. 
3 Verloren van Theme.at, R1436. This program he.a been executed on the 
4 computer X8 of the Mathematical Centre and combines the functions 
5 of the programs R1 <Y79 and R1173. The words to be treated by this 
6 progrem are allowed to contain capital end lowel'.'-Ce.se letters of 
7 the Latin alphabet, also with special signs, hyphens, apostrophe 
8 and full stops. The program contains two numbe!'-tapes. The first 
9 one is the lexicon, the second one the word-list. The word-list 
10 contains the words to be analysed. The lexicon is noted according 
11 to the instructions of section 2. of the report. The output is a 
12 structural tree of words according to the model described in 
13 section 1.1. of the report; 
14 integer k, m, n, p, q, r, s, die, dicn, maxl, symbol, REI'URN, mod4, 
15 KDIDN, paket, woord, blokn, hoogte, ind3, tractk, letter, FIN, 
16 AP, EC, plaats, indn, indp, indr, afp, af'p1, ind1, ind2, ebl, 
17 lem, lem1, aff1, u, v, finit, FASE, P, Q, R, u1, DMK, predom, 
18 postdom, endom, regel; 
19 boolean lex, SCHOON, CHANGE, NORMA.AI.., NASCHAK; 
20 integer array alv[120:127], revers[66:70], blok, WOORD[1:12], 
21 INDEX[1:~], reg, lengte[1:7], begin[1 :7,1:15], 
22 leider[1:7,0:15], na.asthoger[2:7,1:15], tract, inf, sup, thblok, 
23 lblok, subj kolon unua, lasta[1:15], diepte, eblok[0:15], 
24 LEITTER[1:45j, p~od(0:8,1 :4], affin[0:6(o:6], affix[0:6,3:19]; 
25 boolean array norma.a1[1:12], voorschak 0:6,0:3], naschak[0:3,0:6], 
26 sUf'fix[O~]; 
28 integer procedure nexttape; 
29 begin integer heptad; 
30 -neptad: = RESYM; 
31 nexttape:= if heptad < 120 V heptad > 127 then heptad ~ 
32 alv[heptad]-
33 end; 
35 alv[126]:= 70; alv[127]:= 67; alv[120]:= 66; revers[70]:= 126; 
36 revers[67]:= 127; revers[66]:= 120; die:= dicn:= paket:= O; 
37 mod4:= 3; SCHOON:= true; 
38 BEGIN: symbol:= nexttape; 
39 goto if synibol = 72 then COUNT else BEGIN; 
4o ColJNTT symbol:= nexttape; if symbOI"'"'f 76 then 
41 begin if symbol= 118 V synibol = 119 V symbol= 135 then 
42 ---iieg'Iii dicn:= dicn + 1; mod4:= 3 end 
43 eree-if symbol = 93 then -
44 Oeg'rnsymbol:= read;-no-SCHOON then paket:= paket + 1; 
45 scmm:= lSCHOON - --
46 end 
47 else if mod4 = 3 then 
48 Oeg'rn"""dic:= die +--;;-mod4:= 0 end 
49 eree-mod4:= mod4 + 1; goto CDUN".r"" 
50 end-;---
51 comment Leg de eerste band opnieuw in de bandlezer; 
52 begin integer array DIC[1:dic], wodic, SYNTAX[1:dicn + 1], 
53 ~em-
66 procedure PUCAS(m); integer m; 
67 begin integer p, q, s; 
68 s : = ""TaSta[ m] ; 
69 for q:= unua[m] step 1 until s do 
70 begin p: = LEITER[ q]; 
71 --n' p < 66 V p > 70 then PUSYM(p) else PUSYM(revers[p]) 
72 ena --
73 -end; 
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integer procedure eind(n, k); integer n, k; 
eind:= begin[n,k + 1] - 1; 
procedure notind(n, k); integer n, k; 
begin integer nk, IND1( !ND2, IND3, IND4; 
if oegfu[n,k] = eind(n, kJ then 
begin nk:= begin[n,k]; IND3:;;;-'!NDEX[nk,3]; IND4:= INDEX[nk,4] 
ena-
else 
'Eiegin IND3:= 2; IND4:s INDEX[leider[n,k],4] end; 
"I'N'!5f:= INDEX[begin[n,k],1]; IND2:= INDEX[ein"d\ii,k),2]; 
ABSFIXP(5, O, 10000 X IND1 + 1000 X IND2 + 10 X IND3 + IND4) 
end; 
boolean procedure dom(A, B, m); value A, B, m; integer A, B, m; 
begin integer c; 
C:=-r;-
D: if diepte[C] < m then 
begin a.cm:= if B = ~ then true else false end 
erse- - -- -- -- --- --
'Eiegin C:= subj[C]; goto D ~ 
---eiid; 
integer procedure len(n); integer n; 
begin integer REST; 
RE~IC[wodfc[n + 1] - 1]; 
len:= (if REST< 8100 then (if REST< 90 then 1 else 2) 
else if--:R'.EST < 729000 tnen 3-e1se 4) + (wOdiC[n +-TT -
Woa!clri] - 1 ) x 4 
end; 
integer procedure pakt; 
begin integer PAKO; 
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113 PAKO:= P.AKl!n'[(tractk + 1) : 2]; 
114 pakt:• if EVEN(tre.ctk) • --1 then PAKO : 4000 else 
115 REMAIN!>'m(PAKO, 4000) 
116 end; 
119 procedure VALIND(k); value k; integer k; 
120 beg!ri !riteger m, P.AK!f; 
132 integera.rray PAlc[1 :3]; 
133 PAKT:= ~AK[1]:= P.AKT : Boo; PAK[2]:= P.AKT : 200; 
134 PAK[3]:= P.AKT : 10; INDEX[k-;1]:= PAK[1]; 
135 INDEX[k,2]:= P'J\'K[2] - 4 X PAK[1]; 
136 INDEX[k,3]:= PAK[3] - 20 X PAK[2]; 
137 INDEX[k,4] := P.AKT - 10 X PAK[3] 
138 end; 
141 integer procedure bblok(k); integer k; bblok:= eblok[k - 1] + 1
; 
143 k:= m:= n:= o; mod4:= 3; wodic[dicn + 1]:= die+ 1; 
144 SYNTAX[dicn + 1]:= 2 x paket +(_!!SCHOON~ 1 ~ o); 
145 SCHOON:= true; 
146 SKIP: symbol:= nextte.pe; 
147 goto if symbol • 72 then ASSIGN else SKIP; 
148 ASS!mr: symbol:• nextte.pef°" if symbo!""=76 then 
149 begin if "'BCROJN then P.AR:ll.'r[n]:= PAKEIT'[ii'T-x 4000 end 
150 else - - -
151 De'g!n if symbol= 118 V symbol= 119 V symbol= 13
5 then 
152 beglii'Tex:= true; m:= m + 1; wodic[m] := k + 1; mod4:= 3 end 
1 53 eti'eif symbol = 93 then 
-
154 Oegrnif SCHOON then~ n + 1; p:= read; ind1 := p : 10000; 
155 --uid2:= p : iocm-= i o x ind1; -
1 56 p .AKEIT'[ n] : ;; REMAINDER( p' 1 OOO) + 200 x ind2 + Boo x ind 1 
157 + (if SCHOON then 0 else PAKEIT'[n] x 4000); if lex then 
158 beglii SYNTAX[m] := 2 xn- (if SCRIXJN then 1eise oT; 
159 -rex:= false - - -
160 end; 
161 'S'rntooN:= 1SCHOON 
162 end 
163 else if mod4 = 3 then 
164 begrnmod4:= o; k:=K + 1; DIC[k] :• symbol~ 
165 else 
166 De'g!n mod4:= mod4 + 1; DIC[k] := DIC[k] x 90 + symbol ~; 
167 goto ASSIGN 
168 --end; 
169 maxt:= len( dicn); 
170 begin integer a.rray ewl [ 0: ma.x1], bwl [ 1 : ma.x1] ; 
171 swfECn"'StmJ:;;-mrxr;-mm , IND2; 
172 SWitch INDAF:= AFFO, AFF1, AFF2; 
173 SWitch Prenpo:• P100, P101, P110, P111, POOO, P001; 
174 sWltch SCHAK:= UO, U1 , U2; 
176 integer procedure soort(n); value n; integer n; 
177 begin integer p; --
178 --P:= LEIT'I1!!H[n]; 
179 soort:= if p < 10 then 2 else if p = 66 V p = 65 then 3 
180 else if p = 88 theii"1r elseT"" -
181 ena.;- - -- --
184 boolean procedure sl(m, n); integer m, n; 
185 si:= (if m = 1 then true else soort(m - 1) = 3) A (if n = 
186 letter then truee!sesoorT:\n + 1 ) = 3); 
200 procedure Meq(m, n); integer m, n; 
201 begin integer p, q, r, P1 Q, R, s, AD, snee 1 rest, divid1 
202 --re:st, u, MEQ, morf'eem; 
203 morf'eem:= n + 1 - m; 
204 if morf'eem> mroc1 then MEQ:= 0 else if bwl[morf'eem] = O 
205 'then MEQ:= 0 else -- -- -
206 'Oe'gl'n divid:= morf'eem : 4; last:= divid X 4; 
207 ----rest:= morf'eem - laat; snee:= divid + sign(rest); 
208 begin integer array SNEE[l:snee]; 
210 integer procedure SEQ(p); integer p; 
211 begin integer q; 
212 q:= 1; s:= wodic[p); 
213 F: AD:= sign(SNEE[q) - DIC[s + q - 1)); 
214 if AD + O then SEQ:= AD else if q = snee then 
21 5 'SEQ:= 0 else- -- -
216 begin q:= q + 1; goto F end 
217 ena:;- -- --
219 for q:= 1 step 1 until divid do 
220 oegin u:= 1j:""")(q +~1; -
221 SNEE[q]:= LEI'I'ER[u - 3) X 729000 + LEI'I'ER[u - 2] 
222 X 8100 + LEITER[u - 1] x 90 + LEITER[u] 
223 end; 
224 iI"""rest + 0 then 
225 oegin SNEE[snee]:= O; 
226 --rc>r q:= last + 1 step 1 until morf'eem do 
227 'SN'.!l!E[snee]:= 90 ~ (morfeem-=-q) x ~[m + q -
228 1] + SNEE[snee] 
229 end; 
230 pr;; bwl[morf'eem]; r:= ewl[morf'eem]; P:= SEQ(p); 
231 R:= SEQ(r); 
232 G: if r < p + 1 then MEQ:= if P = 0 then p else if 
233 "R"°"= a-then r else 0 else- -- -- -
234 begin q:;:(p +rj : ~:= SEQ(q); 
235 --n"""Q = 0 then ~:= q else if Q = - 1 then 
236 oegin r:=-qf""goto G encr-- -
237 erse- -- --
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238 begin p:= q; goto G end 
239 encr- -- --
240 ena.---
241 eno.; 
242 ~[woord]:= MEQ 
243 end; 
246 integer procedure lv(m, n); value m, n; integer m, n; 
247 if n < m then lv:= 0 else 
248 'Oegin integer q, t, v-;-m, VMS, WO; 
249 ---s'Witch MSV'MS:= VMSO, VMS1, VMS2, VMS3, VMS4, VMS5 1 VMS6, 
250 ~8; 
252 procedure go back; if m = v ~ l v: = 0 ~ 
264 begin v:= v - 1; goto K ~; 
266 q:= m + maxl - 1; v:= n; 
267 K: t:= m; VMS:= soort(m); 
268 W: if t = n then 
269 'Oegin if Vf:l'S"'"= 4 then goto VMS4 end 
210 erse - -- -- -
271 'O'egin t:= t + 1; VMS:= prod[VMS,soort(t)]; goto Wend; 
272 ~ER[n); -- --
273 if WO> 66 /\WO< 75 then MS:= 0 else goto MSVMS[VMS + 1]; 
274 VM.SO:'° MS:= O; goto EIND;-- -- --
275 VMS1: MS:= 1; goto EIND; 
276 VMS3: MS:= if ~n then 3 else O; goto EIND; 
277 VMS4: MS:= O; goto m:mJ; -- --
278 VMS2: 
279 VMS5: MS:= if (if m = 1 then true else LN.l'TER[m - 1] = 
280 65) /\ ( iT n = letter 'Uieri true else LN.l'TER[ n + 1 ] = 65) 
281 then 2 eise 0; goto Em!); -- --
282 ~:=-:r:r-soorc{Iiij = 3 V soort(n) = 3 then 0 else 1; 
283 goto EIN'IJ; -- --
284 ~S:= if lsl(m, n) V soort(n) + 4 then 0 else 2; 
285 goto EIN'JJ; -- --
286 ~:= if lsl(m, n) V LEITER[m) = 88 then 0 else 2; 
287 EIND: if MS-;;;' 0 then goback else if MS = r-:E'fien --
288 beglii if v > q-:tllen gobackeise --
289 ----oeg!ii Meq(m,VTf --
290 ----rI' WOO:RD[woord] = 0 ~ goback else lv:= v 
291 end-
292 ena.---
293 end; 
296 procedure positie; 
297 begin integer MEQ, synt1 1 synt2 1 test1 1 test2; 
298 -r:mQ:= WOORD[woord]; tractk:= synt2:= SYNTAX[MEQ + 1) - 1; 
299 if pakt = 0 then tractk: = synt2: = synt2 - 1 ; 
300 WI.nm( woord};Synt1 := SYNTAX[MEQ]; ind1 := INDEX[ woord, 1]; 
301 ind2:= INDEX[ woord,2]; 
302 for tractk:= synt2 - 1' step - 1 until synt1 do 
303 begin VALIND( woord); temT= IND'T1:XTWOord, 1] ;-
3o4 ---=cest2:= INDEX[woord,2]; if test1 + ind1 then ind1:= o; 
305 if test2 X ind2 = 6 then'""Ind2:= 2 else irr-test2 + ind2 
306 l'Een ind2:= 0 -- -- -
307 encr----
308 ena.; 
311 procedure close; if finit < woord then 
312 begin if tract[fi'iiit] = sup[finit]--=E!len 
313 -i>egTri --
314 A:I'Init:= finit + 1; if finit + woord + 1 then 
315 begin if inf[finit]-;; sup[finit] then got:O"A end 
316 ena.- - -- -- -
317 ena.; 
331 procedure transform(change}; value change; integer change; 
332 begin if finit = woord + 1 then-
333 -i>egTri FIN:= FIN + 2; gotO"""i'f FIN = 2 then G else BOOMBOUW 
334 erur- -- - -- --
335 else 
336 beg!n k:= change; 
337 ln":1°f tract[k] + sup[k] then 
338 begin tractk:= tract[k]:= tract[k] + 1; 
339 --n' FIN = 1 then 
340 oegin FIN:=-,;--goto BOOMBOUW end; 
341 VM:mn(k}; - -
342 for m: = k + 1 step 1 until woord do 
343 begin tractk:=-rract[mJ:= inf[m] ;"""'VALIND(m} end; 
344 Close; goto PP 
345 end --
346 else if k = finit V k = 1 then 
347 "Oegin~IN:= FIN + 2; 
348 ---gQto if FIN = 2 then G else BOOMBOUW 
349 end-- - -- --
350 else 
351 beg!n k:= k - 1; goto R1 end 
352 end-- --
353 end; 
356 procedure structur(k, m); value k 1 m; integer k, m; 
357 begiri integer p, q 1 r, s, a:aJT"" 
358 ---if k > m then goto END; 
359 'Oeginooo!eaii array klaar[k:m]; 
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36o for p:= k step 1 until m do klaar[p]:= false; p:= k; 
361 V-m; - - - -
362 G: if p < m then 
363 'Degin integer r / indp / afp / p1 / indr; 
364 ---i>oo!een INbP; 
365 pi:• !NbEX[p + 1,4); indp:= INDEX[p,4); 
366 subj[p]:• p + 1; afp:= affin[indp,p1]; 
367 INDP:= indp • 1 V indp = 2; 
368 for r: == p + 1 step 1 until q do 
369 begin indr:= nmmr[ r ,li'.'J';" -
370 --n""' indr = 0 /\ r < m /\ INDP then 
371 oegin for s: = p step 1 unt1rr - 1 do 
372 -,;eginif INDEXti";n:] =l""'V"INDEX[s-;zi'.] = 2 then 
373 -aa:J':;-'s 
374 end; 
375 subj [ ad.j] := r 
376 end 
377 else if indr + 6 then 
378 'Degln 1f affin[ inaP,'Indr] > afp then 
379 -,;egiil"subj[p]:= r; afp:= affintlliap,indr] end 
38o en0:--
381 else 
382 'Degln normael[r - l]:= normaal[r]:= false; 
383 -a:.; r + 1; NORMAAL:= false; -
384 if s > m then goto ~
396 H:'""'!f INDEOC[B,'n'.]~EX[r - 1,4) then 
397 begin subj [ r - 1 ] := subj [ r] := s;--
398 --srructur{r + 1, s); p:= s; goto G 
399 end --
400 else if s = m then CHANGE:= false else 
401 'Deglns:= s + l;°"goto H end ----
402 enO:-- -- --
403 ena;-
4o4 Kraar[subj[p]] := klaar[p] := true; 
405 structur{p + 1 1 subj[p]); p:= subj[p]; 
4o6 if p = m then goto END else 
401 oegin q:= """P+ r;- -
408 Ar'1l' klaar[q] then r:= q else if q = m then r:= 
409 oeise - -- - -
410 begrn-q:= q + 1; goto A end 
411 ena::;- -- --
412 <f:iii if r = 0 then m else r; goto G 
413 end - -- - --
414 ena:;-
415 END: 
416 ~; 
419 procedure compl{n, k, m); value n, k, m; integer n, k, m; 
420 begin integer d, ACHTER, biliff"; lpref, radik, indl, lpref2 1 
421 begin, eind, !eider, kern, ai'f 1 bsuff1 1 leider2, eind2 1 
422 test, test1, d2, p27; 
423 integer array P27[1:5]; 
424 sWftch Ikim:= Ik2Im2, Ik2Im3, Ik3Im2, Ik3Im3; 
433 
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procedure mistest; 
begin tractk:= tract[ test]; 
--nr LEI'TER[ lasta[ test - 1 ]] + 28 I\ pakt = 1 641 I\ 
!E:rrER[unua[test]] = 29 then transform(test) 
end; 
procedure optimum; 
begin iriteger aff2, lpref2 1 subkern; 
--sut>kern:= subj[kern]; if subkern = 0 then goto Y; 
lpref2:= INDEX[subkern0]; -- --
aff:= affix[INDEX[kern,4],lpref2]; 
tractk:= tract[kern]; 
X: if tractk + sup[kern] then 
Y: 
begin tractk:= tractk +-r; VALIND(kern); 
--nr INDEX[kern,3] + 2 then goto X else 
begin aff2:= affix[INm:lrrkern,4],1pref2]; 
--rr-aff2 > aff then 
begin aff:= ~tract[kern]:= tractk end; go:ro-x -
enO:---
end; 
tractk:= tract[kern]; V.ALIND(kern); 
end; 
procedure P27op; 
begin f'or d: = p27 step - 1 until 1 do 
--,;eg!il'begin:= P~]; indl:= IND'E:R'.[begin,3]; aff:= O; 
--e!nd: = begin + 1 ; 
if INDEX[eind,4] = 7 then eind:= subj[eind]; 
EE:-eind2:= INDEX[eind,4r;---
lpref:= affix[eind2,indl]; if lpref > aff then 
begin subj[begin] := eind; alT:= lpref end;--
eind:= subj[eind]; if eind >begin theii""'"goto EE; 
if subj [begin] = 0 then -- --
begin CHANGE:= false; goto END end 
end_;__ --- -- -
goto END 
enc:rr--
procedure terugschuif; 
begin 
:J:Cr: = begin - 1 ; if INDEX[ d,4] = 7 then 
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begin begin:= d; 
----goto if begin= k then (if m = eind then gesloten 
else openeind) else-:J - --
end-- --
endY-
CHANGE:= true; p27:= O; if k = m then 
begin lblOK[ii] := m; goto"""END end;--
iI""'K"> m then goto EN1J;"" -
!'Or d:= k-s-Ee'p--;--\intil m do 
begin subjlciTI"= 0 end; -
!pref':= k; -
F: if INDEX(lpref 13] > 2 then 
begin if INDEX[lpref 14,.-;-7 then 
---oegTri p27:= p27 + 1; P27[~:= lpref end; 
!pref:= lpref + 1; goto F -
end --
else lpref:= lpref - 1; bsuff:= m; 
G: W'INDEX(bsuff,3] = 2 then.bsuff:= bsuff + 1 else 
begin bsuff:= bsuff - T;"'goto G end; 
kern: = bsuff - 1 ; -- --
goto Ikim[sign(2 - INDEX[k~3]) X 2 - sign(INDEX[m,3] - 2) 
XSign(mDEX[m,3] - 2) + 4J; 
Ik2Im2: bsuff1:= INDEX[bsuff,3]; 
leider2:= INDEX[bsuff - 1 14]; 
if bsuff1 > 2 A affix[leider2 1bsuff1] + 0 ~ goto H 
eise if bsuff1 = 0 then 
oeg!n"""If 1V'oorschakTie!der2 1 INDEX[bsuff,4]] A 
----al'f'IX[leider2,INDEX[lpref,3]] + 0 then 
H: begin for d:= k step 1 until m do --
~gTrlsubj[d] := O enar- -
'6'egin:= lpref + 1 ;'""Ieider:= eind:= bsuff - 1; 
structur(begin, eind); 
open: terugschuif; leider2:= mDEX[leider,4]; 
test:= eind + 1; eind2:= mDEX[test,4]; 
lpref2:= INDEX[test,3]; 
if lpref2 > 2 then ACHTER:= affix[leider2 1lpref2] 
eise if voorscliald"leider2 1eind2] then 
oeg!n """If test = m then --
""""""Eegiil" subj [m] := Ieia:er; goto openbegin end 
eI.'S'e'""if suffix[eind2,mD~ind + 2,4]]-=cEen 
beg!n-Subj[test]:= leider; eind:= test; goto open 
ena- --
else ACHTER:= 0 
en~ 
d:= begin - 1; a.ff:= affix[leider2,INDEX[d1 3]]; 
if ACHTER + a.ff = 0 then trsnsform(d) else if a.ff 
>ACHTER V (a.ff > 0 7\Ieider2 = 3) then--' -
oegin begin:= d; subj[leider]:= beg~ 
--ieider:= begin; if begin + k then goto open 
end - ----
93 
545 else 
546 'Degin mistest; eind:= test; subj[leider] :• eind; 
547 --reider:= eind; 
548 goto if m == eind then openbegin else open 
549 enCU- - - --
550 open--e!nd: test:= eind + 1; eind2:= INDEX[test,4]; 
551 leider2:• INDEX[leider,4]; lpref2:= INDEX[test,3]; 
552 if lpref2 > 2 then 
553 15'egin if e.f'fixtre'Ider2,lpref2] = 0 then 
554 --rrinsI'orm{eind) else --
555 begin mistest; e"fii(l:"= test; subj[leider]:= eind; 
556 --reider:= eind; 
557 goto if m = eind then gesloten else openeind 
558 en~ - -- --
559 en~ 
56o else if voorschak[leider2,eind2] then 
561 oegln-Yf test = m then ---.--
562 --i>eg::tn-subj[m]:= 1'510k[n]:= leider; P27op end 
563 else if suff'ix[eind2 1 INDEX[eind + 2,4]] then 
564 'Deg!n"""iubj[test]:= leider; eind:= test; -
565 --go:E'o openeind 
566 en~ 
567. else transform{ eind) 
568 enCU-
569 openbegin: terugschuif; 
570 if e.f'fix[INDEX[leider,4],INDEX[begin - 1,3]] = 0 
571 tlien transform{m) else 
572 'Degin begin:= begin - 1; subj[leider]:= begin; 
573 --reider:= begin; if begin + k then goto openbegin 
574 end; - -- --
575 ges~en: lblok[n]:= leider; optimum; P27op 
576 end 
577 ena:--
578 else 
579 'Degin compl(n, k, bsuff - 1 ); leider:= lblok[n]; d:= bsuff; 
58o --il' lCHANGE then 
581 15'egin C~true; goto H end; 
582 L: reiae'r2:= INDEX'.[reider;ti1'; d2:= INDEX[d,4]; 
594 lpref2:= INDEX[d,3]; if lpref2 > 2 then 
595 begin a.ff:= a.ffix[leiaer2,lpref2]; --
596 --il' a.ff = 0 then goto H else 
597 Oegin subj[reiaer] := d;1°rd = m then 
598 --i>egin lblok[n] := m; opUmum; P2'7'QPend 
599 erse -
600 Deglli leider:= d; d:= d + 1; goto L end 
601 encr- - -
602 end-
6o3 else if voorschak[leider2,d2] then 
6o4 oegln-Yf d = m then --
6o5 ---oeglli subj[mr:-;-iblok[n] := leider; optimum; P27op 
6o6 erur-
6o7 eise _!! suffix[ d2, INDEX[ d + 1 ,4] ] ~ 
6o8 begin subj[d] := leider; d:= d + 1; goto L ~ 
609 eISe'""goto H 
610 end-- --
611 else goto H 
612 end;- --
613 Ik2~: d:= k; 
614 B: if d < lpref then 
61 5 begin if IND~4] < 7 then 
616 ---oegTri subj[d + 1] := d end; 
617 cr:;;;a + 1 ; goto B -
618 end; --
619 raC!ik:= lpref + 1; indl:= INDEX[lpref,4]; 
620 C: aff:= affix[INDEX[radik,4],INDEX[lpref,3]]; 
621 if aff + 0 then 
622 'begin if incrr:-< 7 then 
623 --negTri subj[radik]:= lpref; lpref2:= INDEX[lpref,3] end 
624 ena---
625 else if radik = m then 
626 oeg!n-r'blok[n]:= mTll'RANGE:= false; goto END end 
627 erse- -- -- --
628 oeg!n radik: = radik + 1 ; goto C end; 
629 structur(lpref + 1, radik'j;Ipre~= d:= radik + 1; 
630 D: if d = m + 1 then 
631 'begin if lpre~ m then lpref2:= m; 
632 --s-fructur(lpref2 +-r;-m); structur(lpref + 1, lpref2); 
633 if j.ndl < 7 then 
634 oegin subj[lpref2]:= lpref end; 
635 l.I""'IPref2 < m then -
636 'begin subj[lprerT':= m end; 
637 for p:= k step 1 until"""iii""do 
638 begin if sUOJTp] ~ IN'm:X[p,4] < 7 then 
639 --negTri lblok[n]:= p; optimum; P27op eruY"" 
640 end-- -
641 end-
642 else 
643 'Oe'gin if affin[indl,INDEX[d,4]] > 
644 --aI'fTri[indl,INDEX[lpref2,4]] then lpref2:= d; d:= d + 1; 
645 goto D --
646 end;-
647 Ik31'.iii3: structur(k, m); lblok[n]:= m; goto END; 
648 Ik3Im2: bsuff1:= INDEX[bsuff,3]; radik:= kern; 
660 if bsuff1 = 0 then 
661 'begin lpref2:=~[bsuff,4]; 
662 ---rI' voorschak[INDEX[radik,4],lpref2] A 
663 suffix[lpref2,INDEX[bsuff + 1,4]] then 
664 begin subj[bsuff] := radik; bsuff:=t>SUff + 1; 
665 --goto Ik3Im2 
666 end--
667 end; 
668 BfT:= affix[INDEX[radik,4],bsuff1]; if aff = 0 then 
669 begin if tract[radik] :!= sup[radik] tnen transform(radik) 
670 else tra.nsform(bsu:ff) 
671 end--
672 else 
673 oeg!n test:= bsuff; mistest; subj[radik]:= bsuff; 
674 ---ieider:= bsu:ff; lpref2:= INDEX[test,3] 
675 end; 
676 test1:= bsuff; 
677 for test:= bsu:ff + 1 step 1 until m do 
678 begin if INDEX[test,3,-;;--0 tnen -
679 ---i;eg!ii subj[test]:= test =-r-end 
680 else -
681 oegin if affix[INDEX[test1,4],INDEX[test,3]] + 0 then 
682 ---i;eg!ii mistest; subj[test1]:= test end 
683 e!Se""if tract[test1] + sup[test1] 'tlien 
684 trans!'Orm(test1) else transform(tes-cjf test1:= test 
685 end --
686 end; 
687 !iial.:= INDEX[bsuff,4]; 
688 for test:= bsuff - 2 step .:.. 1 until k do 
689 begin aff:= affin[IND~est,4T,Trial] =-
690 --al'fin[INDEX[test,4],INDEX[radik,4]]; 
691 if aff > 0 V (aff = 0 /\ affin[INDEX[test,4],indl] > 
692 Sl'fin[INDEX[test,4],INDEX[test + 1,4]]) then radik:= 
693 test --
694 end; 
695 subj [ radik] : = bsu:ff; structur( radik + 1 , bsu:ff - 1 ) ; 
696 structur(k1 radik - 1); if radik > bblok(n) then 
697 begin subj l radik - 1 ] : = TI' affin[ INDEX[ radik-=-
698 --r,4],INDEX[radik,4]] >atfin[INDEX[radik -
699 1,4],INDEX[bsuff,4]] -:Chen radik else bsu:ff 
700 end; -- --
701 l'Olok[n]:= m; optimum; 
702 END: 
703 end; 
706 integer procedure ma.xaffin(p, r); ~ p, r; integer p, r; 
707 begin integer inar, q, MAX; 
708 ----rndp:= INDEX[lblok[p],4]; indr:= INDEX[lblok[r],4]; 
709 if INDEX[bblok(r) 3] > 2 then 
710 begin MAX:= lblok{r]; afp1:= affin[indp,INDEX[MAX,4]]; 
711 ---ma.xatfin:= MAX 
712 end 
713 else 
714 oeg!n MAX:= bblok(r); afp1:= affin[indp,INDEX[MAX,4]]; 
726 ---ror q:= bblok(r) + 1 step 1 until thblok[r] do 
727 begin if affin[indp,l"ImEX[q,1i1T5 afp1 then -
728 ---oeg!ii MAX:= q; afp1:= affin[indp,IND~,4]) end 729 end_; __ _ 
730 maxaffin:= MAX 
731 end 
732 end; 
95 
735 procedure macrostructur(k, m); value k, m; integer k, m; 
736 begln H' k > m then goto END; --
737 --i>eg'tn in~eger p / q, r / s / adj, MAX; 
738 --i>Oolean array klear[k:m]; 
739 f'or p:• ltitep 1 until m do klear[p] :• false; p:• k; 
740 V- m; -- --- - --
741 G: if p < m then 
742 oegin integer r; 
743 ---r;g[p]:• p + 1; subj[lblok[p]]:• maxaffin(p, p + 1); 
744 afp:• afp1; 
745 for r:• p + 1 step 1 until q do 
746 begin indr:• !'N'DEX[lbl'O'K['r],4T; 
747 ---rrindr • 0 /\ r < m /\ (indp • 1 V indp • 2) then 
748 oegin for s:• p step 1 until r - 1 do 
749 -oegiii"if INDmcrtb!ok[i'J'";ti1' == 1 V -
750 1Nilt!1Xllblok[s],4] • 2 then adj:• s 
751 end; --
752 subj[lblok[adj]]:= lblok[r]; reg[adj]:• r 
753 end · 
754 else if indr + 6 then 
755 Deg!n'""if INDEX[bbl'OK("r),3] > 2 then 
756 -oeginif affin[indp,indr] >~en 
757 -oeg:tnreg[p]:• r; subj[lblok[pTJ:'8 lblok[r]; 
758 -al'P:• a.ffin[indp,indr] 
759 end 
76o encr-" 
761 else 
762 Oegin MAX:• maxa.ffin(p, r); 
763 ---rraffin[indp,INDEX[MAX,4]] > afp then 
764 oegin reg[p] := r; subj[lblok[p]] :•--m'.X; 
765 -al'P:. afp1 
766 end 
767 enCf""'" 
768 encr-" 
769 else 
770 'beg!n normaal[lblok[r - 1]] := normaal[lblok[r]] :• 
771 --raise; s:• r + 1; NORMA.AL:• false; 
772 'If""'"il> m then goto END; -
773 H:'""if INDEX["I5Iom! ,4] • INDEX(lblok[r - 1] ,4] 
774 tEen 
775 0egin reg[r - 1]:• reg[r]:= s; 
776 ---SUOj[lblok[r - 1]]:• subj[lblok[r]]:= s; 
777 ma.crostructur(r + 1, s); p:= s; goto G 
778 end --
779 else if s • m then CHANGE:= false else 
78o 0egin s:• s + "TTioto H end - -
792 encr--- -- --
793 enar-
794 iu:-ear[reg[p]]:• klaar[p]:= true; 
795 macrostructur(p + 1, reg[p]1TP:• reg[p]; 
796 .,!! p = m ~ goto END ~ 
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begin q:• :p + 1; 
A'f""Il' klear[q] then r:= q else if q • m then r:• 
oeise - -- - --
beg!ilq:= q + 1; goto A end 
enr;- -- --
q:; if r • 0 then m else r; goto G 
end - -- -- --
encr;-END: 
~; 
for k:• 0 ste:p 1 until 8 do 
begin for ~1 srepl unUl 4 do :prod[k,m] := 0 end; 
:prod[1-;T!:=- 1; :proo["2,2~; - -
:prod[1,2]:• :prod[2,1]:• :prod[5,1]:• :prod[5,2]:• 5; 
:prod[1,3]:• :prod[3,1]:= :prod[6,1]:• :prod[6,3]:= 6; 
:prod[1,4]:= :prod[7,1]:• :prod[7,4]:• 7i 
:prod[2,4]:= :prod[8,2]:• 8; 
for k:• 0 ste:p 1 until 6 do · 
begin for ~3 s~ unUl 19 do affix[k,m] := 0 end; 
i?I'IX[~]:• a:f'~16]:;;-e.rfix[~(8]:• affix[1,9]:;;--
a:f'fix[o,10]:= a:f'fix[o,11]:• affix 4,12]:= 1; 
fork:= 21 4, 5 do 
begin form:= 13ste:p 1 until 19 do affix[k,m]:• 1 end; 
i?I'IX[2,5] := a:f'fiit'lr;7] :;-en'ix[ f:S] :• a:f'fix[O, 9] :=-. -
affix[1,10]:• a:f'fix[3,11]:= a:f'fix(1,12]:• affix[3,13]:= 
a:f'fix[2,14]:= a:f'fix[3,15]:• affix[1,16]:= a:f'fix[o,17]:• 
a:f'fix[o,18]:• a:f'fix[1,19]:= 2; 
a:f'fix[0,12]:• affix[1,13]:= a:f'fix[5,7]:• affix[0,15]:= 
affix[o,16]:= a:f'fix[1 ,17]:• a:f'fix[3,18]:• a:f'fix[o,19]:• 
a:f'fix[3,19]:• 3i 
affix[0,13]:• a:f'fix[1 ,15]:= a:f'fix[3(16]:• affix[3,17]:• 
a:f'fix[1,18]:= 4; affix[1,4]:= affix 1,14]:= 5; 
a:f'fix[3,14]:= 6; a:f'fix[0,14]:= 7; 
for k:= 0 ste:p 1 until 6 do 
begin form:= 0 s~ unUl 6 do affin[k,m]:• 0 end; 
SlTiii[~]:= a:f'f'iri!f,3]:;;;-a:I'fint"f,4]:= a:f'fin[2,o]:;;-
a:f'fin[3,3]:= a:f'fin[4,1]:• a:f'fin[4,6]:• a:f'fin[5,6]:• 
a:f'fin[ 6 ,6] :• 1; 
affin[0,1]:= affin[1,0]:= affin[1,1]:• a:f'fin[3,o]:• 
a:f'fin[4,0]:= a:f'fin[4,3]:m a:f'fin[5,1]:• 2; 
a:f'fin[5,0]:= a:f'fin[5,3]:• 3; a:f'fin[5,4]:= a:f'fin[5,5]:• 4; 
a:f'fin[O,O]:• a:f'fin[2,2]:= a:f'fin[4,4]:• 5; 
for k:= 0 ste:p 1 until 6 do 
begin for m:• 0 srep-i unUl 3 do voorschak[k,m] := false end; 
VOOrSC'fi8K[ 0 I 0] : • 'VOorscnal{(T I 0 ]-:;;- VOOrSChak[ 3 ,0] : • -- -
voorschak[4,0]:= voorschak[0,1]:• voorschak[1,1]:• 
voorschak[2,1]:= voorschak[3,1]:= voorschak[0,2]:• 
voorschak[5,2]:• voorschak[0,3]:= true; 
for m: • 0 ste:p 1 until 3 do --
begin ~ n:• 0 ste:p 1 unUl 6 do neschak[m,n] :m ~ ~; 
859 neschak[O,O]:• ne.schak[0,1]:• ne.schak[0,3]:• neschak[l,O]:• 
86o ne.schak[ 1, 1] :• neschak[ 1 ,3] := neschak[2,0] ::a ne.schak[2, 1] :• 
861 neschak[3,0]:• naschak[3,1]:• true; 
862 for m:• 0 step 1 until 3 do -
863 begin for n:= 0 s~ unl:Il 4 do suffix[m,n] :• false end; 
864 for m:iii'"'"O, 2 do - -- - - -
865 begin for n:•O, 3, 4 do suffix[m,n]:• true end; 
866 ~;- - -- --
867 for p: • 1 step 1 until dicn do 
868 begin q:• F;r:= ien{p); s:=r - 1; if q + r then 
869 --i5egin for m:• q + 1 step 1 until sdo bwl[m] :• ewl[m] :• o; 
870 --OWltrT:= p; ewl[q] :• p _-,-- -
871 end 
872 ena.; 
873 ewi[maxl] :• dicn; 
874 for k:=- 1 step 1 until 8 do PUNLCR; regel:• 9; PU!'EXT( 
875 ':fC).4. The resul':f:iFIT PUM:CR; 
876 eblok[O] :• diepte(O] :a Rm'URN.:= O; 
877 for k:• 1 step 1 until 7 do 
878 begin leia.er[K,o] :• o; beg!'n[k, 1] := 1 end; 
879 TorK':• 1 step 1 until 15 do begin[7,k]:= leider[7,k]:• k; 
88o lengte[l]:;-'OegintT;TT:= kOlon[l]:= unua.[1]:• 1; 
881 LEES: letter:• FIN:= O; woord:• 1; 
882 AB: symbol:• nextta.pe; 
883 if symbol= 76 then EXrr else if symbol• 93 V symbol• 118 
884 'iT symbol • 119 \TiYmbol =-,,; tE:en Rm'URN: • if REmJRN • 0 
885 then 1 else 3 else -- -
886 'DegI'n le:a:er:=-re:Eter + 1; LEI'TER[letter] :• symbol; goto AB 
887 end; 
888 F- 1v(1 , letter); woord:.. 1 ; 
889 L: if r = O then 
890 begin 11'IN:• 2; !a:ifEa.[ 1] :• letter; goto BIXlMBCJJW end 
891 etiiel.ast~[1]:• r; positie; if r =-re:Eter then 
892 'DegI'n if ind2 < 2 /\ indl < 2-=Ehen --
893 --i5eg1ii woord:• 1; goto ~nd 
894 else -- --
895 'Oegin r:= lv(l, letter - 1 ); goto L end 
896 encr-- - -
897 else 
898 'Degin if ind1 > 1 then 
899 --i5eg1ii r:= lv(1,-r=. 1 ); goto L ~ 
900 else woord:• 2; 
901 M: n:r:; lasts.[ woord - 1) + 1; AP:• LEil'TER[EC); 
902 q:= unua.[woord]:• EC+ (if AP = 65 V AP • 66 V AP • 70 
903 then 1 else o); lasta.[woord]:• r:= lv(q, letter); 
904 F: Irr • CJ'tlien goto G else 
905 'Degin posn:Ie;ll"J.etter • r then 
906 --i5egin if in~> 1 then -
907 --i5eg1ii r:• lv(q,-re:Eter - 1 ); goto F ~ 
908 else goto SUBJAS 
909 ena.-- --
910 else 
911 'Deg!n if ind2 = 1 V indl = 1 then 
912 -i5'egTri r: = 1 v( q 1 r - 1 ); go'W"r' end 
924 else -- --
925 Oeg!n lasta[ woord] :• r; woord:• woord + 1; goto M 
926 erur-
9Z7 ena.--
928 ena.--
929 end; 
930 -G: FIN:= O; woord:= woord - 1; q:= unua[ woord]; 
931 if woord = 1 then 
932 'Oegin r: = 1 v(r,-Iasta[ 1 ] - 1 ); goto L end 
933 else -- --
934 Oeg!n r:"' 1 v( q, lasta[ woord] - 1 ); goto F end; 
935 --SU.SJAS: lasta[ woord] := letter; fiiiR:= T; 
936 form:= 1 step 1 until woord do subj[m]:= O; 
937 for k:• 1 step 1 u:rrErr woord ao 
938 begin inf[~ smnrwmRD[kTI; 
939 --Uactk:• sup[k] := SYNT.AX[wtxJRD[k] + 1] - 1; 
940 if pakt • 0 then sup[k]:= tractk - 1 
941 ena.T --
942 k:= 1; 
943 N: for u:= k step 1 until woord do 
944 begin tractk:= tract[u]:== inf[u]; V'Jrr:IND(u) end; 
945 Close; 
946 PP: if INDEX[1 1 1] = 2 then transform(l); 
947 if IND~woord,2] > 1 then transform(woord); k:= 1; 
948 Tor u:• 1 step 1 until woord - 1 do 
949 begin if ~[u,rr-;;-1 then traniform(u) else if INDEX[u,2] 
950 --;;;-3~hen -- -- -
951 begi'ii"Sl'fl:= LE'ITER[unua[u + 1)]; 
952 ---rr ( affl ... 10 v affl = 14 v affl = 1 8 v affl .. 24 v 
953 B'.ffl = 30 V affl = 34) A INDEX[u + 1, 1] = 2 A INDEX[u 
954 + 1,3] + 2 then else transform(u) 
955 end -- --
956 end; 
957 for u:= 2 step 1 until woord do 
958 begin if J1l'DEl\'[u,~1 then 'transform(u) end; 
959 for u:;-1 step 1 until woord do normaal[ u] := true; 
96o 'N'rni'MAAL:= true; ~ o; 
961 MM: ebl:;-o'blok(k); affl :• affl + 1; FASE:= o; 
962 if k • 1 then goto QQ else if eblok[k - 1] • woord then 
963 'Oegin blokn: = K='°l ; gotOSend 
964 else --- --
965 ~Q: 
966 begin 
967 !IT"Tem: = INDEX[ affl 13]; 
968 goto if lem > 2 then IND3 else SIND[lem + 1] 
969 ena:;- - --
970 -AFFO: 
971 AFF1: transform(p); 
99 
100 
972 AFF3: if INDEX[p,1] • 2 then transfonn(p) else 
973 begin ebl'OK[k] := p; p:• p +l'f"goto LI. end; --
974 AFF2: a.ff1 := p; goto K; -- --
975 INDO: compl(k, b'5IOK(k), thblok[k]); 
976 if (bblok(k) = eblok[k] A INDEX[eblok[k],3] + 2) V a.ff1 • 
977 woord then transfonn(a.ff1) else if 
978 lvoorsClial{[INDEX[lblok[k) ,4T,1Nnm'.[a.ff1 4)] then 
990 begin if tract[ a.ff1 - 1 ] = sup[ a.ff1 - 1 j then transfonn( a.ff1 ) 
991 --eisetransfonn(a.ff1 - 1) --
992 encr-
993 else 
994 "6eg!n subj[a.ff1]:= lblok[k]; eblok[k]:= a.ff1; u:= a.ff1 + 1; 
995 -ui:= INDEX[u,3] + 1; if u1 > 3 then 
996 begin if INDEX[u, 1] =2 then --
997 --,;eg'li1 if suffix[INDEXtal'I'1,4],INDEX[u,4]] then 
998 --,;eg'li1 a.ff1 : • u; goto IND3 end 
999 else transfonn( u)"" -
1000 end--
1 001 else goto MM 
1002 end-- --
1003 else goto SCH.AK[u1] 
1 oo4 end;-- --
1005 ---Uo: 
1006 U1: transfonn(a.ff1); 
1007 U2: k:= k + 1; goto MM; 
1 Oo8 IND1 : if a.ff1 > e'6I then 
1009 begin coniP!(k, bblok(k)-;-tnhlok[k]); 
1010 -il INDEX[lblok[k),4] = INDEX[a.ff1 ,4) then 
1011 oegin subj[a.ff1]:= lblok[k]; eblok[k):= Eiff1; 
1012 -il FABE < 4 then 
1013 'Segin FABE:•"""'FASE + 2 end 
1 014 else transfonn( a.ff1 ) ; !r a.ff1 =I= woord then 
1 01 5 "6eg!n a.ff1 : = a.ff1 + 1 ;- --
1 01 6 --rr INDEX[ a.ff1 , 3] = 1 then transfonn( a.ff1 ) else 
1017 goto K --
1018 end--
1019 end-
1020 else transfonn(a.ff1) 
1021 end--
1 022 else transfonn( a.ff1 ) ; goto RR; 
1023 ---rND3: if INDEX[a.fff;rr-+ 2 then 
1024 begin if 8l'f1 + 1 then k:= k +1;1blok[k] := a.ff1; 
1 025 --pr = 8.ff1 + 1 ; FR:= 1 ; 
1026 II.: if p > woord then transfonn(woord) else 
1027 begin indp:= ~[p,3] + 1; --
1028 ---goto if indp > 3 then AFF3 else INDAF[indp] 
1029 encr- - -- --
1030 ena.-
1031 else if a.ff1 + ebl then 
1 032 "6egin 1f F ABE > 3 tnen transfonn( a.ff1 ) else 
1 033 --,;eg'li1 F ABE:= 3 end; 
1034 e'6i'OK[k] := thblO'Ktk] := a.ff1; if a.ff1 < woord then 
1035 begin a.ff1:• a.ff1 + 1; goto K ~ 
1036 end;-
1037 goto RR; 
1 038 ---nID2: if F ASE > 1 then 
1039 begin ebl"OK[k]:• a.ff1--=--r; if a.ff1 > 1 then k:• k + 1; 
1 o4o --=EJiblok[k] := eblok[k) :• 1'5Iok[k) := aflT; 
1 o41 if a.ff1 =I= woord then 
1042 oegin a.ff1:= a.f:f"'r+-1; goto K end 
1o43 end-- - -
1o44 else 
1056 "6eg!n thblok[k]:= eblok[k):= a.ff1; FASE:= FASE + 2; 
1 057 -n a.ff1 =I= woord then 
1 058 oegin a.ff1 : = a.f:f"'r+-1 ; goto K end 
1059 ena.;--- -- --
1060 ~: if eblok[k] < woord then 
1061 begin k:;; k + 1 ; goto MM ena---
1062 etieblokn: = k; -- --
1 o63 ---S: for m: = 1 ste:P 1 until blokn do 
1064 begin C'Oiiipl(m, b'EIOK(m)-;--Eii'Olok[m) )T 
1065 -n -mr.ANGE then transform( thblok[m]); 
1o66 TI' thblok[mTf'"eblok[m] then 
1067 oegin subj[eblok[m)] := l'EIOK[m) end; 
1068 TI"""I'N'DEX[eblok[m),3] = 0 then -
1 o69 begin NASCHAK:• true; --
1070 ---ror k:= m + 1"'Bre:P 1 until blokn do 
1071 begin compl(k,"""bbiok(~hblok[kTJ'; 
1072 -n -CHANGE then transform(thblok[k] ); 
1073 TI' naschak['INDEX[eblok[m],4],INDEX[lblok[k],4]) 
1074 tfien NASCHAK:= false 
1075 end;--
1076 T:f'""'NASCHAK then transform(thblok[blokn]) 
1077 endT" --
1 078 ir-mr.ANGE then 
1079 oegin k:= e'EIOK[m]; 
1 08o Ir:""n' k = woord + 1 then transform( woord) else if 
1081 "tract(k] = su:P[k)--men -- -
1 082 begin k: = k + 1 ; go:EOB end 
1083 erae -- --
1084 oegin tractk:= tract[k]:= tract[k) + 1; VALIND(k); 
1085 -n fini t = woord + 1 then 
1086 oegin FIN:= FIN + 2; goto BOOMBOUW end; 
1087 close; k:= k + 1; got'0'1f" -
1088 end --
1089 end--
1090 end; 
1091 ll'IN':= 1; macrostructur(1 1 blokn); 
1092 for k:= 1 ste:P 1 until blokn do 
1093 begin for m:= bbl'OK("Kj ste:P 1until eblok[k] do blok[m] := k 
1094 end; - -- -
1095 ---:SaJMBCUW: if FIN = 2 then 
1096 begin lasta[i'J:= letter;-rl"""regel > 52 then 
101 
102 
1097 
1098 
1099 
1100 
1101 
1102 
1103 
11o4 
1105 
1106 
1107 
11o8 
1109 
1110 
1122 
1123 
1124 
1125 
1126 
1127 
1128 
1129 
1130 
1131 
1132 
1133 
1134 
1135 
1136 
1137 
1138 
1139 
1140 
1141 
1142 
1143 
1144 
1145 
1146 
1147 
1148 
1149 
1150 
1151 
1152 
1153 
1154 
1155 
1156 
1157 
1158 
begin for k:• regel + 1 step 1 until 71 do PUNLCR; 
--regel:• 5 -- --- -
end; 
POR'LCR; PUNLCR; PUNLCR; regel:• regel + 3i PUTEXT(~,,j.); 
PUCAS( 1 ) i PUTEXT( ~'niet ontleedba.ari) 
end 
else if FIN + 0 then 
'De'guinoogte:• 1;--
--ror k:= 1 sijfk1 until woord do 
begin if su ] ~en -
-oeg'Jii leider[1, 1] :ili""'K;" diepte[k] :• 1 end 
else diepte[k]:• 20 
ena.;--
lem: • 1; begin[1 12]:= woord + 1; 
SS: if lem < woord then 
begin leider[hoogte;lem + 1] := woord + 1 i 
---iiOogte:• hoogte + 1; lem1:• o; 
for n:• 1 step 1 until lem do 
begin CMC:;;-re'ider[hoOgte -1,n]; 
----pi=edom:• endom:= postdom:• o; 
for k:= leider[hoogte - 1 ,n - 1] + 1 step 1 until 
rJRI{ - 1 do 
begin ifiubj[k] • CM<: then 
'"tiegiilpredom:= ki -
~norma.sl[k] then goto POSTDOM else 
Oegin for k:• predom + 1 step 1 Uii:EI1 OMK - 1 
(10- -- -
'6egin if subj[k] = CMC /\ 1normael[k] then 
--s'egin endom: = ki goto POSTDOM end --
ena--" -- -
ena 
ena 
en'd; 
~: for k:• OMK + 1 step 1 ~ leider[hoogte -
1 ,n + Tr- 1 do 
begin if subjtl{] = OMK then postdom:= k end; 
goto Prenpo[ - sign(pre'dOni)' x 4 + sign(endom) x 2 + 
sfgn(postdom) + 51 i 
P101: if blok[predom] = blok[CM<:] /\ 
(INlmx[postdom,3] > 2 V INDEX[CMC,3] > 2) then 
goto P001 i --
P10CJ:""'l'em1 :• lem1 + 2; 
leider[hoogte,lem1 - 1] := predom; 
leider[hoogte,lem1]:= OMK; diepte[predom]:= hoogte; 
goto verhoog; 
P111:if blok[predom] = blok[OMK] /\ 
(!Nm:x[postdom,3] > 2 V INDEX[CM<:,3] > 2) ~ 
goto P001; 
P11CJ:""'l'em1 :• lem1 + 3i 
leider[hoogte,lem1 - 2] := predom; 
leider[hoogte,lem1 - 1] := endom; 
1159 
1160 
1161 
1162 
1163 
1164 
1165 
1166 
1167 
1168 
1169 
1170 
1171 
1172 
1173 
1174 
1175 
1176 
1188 
1189 
1190 
1191 
1192 
1193 
1194 
1195 
1196 
1197 
1198 
1199 
1200 
1201 
1202 
1203 
12o4 
1205 
1206 
1207 
1208 
1209 
1210 
1211 
, 212 
1213 
1214 
121 5 
1216 
1217 
1218 
1219 
1220 
leider[hoogte,lem1]:= [J.1K; 
diepte[predom]:= diepte[endom]:= hoogte; 
goto verhoog; 
POO~em1:= lem1 + 2; 
leider[hoogte,lem1 - 1] := OMK; 
leider[hoogte,lem1]:= postdom; 
diepte[postdom]:= hoogte; fhto verhoog; 
POOO: lem1:= lem1 + 1; leider oogte,lem1]:= [J.1K; 
verhoog: 
end; 
begin[hoogte,lem1 + 1]:= leider[hoogte,lem1 + 1]:= 
woord + 1; lem:= lengte[hoogte]:= lem1; goto SS 
end; 
f'or m:= 2 step 1 until hoogte do 
begin for n:= 2 s'te'Ii'T until lengte[m] do 
-oegirlP:= leiaerf'm,n-=-rT; R:= leidettm,n]; 
~f R = P + 1 then 
begin begin[m,n]:= R end 
else -
oeg!n Q:= (P + R) : 2; 
--rT"dom(Q, leiderTm,n - 1], m) ~ P:= Q ~ 
'ITT"= Q; goto TI' 
end --
end-
end; 
for m:= 2 step 1 until hoogte - 1 ~ 
begin k:= 1; 
--r'Or n:= 1 step 1 until lengte[m] do 
begin if diepte[leider[m,n]] < m 'Uien 
-oeg1ii naasthoger[m,k]:= begin[m,n]; k:= k + 1 end 
end_; __ 
naasthoger[m,k]:= woord + 1 
end; 
BLANirloaI: if regel + 4 X hoogte > 58 then 
begin for"'K:= regel + 1 step 1 until-orrdo PUNLCR; 
---regel:= 5 -- --- -
end; 
I'UN'LCR; PUNLCR; PUNLCR; regel:= regel + 3; 
for k: = 1 step 1 until woord - 1 do 
begin for m:== beg'iii['EOogte,k] ste~1 until eind(hoogte, k) 
--ao- - --
oegin PUCAS( m); 
---S-ymbol:= lasta[eind(hoogte,k)] -
unua[begin[hoogte,k]] + 1; 
kolon[k + 1]:= kolon[k] +symbol: 8 +(if 
REMAINDER(symbol, 8) = 7 then 2 e!'se 1) -
end; -- --
l'USYM( 118) 
end; 
for m:= begin[hoogte,woord] step 1 until eind(hoogte, 
woord) do PUCAS(m); PUNLCR; regel:= regel + 1; 
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1o4 
1221 
1222 
1223 
1224 
1225 
1226 
1227 
1228 
1229 
1230 
1231 
1232 
1233 
1234 
1235 
1236 
1237 
1238 
1239 
1240 
1241 
1242 
1254 
1255 
1256 
1257 
1258 
1259 
1260 
1261 
1262 
1263 
1264 
1265 
1266 
1267 
1268 
1269 
1270 
1271 
1272 
1273 
1274 
1275 
1276 
1277 
1278 
1279 
1280 
1281 
1282 
notind(hoogte, 1); 
for m:= 2 step 1 until woord do 
begin if kolon[m ::-;-r+ 1 = kOion[m] then PUSYM(93) else 
---ror"K:= kolon[m - 1] + 2 ste~ 1 un't!rkolon[m] do--
t'!J'SYM(118); notind(hoogte, m 
end; 
i'rlNORMAAL then 
begin PUNLCR; regel: = regel + 1 ; 
--n' nor:maal.[1) then PUTEXT(.j:norrna.a.i::j.) ~ PUTEXT( 
~oppe].::j.); --
for m:= 2 step 1 until woord do 
begin symbol:= kolon[m] - kolon[m - 1] - (if nor:maal.[m 
-----1] then 1 else o); -
fork:= 1 step-1 until symbol do PUSYM(118); 
i'rnormaallnirthen POTEXT(.j:no~) else PUTEXT( 
~oppel.::j.) - -
end 
end; 
I'O'NLCR; regel:= regel + 1; 
fork:= 2 step 1 until kolon[leider[hoogte - 1,1]] do 
!'O'SYM( 118);-n' begrn[noogte - 1 1 2] :j: 2 then PUTEXT(-
1:leider:}); - --
for m: = 2 step 1 until lengte[ hoogte - 1 ] do 
begin for k:= kolon[leider[hoogte - 1 ,m - TIJ + 1 step 1 
---uD:tlrkolon[leider[hoogte - 1 ,m]] do PUSYM(118)-; -
lrbegin[hoogte - 1 ,m] =!= eind(hoog-=te' - 1 , m) then 
'PUTEXT({:Leider;}) --
end; 
for n:= hoogte - 1 step - 1 until 2 do 
begin PUNLCR; PUNLCl{;regel:;;;-regel +2; 
---ror k:= 1 step 1 until lengte[n] - 1 do 
begin indn:= begin[n,k]; pleats:= eina:\n, k); 
~ON:= kolon[indn]; 
for m:= indn step 1 until pleats do PUCAS(m); 
symbol:= lasta[ pla.atsr=-unua[ inanT + 1 ; 
KDLON: = KDLDN + symbol : 8 + (if REMAINDER( symbol, 
8) = 7 then 1 else o); - -
for m:=lmLDN +lstep 1 until kolon[begin[n,k + 1 ]] 
a:oPuSYM( 118) - --
endT 
form:= begin[n,lengte[n]] step 1 until eind(n, 
lengte[n]) do PUCAS(m); ~ regel:= regel + 1; 
notind(n, 1jf KDLDN:= 3; 
for k:= 2 step 1 until lengte[n] do 
begin if KLli'.:LlN > kolon[begin[n,k]T""then PUSYM(93) else 
---rorm:= KDLDN step 1 until kolonlbegin[n,k]] do--
t'OSYM( 11 8) ; noTiilci( n / 'Kj"'; -
KDLDN:= kolon[begin[n,k]] + 2 
end; 
BLAmrXxIII: if lNORMAAL then 
begin PUNL~; regel:= regel + 1; 
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1283 if normaa.l.[leider[n,1]] then PUI'EXT( 
1284 ~orma.aU) else PUT.EXT( .f:koppeU) ; 
1285 form:= 2 stej)1 until lengte[n] do 
1286 begin symbol:= koIOii[Oegin[n1m]] =-l<:olon[begin[n,m 
1287 --:::-f]] - (if normaal[leiderLn,m - 1]] then 1 else 
1288 o); - -- --
1289 for k: = 1 step 1 until symbol do PUSYM( 11 8); 
1 290 lr normaa.l.Trader[ n,m] ] then F'OTEXT( 
1291 iSiorma.aU) else PUTEXT( .j:koppel.::j.) 
1292 end --
1293 ena:;--" 
1294 l'!'.m'LCR; regel:= regel + 1; 
1295 fork:= 2 ste~ 1 until kolon[naasthoger[n,1]] do 
1296 l'USYM( 118)-; - --
1297 if begin[n,2] :f= begin[n - 1 1 2] then PU!'EXT({::Leider,:J.); 
1298 P:= q:= l; --
1299 fork:= 2 step 1 until eind(n - 1 1 1) do 
1300 begin if k-;""f5'egin[n,p + 1] then p:= q:; p + 1 end; 
1301 for m:;;;-2 step 1 until lengte[n - 1] do -
1302 begin fork:= kolon[naasthoger[n,m - TI] + 1 step 1 
1303 -uiit'I!Kolon[ na.asthoger[ n,m]] do PUSYM( 1 18)-; -
1304 ~== p + 1; -
1305 fork:= begin[n - 1 1m] step 1 until eind(n - 1, m) 
1306 a.o -- --
1307 oegin if k = begin[n,p + 1] then p:= p + end; 
1308 rrp +<i then PUTEXTl i:leide~ 
1320 end- --
1321 ena:;--" 
1322 'I'ClN'LCR; PUNLCR; regel:= regel + 2; 
1323 for m:= 1 step 1 until woord do PUCAS(m); PUNLCR; 
1 324 regel: = reger + 1 ; notind( 1 , 1j 
1325 end; 
1 326 'IT'RErrURN = 1 V REI'URN = 3 then goto LEES 
1327 end -- --
1328 en0:--
1329~ 
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6.2. The word-list 
(this precedes the lexicon, because the lexicon is adapted 
to the word-list, 5.) 
postchecks abonnementsvoorwaa.rden nationale gezondheidszorg 
vooropstellen Nederlandse gezondheidszorg waaromheen 
gezondheidstoestand ziekenfondswege wezenverzorging loonexplosies 
vijfdaagse ingrijpende landelijke huisartsenvereniging 
angstaanjagend ziekenfondsen uitoefenen gezondheidszorg 
Nederlanders artsenstatus beeindiging omzetting venninderen 
artsenberoep ziekenfondsen vtrge.ande ziekenfondsen ziekenfondsen 
gezondheidszorg bijverschijnselen gezondheidstoestand 
ziekenfondsen ziekenfondsen gezondheidszorg uiteindelijk 
nationalisering beoefenaar werktijden uitoefening postacademiaal 
onvennijdelijk overgangsverschijnselen internationaal langlopende 
ontwe.pening meningsvonning ontwapening internationale 
ontwe.pening halfjaarlijks loonsverhogingen produktiviteit 
werkgevers verplichtingen meerjarige loonovereenkomsten 
vakbonden Westduitse afbeelden bedenken bedreigt kantonrechter 
ontwa.pent rechtsvervolging provinciale veroordeeld onverbindend 
strijdigheid mensenrechten plaatselijke provinciale verordeningen 
navlooien mensenrechten ineenstorting bouwonderneming opblazen 
regeringssteun gemeenschapshanden beleidsdaden werknemers 
Amsterdamse misleidend Amsterdamse belangenspel Amsterdamse 
Amsterdamse binnenstadsbeleid misgrepen goedvinden 
Amsterdamse vertegenwoordiger architectuunnedewerker 
opdra.chtgevers loonslaven opdra.chtgever grachtenhuizen 
regentenpaleis .Amsterdamse stadsregenten .Amsterdammers 
koopmansstad bouwkunstige regentenarchitectuur bouwkundigen 
monumentale koopliedenregenten grachtenhuizen culturele 
bedillerijen dagelijkse culturele vreemdelingen landgenoten 
culturele beursnoteringen stedebouwkundige welstandscommissies 
Nederlandse stadsruimte ruilvoorwaarden ongevoelig vakbladen 
zesenzeventig woonruimte winkelbedrijvigheid stedebouwers 
bouwkunstige internationale winkelhuizen bestuursbeslissingen 
stadsbouwmeester beleidsbeslissingen verwerkelijking 
oorlogsvoorbereiding regeringsverantwoordelijkheid taakstelling 
verkiezingen bekrachtigen veelzeggende verantwoordingsplicht 
partijraadsvergadering .Amsterdamse houdbaarheid 
conf'essionalisme kiezelstenen regentenmaatregel 
vertegenwoordigers verwezenlijking vakbondspecialisten 
besprekingen zwaargewichten overschatting invoering 
a.antrekkingskracht meningsverschillen opvolgingsveten 
regeringsleider vooruitstrevende doorslaggevende 
verkiezingscampagne verkiezingen bel;_nvloedden 
presidentsverkiezingen verzorgingsstaat gelijkberechtigder 
verkiezingscampagne bestrijders volksvertegenwoordigers 
presidentsverkiezingen verkiezingen gouverneurszetels 
verschuivingen verkiezingen verschuivingen tussenverkiezing 
toonaangevende veranderingen belastingverhogingen verhoging 
consultatiebureau buitenechtelijk onvermijdelijk verkiezingen 
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verkiezingen geloofsbrieven melkbedrijven voetklachten 
sokkenfabrikanten voetartsen partijstromingen schoolga.a.nde 
diplomatenkinderen ziekenfondspatient ziekenfondspremie 1 
6.3. The lexicon 
< 
a 1097, 2030, d 2oo61, e 22000, 20011, 21013, 2QOli.o, 
n 22003, 21010, 21013, 21030, 21033, 20060, 2oo40, 20031, 
r 2QOli.1, 20084, 20120, 22123, 
s 22002, 21010, 21011, 21031, 20141, 21154, 
u 11020, 
t 21013, 2oo41, 
0 22001, 
ad 23110, a.f 24, 2033, ak 3020, al 23031, 24, 3020, 
an 23030, ap 3020, ar 23031, 23110, 3020, 20, 
as 20, at 23110, au 11024, az 3023, 3020, be 2163, 
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co 2024, de 21013, 2oo61, 11021, eb 20, 23, eg 20, 23, 
ei 20, el 23031, 2oo63, 20, 
en 22003, 21010, 21013, 21030, 21033, 2oo40, 20031, 2oo60, 26, 
ep 3020, 
er 20060, 20030, 2QOli.1, 20084, 3074, 11024, 23123, 3023, 3020, 
es 20030, 20, 
ha 11024, 
et 3023, 
ho 11024, 
ex 2025, 20'J7, ga 23, ge 206o, 
ie 20140, ig 20141, 
ij 20030, in 25, 20030, 21017, 23, 
it 23090, iv 23o61, iz 23093, 
is 23093, 20023, 
ja 11024, 
je 20030, 20, ka 20, ke 20030, 
me 11020, na 25, nd 20061, 
og 3020, 3023, om 25, 2o83, on 2107, 
or 20060, 3020, os 23031, 20, 
ra 20, 11023, re 2oo41, 2117, 
la 20, ma 20, 
nu 24, of 1026, 
op 25, 
pa 20, po 20, 
st 2oo41, 20084, 
110 
te 21013, 2oo41, 2oo40, 2oo60, 
ur 3020, 23160, uw 21, 
aak 20, aal 20031, 20, 
aar 20060, 20030, 20031, 20, 
a.ks 20, ant 20061, 
bek 20, 3020, 23, bel 20, 
bij 25, 20, 
con 2025, 
bon 20, 
dad 3020, 
11024, ui 20, un 3022, 
we 11020, ze 11020, zo 24, 20, 
aan 25, 20030, 
aat 20110, ach 11024, 
art 3020, bed 20, 23, bei 20, 
beo 20, beu 1021, 
bui 20, 23, bur 3020, 
deg 20, 3023, dam 20, 23, 
del 3020, 3023, 20, den 21013, 20061, 20, 3020, 
der 20061, 11021, 3023, dip 23, dra 1024, een 22, 
eer 20063, 20, 23, 21, end 20061, 20, ent 20060, 23, 
ere 2oo41, 22163, erg 24, erv 3023, 3020, eur 20016, 
fon 3020, gaa 2023, gel 3021, 3023, 20, 
gen 23021, 20, ger 3023, gev 3023, gin 20, 
hal 3023, 20, 3020, 
hat 3023, 3020, 
han 3020, 
hee 11024, 
hap 23, 20, 
hei 20, 23, 11024, hij 20, 
hit 20, 
iek 20031, 
inn 23030, 3023, 
jar 3020, 
ken 23, 20030, 
kun 23, 
las 23, 
ler 3023, 3020, 
lom 3021, 
hog 3021, 3023, hui 20, 11024, ial 23031, 
iev 23161, ijk 23, 20, ing 20060, 
ion 23060, 20, ist 20130, jag 3023, 
jen 23, 
ker 3020, 3023, 
lad 3023, 
lav 3023, 
lij 20, 
lop 3023, 3020, 
kan 1023, 20, kel 3020, 3023, 
kin 20, kom 23, 20, 
lag 3021, 10023, 3020, lan 3020, 
lei 20, 2023, len 3023, 3020, 
lis 20, log 20, 21, 
los 21, 23, 
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man 20, 3020, 3023, mat 3020, 23, 21, 20, mee 24, 20, 
mel 3020, 
mij 11020, 
men 3023, 11020, 
min 21, 23, 20, 
mer 3020, 3023, 
mis 2167, 23, 21, 20, mon 3022, 
nar 23030, 3021, 20, nat 21, nav 3020, 
oef 11024, 
nee 11024, 
oer 3097, nem 3023, not 3020, 3023, 
oma 20, ons 11020, 20, ont 2143, ooi 20, 
oor 20, 2097, oud 21, pal 3020, 21, par 3020, 3023, 
pat 20, 
pro 2025, 
rem 23, 20, 
roe 20, 
sar 23, 
Sul 20 1 
pel 23, 20, 
ree 20, 
ren 23, 20, 
rom 3020, 
sel 2o60, 
pen 20, 23, 3020, pre 2025, 
rei 20, 23, rek 23, 20, rel 20, 23, 
rij 20, 23, rep 3020, 23, rev 3023, 
rov 3023, 3020, rui 20, 23, 
sla 23, 20, sok 20, sta 23, 
tal 20, 3020, 3023, tan 3023, tat 23o40, 
tel 23, 20, 3023, ten 21013, 3020, ter 3023, 3020, 25, 
tij 20, tin 20, toe 24, ton 3023, 3020, 20, 
tor 20, tri 2022, tur 23060, 3023, uil 20, 
uit 25, 23, uur 20, 20160, vak 20, vee 20, 
ven 3020, 20, ver 2183, 21, 3020, vet 20, 21, vin 20, 
vit 23, vlo 20, vol 21, vor 3020, 
wel 24, 20, wer 3023, 3020, win 23, zeg 23, 20, 
zel 3020, zen 20, zes 22, zet 23, 20, 
zev 3023, 3020, zie 23, Zin 20, 23, zon 20, 23, 3020, 
aard 20, 23, acht 22, 23, 20, adem 20, 23, ad.er 20, 
akst 20, arch 20020, 3023, arts 20, atie 20060, 
baar 2oo61, 23, 20, 21, bede 20, best 21, beur 23, 
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bind 23, blad 20, blaz 3023, 3020, bond 20, 1023, 
bouw 20, 23, buit 20, 1023, cult 3020, daag 2020, 23, 
deel 20, 23, denk 23, demi 2097, 20, ding 20, 23, 
duit 20, echt 21, 20, 23, eens 24, egel 20, 
eind 20, 23, erij 20060, even 24, ever 20, ezel 20, 
gade 20, gang 20, ging 23, goed 21, 20, half 21, 20, 
hand 20, heen 24, heid 2oo40, houd 23, huis 20, 23, 
huiv 3020, 3023, huiz 3020, 3023, iaa.l 20031, iser 23123, 
isme 20150, 20, jaar 20, kant 20, 23, kiez 3023, 3020, 
kind 20, koop 20, 23, la.at 21, 23, lach 23, 20, lade 20, 
land 20, 23, lang 21, last 20, leid 23, lied 20, 
lijk 20191, 23' 20, ling 20170, liss 3020, list 20, 
loof 23, 20, looi 23, loon 20, 23, maat 20, mans 2020, 
mede 24, 20, meen 23, meer 21, 20, 23, mees 20, 
melk 20, 23, mens 20, ment 20060, mijd 23, 
naar 20030, 10025' 21, oord 20, open 21, 23, orde 20, 
orgi 3020, over 25, part 20, post 20, 23, 2025, 
prek 3023, 3020, . raad 20, 23, 
rijd 20, rijp 21, 23, 20, 
rand 20, 23, 
rijv 3023, 
roep 23, 20, ruil 20, 23, ruim 21, 23, 20, 
slag 20, 3023, slav 3020, 3023, slei 20, 
sokk 3020, spat 23, 20, spel 20, 23, 3023, 
stad 20, sted 3020, sten 2oo40, 3020, 3023, 
ster 20060, 20, stor 3023, stro 20, 
rekk 3023, 3020, 
ring 20, 23, 
ruit 20, 
snot 20, 
staa 2023, 
taak 20, 
ta.an 23, tand 20, tart 23, teit 2oo40, 
tell 3023, 3020, 
toon 20, 23, 
uwer 20, 
verv 3023, 3020, 
vijf 22, 
voet 20, 23, 
vtr 21, 
werk 20, 23, 
zett 3023, 3020, 
zorg 20, 23, 
ation 23060, 
check 20, 
eling 20170, 
grijp 23, 
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tien 22, tijd 20, tion 23060, 
trek 23, 20, trom 20, tuur 20060, 23, 
veel 21, 23, verg 23, vers 21, 20, 
verz 3020, vete 20, 
vind 23, ving 23, voel 23, voer 23, 20, 
volg 23, volk 20, voor 25, 20, vorm 20, 23, 
waa.r 2074, 24, 21, 20, wege 2020, 2023, 21034, 
wond 20, 23, 'WOOn 23, zegg 3023, 3020, 
ziek 21, zing 23, zond 23, 3020, 
West 20, aarde 20, ander 21, angst 20, 
bedil 23, beeld 20, 23, beurs 20, 21, briev 3020, 
dreig 23, drijv 3023, duits 21, 20, elijk 20191, 
ester 20, fonds 20, genot 20, 23030, 
ijdel 21, ijver 20, 23, ineen 24, 
inter 2025, 3023, iteit 2oo40, komst 20, 
lijks 21191, 
kunst 20, 
meest 21, lazen 1023, 
noter 3023, 
plaat 20, 
reger 3023, 
selen 3020, 
stede 2020, 
strev 3023, 
trekk 3023, 
licht 20, 21, 23, 
oefen 23, onder 25, orden 23, parti 3020, 
recht 20, 21, 23, regel 23, 20, regen 20, 23, 1023, 
schap 20130, schat 23, 20, schil 20, 23, 
20060, sprek 3023, staat 20, 1023, stand 20, 
stell 3023, 3020, steun 20, 23, stort 23, 
strom 3023, 3020, stuur 23, 20, tegen 25, 1023, 
3020, vloed 20, vlooi 23, waa.rd 21, 20, 
wapen 20, 23, wezen 20, wicht 20, zetel 20, 23, 
zeven 22, 1023, 20, zwaa.r 21, aangev 3023, bedenk 23, 
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bedill 3023, bela.ng 20, beleid 20, bereid 21, 23, 
beroep 20, 23, beslis 23, binnen 25, buiten 25, 20, bureau 20, 
consul 20, cultur 3020, dracht 20, gelijk 21, 20, 23, 
geloof 23, 20, gemeen 21, gering 21, gevoel 20, 23, gezond 21, 
gracht 20, grepen 1023, 20, intern 21, ka.nton 20, 
kiezel 20, kinder 2020, 23, klacht 201 kracht 20, 
kundig 21, lieden 20, mening 20, mental 3021, 
minder 21, 23, missie 20, nation 3020, oorlog 20, 3023, 
opvolg 23, paleis 20, partij 20, pla.ats 20, 23, 
plicht 20, premie 20, regent 1023, 20, schatt 3023, 3020, 
schijn 23, 20, schill 3020, 3023, school 20, 1023, 
schuiv 3023, 3020, sering 20, status 20, strijd 20, 23, 
tering 20, tussen 25, vreemd 21, waarde 20, 21 , 
winkel 20, 23, wonder 20, 
academi 3020, bedrijv 3020, 3023, besliss 3023, besprek 3023, 
bestuur 23, 20, 
genoten 20, 1023, 
consult 20, 3023, diploma 20, 
gewicht 20, invloed 20, meester 20, 
oordeel 20, 23, 
special 3021 , 
vermijd 23, 
vooruit 24, 
aa.ntrekk 3023, 
diplomat 3020, 
ondernem 3023, 
resident 20, 
overeen 24, patient 20, produkt 20, 3023, 
verbind 23, verenig 23, verkiez 3023, 
vervolg 23, 
a.ntword 20, 23, 
doorslag 20, 
opdracht 20, 
stroming 20, 
verzorg 23, vlooien 1023, 20, 
bestrijd 23, campagne 20, 
explosie 20, 
overga.ng 20, 
toestand 20, 
monument 20, 
provinci 3020, 
vera.nder 23, 
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vergader 23, verorden 23, verschil 23, 20, welstand 20, 
zeventig 22, 
architect 20, belasting 20, berechtig 23, commissie 20, 
f'abrika.nt 20, maatregel 20, president 20, verschill 3023, 3020, 
werkelijk 21 , wezenlijk 21, .Amsterdam 20, Nederla.nd 20, 
abonnement 20, bekrachtig 23, confession 3020, gouverneur 20, 
specialist 20, vereniging 20, voorwaa.rde 20, Amsterdamm 3020, 
bouwmeester 20, gemeenschap 20, verantwoord 23, 
architectuur 20, tegenwoordig 21, verantwoordelijk 21,1 
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6.4. The results 
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binnenstads beleid 
2020 20 
leider 
binnenstadsbeleid 
20 
mis grepen 
2167 1023 
le id.er 
misgrepen 
1023 
goed vind en 
21 23 21013 
leider 
goed vinden 
21 1023 
leider 
goedvinden 
1023 
Amsterdam s 
20 20141 
leider 
Amsterdams 
21 
leider 
Amsterdamse 
21 
ver tegenwoordig 
2183 21 
le id.er 
vertegenwoordig 
23 
vertegenwoordiger 
20 
e 
20011 
e 
20011 
er 
20060 
er 
20060 
le id.er 
142 
e.rchitectuur 
20 
erchitectuur 
20 
architectuur 
20 
me de we?it er 
24 23 20060 
leider 
medewerk 
23 
medewerker 
20 
leider 
er 
20060 
leider 
architectuurmedewe?iter 
20 
opdracht 
20 
opdracht 
20 
opdracht 
20 
opdrachtgevers 
1020 
loon slav 
20 3020 
leider 
loon slaven 
20 1020 
leider 
loonslaven 
1020 
gev er s 
3023 20060 21010 
leider 
gever s 
20 21010 
leider 
gevers 
1020 
leider 
en 
21010 
143 
opdracht gev er 
20 3023 20060 
leider 
opdracht gever 
20 20 
leider 
opdrachtgever 
20 
gracht en huiz en 
20 22003 3020 21010 
le id.er le id.er 
grachten huizen 
2020 1020 
leider 
grachtenhuizen 
1020 
regent en pale is 
20 22003 20 
le id.er 
regenten pale is 
2020 20 
leider 
regentenpaleis 
20 
Amsterdam s e 
20 20141 20011 
leider 
Amsterdams e 
21 20011 
leider 
Amsterdamse 
21 
144 
stad s regent en 
20 22002 20 21010 
leider leider 
stads regenten 
2020 1020 
leider 
stadsregenten 
1020 
Amsterdamm er s 
3020 20030 21010 
leider 
Amsterdammer s 
20 21010 
leider 
Amsterdanmers 
1020 
koop mans stad 
20 2020 20 
leider 
koopmans stad 
2020 20 
leider 
koo:pmansstad 
20 
bouw kunst ig e 
20 20 20141 20011 
leider 
bouwkunst ig e 
20 20141 20011 
leider 
bouwkunstig e 
21 20011 
leider 
bouwkunstige 
21 
regent en 
20 22003 
leider 
regenten 
2020 
architectuur 
20 
architectuur 
20 
le id.er 
regentenarchitectuur 
20 
bouw 
20 
kundig 
21 
en 
2oo40 
le id.er 
bouw 
20 
kundigen 
20 
le id.er 
bouwkundigen 
20 
monument 
20 
monumental 
3021 
leider 
monument ale 
21 
koo:P lieden 
20 20 
al e 
23031 20011 
le id.er 
regent 
20 
e 
20011 
en 
21010 
leider leider 
kOO:Plieden 
20 
regenten 
1020 
le id.er 
koopliedenregenten 
1020 
146 
gracht en huiz en 
20 22003 3020 21010 
leider leider 
grachten huizen 
2020 1020 
le id.er 
grachtenhuizen 
1020 
cultur el e 
3020 23031 20011 
le id.er 
culture! e 
3021 20011 
le id.er 
culturele 
21 
be dill erij en 
3023 20060 21010 
leider 
bedillerij en 
20 21010 
le id.er 
bedillerijen 
1020 
dag elijk s e 
20 20191 20141 20011 
le id.er 
dagelijk s e 
21 20141 20011 
leider 
dagelijks e 
21 20011 
leider 
dagelijkse 
21 
cultur el e 
3020 23031 20011 
le id.er 
culturel e 
3021 20011 
leider 
culturele 
21 
vreemd eling en 
21 20170 21010 
leider 
vreemdeling en 
20 21010 
le id.er 
vreemdelingen 
1020 
lend genoten 
20 20 
le id.er 
lendgenoten 
20 
cultur el e 
3020 23031 20011 
leider 
culturel e 
3021 20011 
le id.er 
culturele 
21 
148 
beurs noter ing en 
20 3023 20060 21010 
leider 
beurs note ring en 
20 20 21010 
leider 
beurs noteringen 
20 1020 
leider 
beursnoteringen 
1020 
stede bouw kundig e 
2020 20 21 20011 
leider leider 
stedebouw kundige 
20 21 
leider 
stedebouwkundige 
21 
welstand s connnissie s 
20 22002 20 21010 
leider leider 
welstands connniss ies 
2020 1020 
leider 
welstandscommissies 
1020 
Nederland s e 
20 20141 20011 
leider 
Nederlands e 
21 20011 
leider 
Nederlandse 
21 
stad s ruim 
20 22002 21 
leider 
stads ruimte 
2020 20 
leider 
stadsruinrte 
20 
ruil voorwaa.rde 
20 20 
leider 
ruil voorwaarden 
20 1020 
leider 
ruilvoorwaa.rden 
1020 
on gevoel ig 
2107 20 20141 
on gevoelig 
2107 21 
leider 
ongevoelig 
21 
leider 
vak blad en 
20 20 21010 
leider 
vak bladen 
20 1020 
leider 
vakbladen 
1020 
te 
20040 
leider 
n 
21010 
150 
zes en 
22 26 
ko:ppel koppel 
zesenzeventig 
22 
woon ruim 
23 21 
woon ruimte 
23 20 
leider 
woonruimte 
20 
winkel bedrijv 
20 3020 
leider 
winkelbedrijv 
3020 
winkelbedrijvig 
21 
zeventig 
22 
norma.a.l 
leider 
te 
20040 
leider 
winkelbedrijvigheid 
20 
ig 
20141 
ig 
20141 
leider 
stede bouw er s 
2020 23 20060 21010 
leider 
stede bouwer s 
2020 20 21010 
leider 
stede bouwers 
2020 1020 
leider 
stedebouwers 
1020 
he id 
20040 
he id 
20040 
he id 
20040 
leider 
151 
bouw kunst ig e 
20 20 20141 20011 
leider 
bouwkunst ig e 
20 20141 20011 
leider 
bouwkunstig e 
21 20011 
leider 
bouwkunstige 
21 
inter nation al e 
2025 3020 23031 20011 
leider 
internation al e 
3020 23031 20011 
leider 
international e 
3021 20011 
leider 
internationale 
21 
Winkel huiz en 
20 3020 21010 
leider 
Winkel huizen 
20 1020 
leider 
winkelhuizen 
1020 
152 
bestuur s besliss 
20 22002 3023 
bestuur s beslissing 
20 22002 20 
leider leider 
bestuurs beslissingen 
2020 1020 
leider 
bestuursbeslissingen 
1020 
stad 
20 
leider 
stads 
2020 
s bouwmeester 
22002 20 
bouwmeester 
20 
leider 
stadsbouwmeester 
20 
beleid 
20 
beleid 
20 
leider 
beleids 
2020 
s besliss 
22002 3023 
s beslissing 
22002 20 
leider 
beslissingen 
1020 
leider 
beleidsbeslissingen 
1020 
ing 
20060 
leider 
ing 
20060 
leider 
en 
21010 
en 
21010 
en 
21010 
en 
21010 
ver werkelijk ing 
2183 21 2oo60 
leider 
verwerkelijk ing 
23 2006o 
leider 
verwerkelijking 
20 
oorlog s voor bereid 
20 22002 25 23 
leider 
oorlog s voorbereid 
20 22002 23 
leider 
oorlogs voorbereiding 
2020 20 
leider 
oorlogsvoorbereiding 
20 
ing 
20060 
ing 
20060 
leider 
reger ing s verantwoordelijk 
3023 2oo60 22002 21 
leider 
regering 
20 
leider 
regerings 
2020 
s verantwoordelijk 
22002 21 
verantwoordelijkheid 
20 
leider 
regeringsverantwoordelijkheid 
20 
he id 
20040 
he id 
20040 
leider 
153 
154 
ta.ak stell ing 
20 3023 20060 
!eider 
taak stelling 
20 20 
!eider 
ta.akstelling 
20 
verkiez ing en 
3023 20060 21010 
!eider 
verkiezing en 
20 21010 
leider 
verkiezingen 
1020 
bekrachtig en 
23 21013 
leider 
bekrachtigen 
1023 
veel zegg end e 
21 3023 20061 20011 
leider 
veel zeggend e 
21 21 20011 
leider 
veel zeggende 
21 21 
leider 
veelzeggende 
21 
verantwoord ing s plicht 
23 20060 22002 20 
le id.er 
verantwoording s plicht 
20 22002 20 
le id.er 
verantwoordings plicht 
2020 20 
leider 
verantwoordingsplicht 
20 
partij raa.d s vergader 
20 20 22002 23 
leider 
partij raa.ds vergader 
20 2020 23 
leider 
partijraa.ds vergadering 
2020 20 
leider 
partijraa.dsvergadering 
20 
Amsterdam 
20 
Amsterdsms 
21 
leider 
Amsterdsmse 
21 
s e 
20141 20011 
le id.er 
e 
20011 
155 
ing 
20060 
ing 
2oo60 
leider 
156 
houd baar he id 
23 20061 2oo40 
leider 
houdbaar he id 
21 2oo40 
le id.er 
houdbe.arheid 
20 
confession a1 isme 
3020 23031 20150 
le id.er 
confessiona1 isme 
3021 20150 
le id.er 
conf essiona11sme 
20 
kiezel sten 
20 3020 
le id.er 
kiezel stenen 
20 1020 
leider 
kiezelstenen 
1020 
regent 
20 
le id.er 
regenten 
2020 
en 
22003 
en 
21010 
maatregel 
20 
maatregel 
20 
le id.er 
regentenma.a.tregel 
20 
ver tegenwoordig er 
2183 21 2oo60 
le id.er 
vertegenwoordig er 
23 20060 
le id.er 
vertegenwoordiger 
20 
le id.er 
vertegenwoordigers 
1020 
ver wezenlijk ing 
2183 21 20060 
!eider 
verwezenlijk ing 
23 20060 
le id.er 
verwezenlijking 
20 
vak bond specialist 
20 20 20 
leider !eider 
vakbond 
20 
specialisten 
1020 
le id.er 
vakbondspecialisten 
1020 
besprek 
3023 
bespreking 
20 
leider 
besprekingen 
1020 
ing en 
20060 21010 
leider 
en 
21010 
s 
21010 
s 
21010 
s 
21010 
en 
21010 
157 
158 
zwaa.r gewicht en 
21 20 21010 
!eider 
zwaa.r gewichten 
21 1020 
!eider 
zwaargewichten 
1020 
over schatt ing 
25 3023 20060 
!eider 
overschatt ing 
3023 20060 
!eider 
overs chatting 
20 
in voer ing 
25 23 20060 
!eider 
invoer ing 
23 20060 
!eider 
invoering 
20 
aantrekk ing s kracht 
3023 20060 22002 20 
!eider 
aantrekking s kracht 
20 22002 20 
!eider 
aantrekkings kracht 
2020 20 
!eider 
aantrekkingskracht 
20 
159 
mening s verschill en 
20 22002 3020 21010 
leider le id.er 
menings verschillen 
2020 1020 
le id.er 
meningsverschillen 
1020 
opvolg ing s vete n 
23 20060 22002 20 21010 
le id.er 
opvolging s vete n 
20 22002 20 21010 
le id.er leider 
opvolgings vet en 
2020 1020 
leider 
o:pvolgingsveten 
1020 
reg er ing s le id er 
3023 20060 22002 23 20060 
le id.er 
regering s le id er 
20 22002 23 20060 
le id.er leider 
regerings le id.er 
2020 20 
leider 
regeringsleider 
20 
160 
voo:ruit strev end e 
24 3023 20061 20011 
leider 
vooruitstrev end e 
3023 20061 20011 
leider 
voo:ruitstrevend e 
21 20011 
leider 
vooruitstrevende 
21 
doorslag gev end e 
20 3023 20061 20011 
leider 
doorslag gevend e 
20 21 20011 
leider 
doors lag gevende 
20 21 
leider 
doorslaggevende 
21 
verkiez ing s Campagne 
3023 20060 22002 20 
leider 
verkiezing s Campagne 
20 22002 20 
leider 
verkiezings campagne 
2020 20 
leider 
verkiezingscampagne 
20 
verkiez ing en 
3023 20060 21010 
!eider 
verkiezing en 
20 21010 
!eider 
verkiezingen 
1020 
be invloed den 
2163 20 21013 
!eider 
beinvloed den 
23 21013 
!eider 
beinvloedden 
1023 
president s verkiez ing en 
20 22002 3023 20060 21010 
!eider 
president s verkiezing en 
20 22002 20 21010 
!eider !eider 
presidents verkiezingen 
2020 1020 
!eider 
presidentsverkiezingen 
1020 
162 
verzorg ing s sta.at 
23 20060 22002 20 
leider 
verzorging s staat 
20 22002 20 
leider 
verzorgings sta.at 
2020 20 
leider 
verzorgingsstaat 
20 
gelijk berechtig der 
21 23 20061 
leider 
gelijk berechtigder 
21 21 
leider 
gelijkberechtigder 
21 
verkiez ing s campagne 
3023 20060 22002 20 
leider 
verkiezing s Campagne 
20 22002 20 
leider 
verkiezings Campagne 
2020 20 
leider 
verkiezingscampagne 
20 
bestrijd er s 
23 2oo60 21010 
leider 
bestrijder s 
20 21010 
leider 
bestrijders 
1020 
volk s ver tegenwoordig er s 
20 22002 2183 21 2oo60 21010 
leider 
volk s vertegenwoordig er s 
20 22002 23 20060 21010 
leider 
volk s vertegenwoordiger s 
20 22002 20 21010 
leider leider 
volks vertegenwoordigers 
2020 1020 
leider 
volksvertegenwoordigers 
1020 
president s verkiez ing en 
20 22002 3023 20060 21010 
leider 
president s verkiezing en 
20 22002 20 21010 
leider leider 
presidents verkiezingen 
2020 1020 
leider 
presidentsverkiezingen 
1020 
164 
verkiez ing en 
3023 20060 21010 
le id.er 
verkiezing en 
20 21010 
leider 
verkiezingen 
1020 
gouverneur s zetel s 
20 22002 20 21010 
leider leider 
gouverneurs zetels 
2020 1020 
le id.er 
gouverneurszetels 
1020 
ver schuiv ing en 
2183 3023 20060 21010 
leider 
verschuiv ing en 
3023 20060 21010 
leider 
verschuiving en 
20 21010 
leider 
verschuivingen 
1020 
verkiez ing en 
3023 20060 21010 
leider 
verkiezing en 
20 21010 
leider 
verkiezingen 
1020 
ver schuiv ing en 
2183 3023 20060 21010 
le id.er 
verschuiv ing en 
3023 20060 21010 
leider 
verschuiving en 
20 21010 
leider 
verschuivingen 
1020 
tussen verkiez ing 
25 3023 20060 
leider 
tussenverkiez ing 
3023 20060 
le id.er 
tussenverkiezing 
20 
toon a.a.ngev end e 
20 3023 20061 20011 
leider 
toon a.a.ngevend e 
20 21 20011 
leider 
to on a.a.ngevende 
20 21 
leider 
toona.angevende 
21 
166 
verand.er ing en 
23 20060 21010 
le id.er 
ve:randering en 
20 21010 
leider 
verenderingen 
1020 
belasting ver hog 
20 2183 3021 
leider 
belasting verhog 
20 3023 
belasting verhoging 
20 20 
le id.er 
belasting verhogingen 
20 1020 
le id.er 
belastingverhogingen 
1020 
ver hog 
2183 
leider 
verhog 
3023 
verhoging 
20 
3021 
ing 
20060 
ing 
2oo60 
leid.er 
ing en 
20060 21010 
ing en 
20060 21010 
leider 
en 
21010 
consult a tie bureau 
3023 20060 20 
leider 
consultatie bureau 
20 20 
leider 
consultatiebureau 
20 
buiten echt elijk 
25 20 20191 
leider 
buitenecht elijk 
20 20191 
leider 
buitenechtelijk 
21 
on vermijd elijk 
2107 23 20191 
leider 
on vermijdelijk 
2107 21 
leider 
onvermijdelijk 
21 
verkiez ing en 
3023 20060 21010 
leider 
verkiezing en 
20 21010 
leider 
verkiezingen 
1020 
verkiez ing 
3023 20060 
le id.er 
verkiezing 
20 
leider 
verkiezingen 
1020 
geloof s briev 
20 22002 3020 
leider leider 
geloofs brieven 
2020 1020 
leider 
geloof sbrieven 
1020 
melk bedrijv 
20 3020 
le id.er 
melk bedrijven 
20 1020 
leider 
melkbedrijven 
1020 
voet klacht 
20 20 
leider 
en 
21010 
voet klachten 
20 1020 
leider 
voetklachten 
1020 
en 
21010 
en 
21010 
en 
21010 
en 
21010 
sokk en fabrikent 
3020 22003 20 
le id.er leider 
sokken fabrikenten 
2020 1020 
le id.er 
sokkenfabrikenten 
1020 
voet arts en 
20 20 21010 
leider 
voet arts en 
20 1020 
leider 
voetartsen 
1020 
:partij stroming 
20 20 
leider 
:partij stromingen 
20 1020 
leider 
:partijstromingen 
1020 
en 
21010 
school gaa nd e 
20 2023 20061 20011 
le id.er 
school ga.and 
20 21 
le id.er 
school ga.and.e 
20 21 
leider 
s choolgaende 
21 
e 
20011 
en 
21010 
170 
diplomat en kind.er en 
3020 22003 2020 21010 
!eider le id.er 
diploma.ten kind.eren 
2020 1020 
le id.er 
diploma.tenkinderen 
1020 
ziek en f'onds patient 
21 20040 20 20 
!eider 
zieken f'onds patient 
20 20 20 
le id.er 
ziekenf'onds patient 
20 20 
le id.er 
ziekenf'ondspatient 
20 
Ziek en f'onds premie 
21 2oo40 20 20 
!eider 
zieken f'onds premie 
20 20 20 
!eider 
ziekenf'onds premie 
20 20 
le id.er 
ziekenf'ondspremie 
20 
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INDEX OF TECHNICAL TERMS AND SYMBOLS 
This list contains only the technical terms introduced or deviantly 
defined by me, with the page of definition behind it to facilitate the re-
finding of the definition for the reader, together with some identifiers in 
the analytic program, used in a more or less constant meaning. These latter 
ones are followed by declarations between brackets. 
Technical term 
or symbol 
A 
abnormal adjectival 
abnormal compound 
adjectival suffix 
adjunct pronoun 
adverbial suffix 
affinity 
affix 
allomorph 
alv (array) 
analytic program 
B 
basic form 
bblok (procedure) 
begin (array) 
block 
blok (array) 
blokn (integer) 
by-form 
c 
central segment 
close (procedure) 
compl (procedure) 
complete morpheme 
Definition 
on page 
46 
compound 50 
4B 
34 
17 
34 
57 
11 • 30-31 
1B 
71 
2 
46 
26 
79 
Bo 
7B 
79 
79 
20 
45 
76 
7B 
76-7B 
13 
Technical term 
or symbol 
compound 
compound with abnormal 
insertions 
conjunctive present 
constituent 
constituent row 
coordinative compound 
criterion of closure 
criterion of external 
distribution 
Definition 
on page 
50 
2B 
3 
4 
4B 
30-31 
30 
criterion of part of speech 39 
derivation 30 
DIC (array) 71 
die (integer) 71 
dicn (integer) 71 
diepte (array) Bo 
dom (procedure) B1 
dominant affix 11-12 
dominator 75 
eblok (array) 79 
eind (procedure) B1 
endom (integer) Bo-B1 
equiradical 25 
established compounds 25 
Technical term 
or symbol 
false f 
false s 
FIN (integer) 
final segment 
finit (integer) 
Definition 
on page 
20 
20 
80 
76 
78 
formator of pronominal adverbs 36 
gesloten (label) 77 
homonymous 13 
hoogte (integer) 3, 80 
Ikim (switch) 76-77 
Ik2Im2 (label) 77 
Ik2Im3 (label) 77 
Ik3Im2 (label) 77 
Ik3Im3 (label) 77 
immediate constituent 42 
immediate derivation 43 
improvised compound 25 
ind1 (integer) 8, 73 
ind2 (integer) 8, 73 
INDAF (switch) 79 
INDEX (array) 73-74 
inf (array) 78 
inflection 30-31 
inflectional form 12 
inflectional morpheme 12, 30-31 
initial segment 76 
inverse compound 50 
kind of constituent 3, 10-12 
lasta (array) 72 
lblok (array) 79 
leading constituent 3-4, 47-48 
leading morpheme 74-75 
Technical term 
or symbol 
leider (array) 
lengte (array) 
LETTER (array) 
letter (integer) 
lexical morpheme 
lexicon 
link 
lv (procedure) 
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Definition 
on page 
80 
80 
72 
72 
13 
2 
12 
72-73 
macrostructur (procedure) 78 
Meq (procedure) 72 
mistest (procedure) 19 
morph 18 
morpheme 1 
naasthoger (array) 80 
nominal affix 34 
normaal (array) 76 
normal compound 48 
notind (procedure) 81 
open (label) 77 
openbegin (label) 77 
openeind (label) 77 
optimum (procedure) 76, 78 
orthographical 23 
PAKET (array) 71 
P27op (procedure) 78 
positie (procedure) 8, 73 
postconnection 57 
postdom (integer) 80 
pre connection 57 
predom (integer) 80 
prefixoid 37 
prefixoidal verbal compound 37 
174 
Technical term Definition 
or symbol on page 
Prenpo (switch) 80 
present stem forms 28 
preteritum stem forms 28 
preverbal prefix 36 
probability of connection 57 
pseudo-concatenation 
PUCAS (procedure) 
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